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ABSTRACT'

Trade-offs between early life reproductive success and subsequent survival and
reproductive success are central to theoretical models of life history evolution. Such
models demonstrate how trade-offs might influence the evolution of reproductive strategies
and senescent decline. Quantitative genetic theory predicts that additive genetic variance for
functionally related fitness traits should be negatively correlated (Falconer 1981). The
research described here attempted to verify the existence of trade-offs by examining
additive genetic covariance for life history traits in a laboratory adapted population of
Drosophila melanogaster using artificial selection. In particular it looked for evidence of
trade-offs involving reproductive costs in males, trade-offs between preadult development
and senescence, and life history adaptations to density.
Selection by age at breeding was applied to a laboratory adapted stock of Drosophila
inelanogaster to investigate additive genetic covariance for early life reproductive success
and subsequent survival and reproductive success. Male selection responses were
characterised using measures of age-specific behaviour, competitive reproductive success
and survival. Selected lines were compared with the original stock in order to deduce the
direction of selection responses. Those selected to breed late in life were found to have
evolved enhanced survival, increased lifetime reproductive output, and improved late life
reproductive success. No evidence for a negative genetic correlation between these traits
and early reproductive success was found. The possibility that they had evolved at a cost to
preadult survival and growth rate was also investigated, but again no evidence for a tradeoff was found. It was concluded that enhanced survival, increased lifetime reproductive
output, and improved late life reproductive success had evolved by the elimination of
deleterious age-specific mutations.
The value, of comparing selected lines with the original stock in order to deduce the
direction of selection responses was emphasised. Early life reproductive success, preadult
development rate, and larval survivorship were all diminished in late breeding lines relative
to early breeding lines. Yet comparisons with the original stock revealed that these
differences were entirely attributable to enhancement of these characters in the early
breeding lines rather than correlated selection responses in the late breeding lines. Previous
studies examining early and late breeding lines and not comparing them with the original
stock have interpreted similar findings as evidence of negative genetic correlations.
It was discovered that inadvertent selection for rapid development had been applied in the
early breeding lines. Progeny were collected in the first few days of adult life. The time lag
between eclosion and peak fertility inevitably conferred advantage upon adults that eclosed
earliest The problem of inadvertent selection when applying artificial selection was
emphasised.
In another artificial selection experiment on a completely new set of lines, the influence of
larval density upon evolutionary responses to selection by age at breeding was
investigated. Selection to breed early and late in life was again applied but this time under a
different regime which strictly avoided inadvertent selection to reduce development time.
No restriction upon time to eclosion was applied, and a minimum maturation interval of 7
days then elapsed before the next generation was commenced. Age selection was applied
under low, intermediate and high larval density conditions. In the first investigation of
evolutionary responses in these lines, adaptations to both age selection and density
selection in larval and adult characters were described.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Evolution of Life Histories
1.1.1 Life History Diversity
Life histories are the lifetime schedules of reproduction and survivorship that are
characteristic of particular species. Life histories are very diverse. Some organisms
confine reproduction to just a single breeding event during the lifespan (semelpanty) for
example the Pacific salmon Oncorhynchus, whereas others reproduce repeatedly
(iteroparity), either seasonally as with the annual calving of red deer Cervus elaphus, or
continuously as with Drosophila melanogaster. Reproduction is preceded by a period of
development, the duration of which varies widely in both semelparous and iteroparous
organisms. Semelparous plants commonly breed in the season following germination
(annuals) but in some bamboos (e.g. Phyllostachys or Bwnbusa) reproduction is
delayed by as much as a century. Among iteroparous organisms the time interval prior
to reproduction is also variable. Drosophila melanogasterhave a preadult development
period which varies according to temperature. At 250C it takes 10 days for eggs to
develop into adults, yet among the Hawaiian picture wing Drosophila (e.g. Drosophila
heteroneura) this process invariably takes several months. Birds such as the blue fit
Parus caeruleus become reproductively mature in the breeding season after fledging
while others such as albatrosses (Diomedea spp.)have an extended period of
development spanning 8 years. Lifespan variation can be significant even among
closely related organisms. Among molluscs the marine bivalve Arctica islandica can live
220 years but the edible mussel Mytilus edulis has a maximum lifespan of 8-10 years.
Birth rates differ enormously between species; a striking example is the contrast in
fecundity between gorillas (Gorilla gorilla) and mouse lemurs (Micmcebus murinus),
the largest and smallest of the primates. A female mouse lemur born at the same time as
a female gorilla could potentially leave 10 million descendants before the gorilla became
sexually mature (Harvey and Clutton-Brock 1985).

1. 1.2 Natural Selection on Life Histories
'Natural selection arises from a reproductive competition among individuals and
ultimately among genes in a mendelian population. A gene is selected on one basis
only, its average effectiveness in producing individuals able to maximise the gene's
representation in future generations' (Williams 1966a).

Natural selection is expected to exert considerable influence upon the evolution of life
histories because the reproductive contribution of individuals to future generations is
directly determined by the schedules of reproduction and survival which they adopt.
Clearly the rate of spread or extinction of all genes will be directly related to their effects
upon schedules of survival and reproduction. The performance of genotypes with
different schedules of reproduction and survivorship can be compared by calculating
their rates of increase (r) using the Euler-Lotka equation:

1 =:.Y 1x m ert x
where:
tx = age at the xth breeding attempt
Ix = survival probability to age t,

mx = fecundity at age tx
r = rate of increase or Malthusian Parameter

The genotype with the highest rates of increase is predicted to be fixed by natural
selection. In populations that are neither expanding nor shrinking, the most successful
genotype is one that has the greatest total number of offspring produced over the
individual's lifespan (Lande 1982; Sibly 1989). If population numbers are changing,
the timing of offspring production in the life history influences r. In expanding
populations offspring produced early in life are worth more than those produced later
because they begin breeding sooner and, like compound interest their reproductive

contribution to succeeding generations will be greater (Fisher 1930). In a decreasing
population, the opposite is true (Cole 1954).

The most successful life history strategy for any organism is to begin reproduction
immediately after being born, and then to produce large quantities of progeny at
frequent intervals over the course of an infinite lifespan. Natural selection would favour
this optimal organism or 'Darwinian Demon' (Law 1979) in any environment. The
reason the life history of no living organism actually approaches this ideal is because
the fertilities and survival rates of any life history are subject to constraints.

1. 1.3 Constraints on the Response to Selection
Constraints on life history traits may arise from extrinsic or intrinsic causes. Extrinsic
constraints are ecological in origin for example the constraints on survivorship imposed
by predation, accident, or disease, or the constraints on reproduction arising from
limitations of a necessary resource such as food or available breeding sites. There are
intrinsic limitations upon the evolutionary options available to an organism and these
are determined by the evolutionary history of the organism. These may arise from
phylogenetically determined characters, such as hot or cold bloodedness, which are
unlikely to be changed on the evolutionary short term. The evolutionary options
available to an endotherm differ from those available to an ectotherm simply because
their metabolism is governed by a different set of laws. Another type of intrinsic
constraint arises through the competing demands of life history functions (namely
growth, reproduction and survival) for the same limiting resource. Tensions between
life history traits are resolved through trade-offs, and trade-offs constrain the response
of one trait to natural selection through its negative effect on other traits.

The research described here is an investigation of life history trade-offs. Trade-offs are
predicted to have a direct influence upon the evolution of reproductive strategies and are
implicated in the evolution of senescence. Theoretical approaches to predicting the
direction of life history evolution model the influence of trade-offs using optimality
models or genetic models. In this introduction, part 1.2 outlines optimality model
predictions for the evolution of reproductive strategies, dealing first with the division of
investment among breeding events within the lifespan and particularly with the
evolution of iteroparity, and the age of reproductive maturity. It ends with a brief
outline of the genetic approach to modelling the evolution of life histories. Part 1.3
examines the evolution of senescence. It outlines two alternative genetic models for the
evolution of senescence, their respective predictions, and the supporting empirical
evidence. Part 1.4 outlines the various empirical approaches that can be used to
measure trade-offs and discusses their relative merits. Part 1.5 outlines the basic plan of
the thesis and briefly summarises what was done.

1.2 The Evolution of Reproductive Strategies
1.2.1 Costs of Reproduction
Influential forces in the evolution of reproductive strategies were first outlined in a
famous statement by Fisher (1930):

'It would be instructive to know not only by what physiological mechanism a just
apportionment is made between the nutriment devoted to the gonads and that devoted to
the rest of the parental organism, but also what circumstances in the life-history and
environment would render profitable the diversion of a greater or lesser share of the
available resources towards reproduction'

Fisher's idea has a strong intuitive appeal. Organisms with a single breeding
opportunity would be expected to invest a greater share of resources into their single

reproductive event. Such a strategy is vividly illustrated in the life histories of some
semelparous organisms. In cases of so-called suicidal or 'big bang' reproduction, the
somatic tissue may become atrophied, as nutrients from it are diverted to reproductive
functions such as the production of gametes or secondary sexual characters. Conger
eels (Congerspp.) lo se all their teeth, and their stomach and intestines atrophy during
gonadal development (Cunningham 1891). Organisms with a number of breeding
opportunities would be predicted to forestall such heavy costs of high investment in
current reproduction by dividing resources between reproduction and somatic
maintenance, or even postponing reproduction completely provided that the gains to
future reproduction outweighed current losses. In the evolution of reproductive
strategies, the division of investment among potential breeding events is predicted to be
resolved optimally.

'To maximise its overall lifetime contribution to future generations, an optimal
organism should weigh the profits of its immediate prospects of reproductive success
against the costs to its long term future prospects' (Williams 1966b).

The trade-off between current and future reproductive success is predicted to direct the
evolution of reproductive strategies, so determining whether the life history is
iteroparous or semelparous, what numbers of offspring are produced in successive
breeding events in iteroparous life histories, and at what age reproductive investment
begins.

The costs of reproduction may be quantified in energetic terms, but they are more
meaningfully quantified in terms of their cost to the 'residual reproductive value' (RRV)
of the organism (Bell 1980). The residual reproductive value of an individual of a
certain age and sex is defined as the mean amount of future reproductive success
expected for individuals of that age and sex in the population' (Fisher 1930 ch2). RRV
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is a more direct measure of reproductive cost because it records the direct impact upon
fitness and also includes ecological costs of reproduction such as increased risks of
predation (Calow 1979).

Models have been used to represent the trade-off between current and future
reproductive success. Optimality models use trade-off curves (part 1.2.2), and genetic
models use a matrix of genetic variance and covariance (part 1.2.6). Optimality models
have attempted to identify the selective influences which determine reproductive
strategies. They make predictions about the conditions necessary for the evolution of
semelparity I iteroparity (1.2.3), for the evolution of the age of reproductive maturity
(1.2.4), and also provide insights into the evolutionary effects of density dependent
variables upon life histories (1.2.5).

1.2.2 Optimality Models
An optimality model 'specifies the options open to an organism, defines an optimization
criterion as close as possible to Darwinian fitness, assigns payoffs to the different
options and deduces the optimal solution' (Parker and Maynard Smith 1990).
Optimality models regard life histories as age-specific schedules of fecundity and
mortality (Cole 1954; Partridge and Harvey 1988). Any increase in an age-specific
value of fecundity or survivorship while the other values are held constant increases
fitness, but trade-offs mean that any increase in one value will effect changes in other
values. The trade-off relationship between two age-specific values of survival or
fecundity can be described in the form of a trade-off curve. To predict the optimal
resolution of a trade-off, the most adaptive of all possible options on the curve is
selected according to some measure of fitness. Provided population size is stable, the
lifetime number of offspring can be used as a measure of fitness. If population size is
unstable, the rate of increase (r) is preferred. In the particular circumstance where

individuals are related, some measure of inclusive fitness must be used instead
(Hamilton 1964).

An optimality model of the costs of reproduction may use the reproductive value (RV)
as a measure of fitness. RV is the age-specific expectation of all present and future
offspring ie. current reproductive output (Mx) + residual reproductive value (RRV).
In a population that is not changing in size RV is calculated from schedules of agespecific survivorship (ix) and fecundity (m).

RV=

Z mt

where x and t subscripts represent age and w is the age of last reproduction. This is
readily divided into its two components; current and future reproduction.

RV= fflx

It
+1 mt

The trade-off between these two components can be described in the form of a curve,
and the optimal resolution of that trade-off determined according to the reproductive
value associated with each option on the curve. The shapes of these curves vary
according to the extrinsic and intrinsic constraints to which the traits are subject.
Different curve shapes are illustrated below in three hypothetical examples a, b, and c.
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Fig 1 .(after Pianka and Parker 1975). The residual reproductive value plotted against
current reproductive success in 3 hypothetical life histories. The straight lines are
contours of equal lifetime production of offspring. The optimal resolution of the tradeoff is marked with a dot on each curve. It is defined as the point on the curve furthest
from the origin

Curve (a) favours big bang reproductive investment, curve (b) equal investment in
current and residual reproduction, and curve (c), deferred reproduction.
Two ecological factors which have a major impact upon the survival and reproductive
success of different age classes are age-specific mortality and food availability
(Southwood 1977).

'Life histories evolve largely in response to the impact of different environments on the
survival and fertility of different age classes' (Partridge and Harvey 1988).

Schedules of extrinsically determined age-specific mortality are predicted to have a
major impact upon the resolution of trade-offs involving reproductive cost (Williams
1966a; Gadgil and Bossert 1970; Schaffer 1974; Taylor etal. 1974; Charlesworth and
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Leon 1976; Michod 1979; Law 1979; Charlesworth 1980). The diversion of resources
away from current reproduction toward maintenance may have great advantage in an
environment in which the organism can expect to survive to reap the future benefits of
such investment, but adoption of the same strategy will be disadvantageous in an
environment where extrinsically determined survival is poor. Thus the schedule of
extrinsic mortality imposed on the different age classes of a population will have a
major impact upon the evolution of reproductive schedules determining not only the
division of reproductive investment among the separate breeding events of iteroparous
life histories, but also whether an iteroparous or semelparous reproductive strategy is
adopted.

1.2.3 The Evolution of Iteroparity in Seasonally Breeding Organisms
In examining the consequences of single or repeated breeding events for the rates of
increase of populations of unrestricted size, Cole (1954) observed an apparent paradox;
'for an annual (semelparous) species, the absolute gain in intrinsic population growth
which could be achieved by changing to the perennial (iteroparous) reproductive habit
would be exactly equivalent to adding one more individual to the average litter size' ie
sufficient offspring to replace the parent in the next breeding event. Since the energetic
cost of one more offspring is almost invariably likely to be less than the value of the
soma plus the energetic costs of surviving to the next season, this raises the question of
why iteroparous life histories persist. Charnov and Schaffer (1973) addressed this
question. They observed that the equivalent reproductive values assigned to the single
offspring and its parent in Cole's formulation are only correct under very unusual
circumstances. Juveniles are often subject to higher levels of mortality than adults and
in such cases they are of less value than adults. Models can be used to show that the
ratio of parental survival to juvenile survival, can explain the evolution of iteroparity.
When juvenile mortality is high relative to adult mortality, delayed reproduction and
iteroparity are favoured, and when adult mortality is high relative to juvenile mortality,

early reproduction and restricted iteroparity or semelparity are favoured (Murphy 1968;
Charnov and Schaffer 1973).

Testing these predictions, Stearns (1976) examined the life histories of 23 seasonally
breeding species of animal. The degree of iteroparity (number of breeding seasons) was
found to be weakly positively correlated with the ratio of average juvenile mortality to
average adult mortality. This was consistent with theoretical predictions, but it should
be noted that the two variables were non-independent. Adult mortality and the number
of breeding seasons are both determined by extrinsic causes of mortality. Hence the
proposed evolutionary impact of adult survival rates upon reproductive investment was
confounded by the direct impact of survival upon iteroparity itself.

Empirical tests of the evolutionary importance of the ratio of parental survival to
juvenile survival are Tare. One such is an investigation of free living populations of
Trinidadian guppies Poecilia reticulata. Predators with different feeding preferences
coexisted with the different populations, some predators fed exclusively on adults, and
some on juveniles. In populations where adult predators were present and juvenile
predators were absent, guppies allocated a higher proportion of their body reserves to
reproduction, had shorter intervals between broods, produced smaller young and
matured at smaller weights than guppies in a population where juvenile predators were
present and adult predators absent (Rezmck and Endler 1982). An introduction
experiment was carried out in which an adult predated population was transferred to a
situation of high predation upon juveniles. In just 11 years (30-60 generations) this led
to evolution in the predicted direction (Rezmck et al. 1990). Provided that the presence
of the different predators actually did determine the relationship of juvenile to adult
survival as was inferred by this study, and that the observed change was not a plastic
response to predation, the findings of this study give clear endorsement for the
predictive power of the evolutionary models.
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1.2.4 The Evolution of Age at Reproductive Maturity
Postponed age at first breeding should evolve if the gains through extra growth or
experience outweigh the costs in death and loss of offspring during the delay. In a
model of the evolution of female mammalian life histories, Charnov (1991) proposed
that juvenile mortality determined the optimal resolution of the trade-off between preadult growth and reproduction, so determining the age and size at which mammals
became reproductively mature. Reproductive maturity occurred at the stage when the
fitness benefits of maturing at a larger size were outweighed by the costs of potentially
dying without ever having reproduced. Charnov showed that reproductive schedules
could be predicted solely from the age at maturity, suggesting that other costs of
reproduction (current reproduction and subsequent survival and fecundity) were not
necessarily the major evolutionary determinant of life history. Although the model
specifically addressed the evolution of female mammal life histories, the trade-off
between growth and reproduction in determining age at reproductive maturity is
potentially very important in the evolution of the life histories of many other determinate
growing organisms, for example Drosophila.

1.2.5 Density-Dependent Selection
The first model of density-dependent selection was formulated by MacArthur
(MacArthur 1962, 1972; MacArthur and Wilson 1967). Focusing specifically upon the
consequences of population density for resource availability, it contrasted the selection
pressures operating on colonising and established populations. In colonising
populations where the number of organisms was below the carrying capacity of the
environment ('K'), the model assumed that conditions of super-abundant resources
would prevail. In these circumstances, selection should favour those individuals who
could most rapidly convert resources into offspring. In established populations where
numbers were at the carrying capacity of their environment, individuals would compete
for resources, and in these circumstances the model proposed that selection should
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favour the most efficient individuals: 'Genotypes which can at least replace themselves
with a small family at the lowest food level win, the food density being lowered so that
large families cannot be fed. Evolution here favours efficiency of conversion of food
into offspring' (MacArthur and Wilson 1967 p149). Selection operating upon
colonising populations was termed r-selection, and selection on established
populations, K-selection. Central to rIK theory is the assumption that the traits favoured
by the two types of selection are mutually exclusive.

r- and K- selection theory can be directly applied to the theory of life history evolution.
In expanding populations, the value of current reproductive output (m,) relative to
RRV increases (Fisher 1930; Cole 1954). One would therefore expect there to be a
selective advantage to increased early reproductive output in colonising species. Life
history traits favoured by population expansion have been examined by manipulating
trait values in models, and looking at the sensitivity of the population rate of increase to
these changes. There is particularly strong selection to reduce age at first reproduction
(Cole 1954; Lewontin 1965). Using a theoretical model of a female Drosophila life
history, Lewontin (1965) showed that if the total number of progeny was held
constant, but time to maturation decreased by a factor of lO%, this had an equivalent
effect on the rate of increase to doubling the lifetime egg-production.

The application of r-selection was subsequently extended from the original, so that rselected populations came to include not only those undergoing transient periods of
colonisation, but also those kept perpetually below the carrying capacity of the
environment by frequent episodes of density-independent mortality (Pianka 1970). This
type of mortality is typical of species which exploit unstable, or seasonally extreme
habitats. Predicted life history traits associated with density were extrapolated as
follows:
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r-selection: rapid development, early age at first reproduction, large reproductive effort,
large clutch size, many small offspring, no parental care, small body size, semelparity
and short lifespan.
K-selection: slower development, delayed reproduction, small clutches, parental care,
smaller reproductive effort, few large offspring, larger body size, iteroparity and long
lifespan (Piarika 1970).

These extended predictions were based upon the assumed relationship between density
and habitat stability. Low density was assumed to herald not only a super-abundance of
food resources, but also high levels of age-independent mortality. High density was
assumed to be associated with poor juvenile survival. Problems arise when testing
these predictions because habitat instability, resource availability, adult mortality, and
juvenile mortality can vary independently of each other and independently of density.
Boyce (1984) has argued that these predictions are too generalised and over extend the
model. He proposed that the application of the rfK model should be confined to its
original specific application to resource availability. Perhaps the best approach to
examining the effects of density on life history evolution is to examine the evolutionary
consequences of the component aspects of density-dependent selection in isolation.

1.2.6 Quantitative Genetic Models
Complementary to the optimality approach is the use of quantitative genetic models.
Quantitative genetic models define the evolutionary options available to an organism
solely on the basis of the standing genetic variation in a population. They use matrices
of quantitative genetic variance and covariance to describe the variation in a population
and the change in a set of traits as a vector determined by a combination of selection and
genetic covariance (Lande 1979; 1982).
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Evolution of life history traits can occur only if the prerequisite genetic variation exists,
and patterns of genetic variation govern both the rate and the direction of evolution.
Genetic constraints upon the evolution of life history traits arise not only because of
limited quantities of variation, but also through the correlated effects of that variation on
other fitness traits. Genetic correlations between traits can arise through pleiotropy or
linkage disequilibrium. The association of traits through linkage is only transient in
evolutionary time because they are eventually dissociated by meiotic recombination.
The genetic basis for evolutionary trade-offs is pleiotropy. This is sometimes referred
to as antagonistic pleiolropy because pleiotropic alleles underlying trade-offs have
beneficial effects on one trait and detrimental effects on another, hence their effects on
fitness are antagonistic. The existence of such alleles is verified by examples of
pleiotropic mutants. The abnormal abdomen allele of Drosophila mercatonan enhances
early fecundity and pleiotropically reduces longevity (Templeton, Crease and Shah
1985), and the 'age-i' mutant of Caenorhabditis elegans confers enhanced lifespan and
greatly reduced fertility (Friedman and Johnson 1988).

Quantitative genetics models have the advantage that they predict evolutionary change
more directly than optimality models. Optimality models have to make the implicit
assumption that genotypes capable of producing the optimal phenotype can actually
exist, whereas genetic models specify evolutionary options directly from the genetic
variance already existing in a population (Lande 1982; Reznick etal. 1985; Reznick
1992). Genetic models also have more realism because they can examine the evolution
of a trait in the context of its interaction with a large number of other traits. Optimality
models are confined to the more artificial study of trade-offs between isolated pairs of
traits.

Genetic models also have disadvantages. One is that they can only predict a short-term
selection response because clearly the standing additive genetic variation in a population
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is not a true reflection of the long term evolutionary options. Another is that standing
genetic variation may not always be at equilibrium. The introduction of new mutations
has been demonstrated to generate positive genetic correlations between fitness
components (Mukai and Yarnazaki 1971; Simmons etal. 1980). The examination of a
large matrix of interdependent traits can also generate problems. Quantitative genetic
theory predicts that negative genetic correlations will always occur between fitness
components under selection in populations at equilibrium (Robertson 1955; Falconer
198 1). The prediction arises from a principle known as Fisher's fundamental theorem
which states that natural selection will operate to eliminate additive variation for fitness
traits by eliminating deleterious alleles and fixing beneficial ones (Fisher 1930). The
only persisting variation is that which has a positive effect on one trait and a deleterious
effect on another and this is maintained by the opposing forces of directional selection
upon those effects. However, in a complex multivariate system not all pairs of fitness
traits can be negatively related. In such a system, positive genetic correlations are not
only possible but necessary (Pease and Bull 1988). Thus, although functional tradeoffs are predicted to give rise to negative additive genetic correlations between traits in a
simple two dimensional system (Charnov 1989), the detection of a positive genetic
correlation between a pair of traits embedded in a large interdependent set of characters
does not refute the existence of trade-offs.

The question of whether the predictions of optimisation models and genetic models
actually coincide has been addressed recently in two theoretical studies. These studies
showed that optimality and genetic approaches produce similar equilibrium solutions
(Charnov 1989; Charlesworth 1990), even when realistic assumptions about the effects
of mutation are included (Charlesworth 1990). There is a related debate about the
importance of demonstrating a quantitative genetic basis for trade-offs in empirical
measurements of life history trade-offs. This topic will be considered in detail in the
review of approaches to measuring trade-offs (part 1.4).
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1.3 The Evolution of Senescence
1.3.1 Senescence
Senescence is a decline in age-specific survival rate and fertility beginning after
reproductive maturity and progressing with advancing age (Charlesworth 1980).
Underlying senescent decline is an irreversible deterioration of physiological and
metabolic functions (Rose 1991; Kirkwood and Rose 1991). Advanced senescence
causes severe debility, and this is most apparent in organisms kept in protected
environments where senescent decline may reach very advanced states before death
occurs. The earliest descriptions of senescence were of its effects on domesticated
species (Caughley 1966) or on zoo and laboratory animals (Comfort 1979), and it was
once thought that the occurrence of senescence was rare in the wild (Lack 1954). There
have since been numerous descriptions of age related declines in survival rate in natural
populations of both vertebrates and invertebrates (Nesse 1988). A decline in fertility
with age has been reported in arctic terns (Coulson and Horobin 1976), great tits
(Perrins 1979), and in sparrow hawks (Newton, Marquiss and Moss 1981) and a
decline in survival with age in great tits (Webber 1975), fulmars (Dunnet and 011ason
1978), and in black capped chickadees (Loery et al. 1987). A study of age-specific
survival data from 56 natural populations of mammals (Promislow 1991), concluded
that senescence in natural populations was commonplace.

1.3.2 The Causes of Senescence
The main focus of gerontological research has been to identify the molecular and
physiological processes which are the components of senescent deterioration. Almost
one hundred proximal causes of senescence have been identified (Medvedev 1990).
Among these, the accumulation of free radical damage (Harman 1981), loss of proper
endocrine function (eg. Sapolski etal. 1986), and DNA damage from a variety of
causes (reviews Gensler and Bernstein 1981; Cerutti 1987; Kirkwood 1988) are well
known.

Non-evolutionary explanations of senescence regard the deterioration of vital
physiological processes with age as the inevitable consequence of wear and tear. This
hypothesis is refuted by the observed absence of ageing in some organisms which
reproduce by binary fission (Williams 1957; Bell 1984c). In addition, studies of
recorded lifespans have found that although there are typically consistent patterns
according to taxonomic group (Prothero and Jurgens 1987; Pomeroy 1990), and body
size (Brown and Pomeroy 1984; O'Connor 1981; Calder 1983; Peters 1983; Pomeroy
1990), there are notable exceptions. There exist some exceptionally long lived species,
and their modes of life suggest that susceptibility to damage, or the ability to repair
damage can be evolutionarily adjusted according to extrinsic determinants of survival.
For example the ability to avoid predation by the use of ifight as a means of escape is
consistently associated with greater intrinsic longevity in birds and mammals (Pomeroy
1990). Similarly, the acquisition of protective mechanisms such as the adoption of a
fossorial habit in mammals (French Stoddart and Bobek 1975), a trogloditic habit in
beetles (Oromi personal communication), a thick protective shell in molluscs (Heller
1990), aerial roosting by swifts (Pomeroy 1990) or inhabiting open shores or oceans
by seabirds (Pomeroy 1990) also reduce susceptibility to fatal hazard and are
consistently associated with exceptional intrinsic longevity.

Rates of senescent decline can be quantified by calculating the rate at which age-specific
mortality increases with age, or the rate at which age-specific fertility declines with age.
Comparative studies using this technique have revealed a tendency for shorter lived
species to experience faster rates of senescence among vertebrate (Finch et aL 1990;
Promislow 199 1) species. This provides further evidence that prevailing levels of
environmentally determined mortality are the driving force behind evolved rates of
senescence.
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1.3.3 The Evolution of Senescence
Even potentially immortal organisms are subject to non-senescent mortality from such
causes as predation, malnutrition, infectious disease, social conflict and bolts of
lightning. Non-senescent mortality operates to reduce the size of each successive ageclass of any given cohort of individuals and, as a result, the reproductive contribution
of later age classes to the ancestry of the future will be much less than that of early ones
(Medawar 1946, 1952). The predicted consequence of the differing contributions of
early and late age-classes is that genes with effects earlier in life will be subject to a
greater intensity of natural selection. Mathematical models which calculate the effects of
age-specific changes in survival probability or fecundity upon fitness have shown that
the force of selection acting on fecundity and survival is attenuated with advancing age,
reaching zero at the end of reproduction (Hamilton 1966; Charlesworth 1980). The
attenuating action of selection with increasing age is predicted to have the following
effects:
Deleterious genes of the sort which are regularly generated by mutation are subject to
weaker eliminating selection pressure if their effects are confined to later life.
Senescence may thus be a product of mutation-selection balance with mutations
achieving greatest frequency when selection is weakest (Medawar 1946, 1952).
Pleiotropic genes conferring beneficial early effects and deleterious late effects are
favoured by selection (Williams 1957). Because of diminishing selection intensity,
small effects on early life fitness can outweigh quite large fitness consequences later
on. This association of positive and negative age-specific fitness effects is illustrated
by the dominant single locus mutation responsible for Huntingtons Chorea. This is
an age-specific neurological disorder in which there is a steady deterioration of
motor control beginning on average at the age of 35.5 years (Haldane 1941 pp19294). A number of studies have shown that in its early stages the disease confers an
increase in reproductive fitness associated with symptoms of increased libido and
diminished self control (Harper and Roberts 1988).

EI

One reason why early fitness might consistently be associated with accelerated
senescent decline, is if improved juvenile survival, or enhanced reproductive rate in
young adults is achieved by investment of resources in those traits at a cost to somatic
durability. The disposable soma theory (Kirkwood 1977,1981; Kirkwood and Holliday
1979) proposes that the accuracy of transcription and translation processes in the
cellular synthesis of protein determine the rate at which cells senesce, and that increased
levels of accuracy can be attained through the expenditure of time and energy on proof
reading and destruction of erroneous synthetic products. In this way trade-offs would
be expected to occur between the levels of investment in such processes and the levels
of investment in reproduction and/or the rate at which organisms are able to grow.

The disposable soma theory predicts that longer lived species should invest more
heavily in mechanisms which either protect against damage, or actually repair it
(Kirkwood 1977,1981; Kirkwood and Holiday 1979). Comparative tests of this
hypothesis have yield mixed results. Comparative levels of investment in protection
were investigated by Harman (198 1) who showed that levels of plasma urate (an
antioxidant which binds with the damaging free radicals produced by all mammalian
cells) were correlated with lifespan among 21 species of primate. A similar study by
Cutler (1984) found no similar correlation among non-primate mammals.

DNA is known to be subject to complex systems of repair (Sedgewick 1986) and
comparative studies measuring rates of DNA repair (levels of DNA synthesis induced
by UV irradiation) have revealed that they are positively correlated with longevity
among a number of mammalian species (Hart and Setlow 1974; Treton and Courtois
1982; Hall etal. 1984). Such correlations may arise through their independent
correlations with a third variable, body size. Larger species have lower mortality rates
(Kurten 1953; Promislow and Harvey 1990) and may also have higher rates of repair
for unrelated reasons (Promislow 199 1)
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Even if it can be shown that levels of investment in cellular maintenance and repair
correspond with rates of senescence, it still remains to be demonstrated that repair is
costly and is involved in a trade-off with early reproduction or juvenile growth and
survival. It might be argued that the reduced competence of cellular repair mechanisms
in short lived species were attributable just as readily to non-pleiotropic as pleiotropic
forms of senescence.

1.3.4 Evidence for Mutation Accumulation
The technique of chromosome extraction in Drosophila melanogaster has provided
evidence for the importance of both mutation accumulation and antagonistic pleiotropy
as causes of senescence. In a comparison of early and late life mating ability in males of
29 lines homozygous for the second chromosome, it was discovered that genetically
determined variation in male mating ability was greater in the late life measure (Kosuda
1985). If it could be shown that the genetic basis for this variation was additive, this
would provide strong support for the mutation accumulation model which predicts that
the frequency of deleterious mutations affecting late life fitness should be higher than
the frequency of mutations with deleterious effects on early life fitness. Poor late life
mating ability was not associated with significantly high early life mating ability among
the lines and this is contrary to the predictions of the pleiotropy theory. Yet in another
chromosome extraction study, a genetic correlation between high early female fecundity
and earlier onset of infertility and death was reported (Hiraizumi 1985).

A breeding design experiment was used to examine levels of age-specific additive
variance for female fecundity (Rose and Charlesworth 1980; 1981a). No increase in
genetic variance for fecundity with age was found. However the statistical tests used
were not particularly sensitive because death diminished the sample size in later
measures. In addition to this, dead and infertile (ie senescent) individuals from the
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sample of old individuals were excluded and this would have caused measures of the
deleterious additive genetic variance for late life fitness to be underestimated.

A number of artificial selection experiments have successfully 'evolved' senescence in
the laboratory by removing natural selection against deleterious late life effects by
consistently breeding from young adults (Sokal 1970; Mueller 1987). Mueller (1987)
developed 'r-selected' and 'K' selected lines of Drosophila melanogaster . 'r'
populations were kept at low density and successive generations were consistently
propagated from young adults. 'K' populations were kept at high density, and
propagated from females of all ages. Females of the two lines, did not differ in early
fecundity, but late fecundity in the 'r' lines was considerably reduced. Mueller (1987)
concluded that late acting deleterious mutations had accumulated in the 'r' lines over the
120 generations for which they were maintained.

1.4 Approaches to Measuring Life History Trade-offs.
Empirical evidence for the existence of life history trade-offs can be found using a
variety of approaches, and these are reviewed below in an examination of the empirical
evidence for costs of reproduction (the trade-off between current reproductive success
and subsequent reproduction and survival). Costs of reproduction are pivotal in
theoretical models of the evolution of reproductive strategies. They are also implicated
in the evolution of senescence. A very specific type of reproductive cost is implicated in
the evolution of senescence and this is one which incurs an irreversible degenerative
decline in age-specific survival rate or fertility with advancing age. Approaches to
measuring the cost of reproduction have been outlined in a number of reviews (Bell and
Koufopanou 1986; Reznick 1985; Calow 1979; Partridge 1989). The relative merits of
the different approaches for the demonstration of trade-offs generally, have been
discussed in reviews by Reznick (1985, 1992), Bell and Koufopanou (1986), Pease
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and Bull (1988), Partridge (1989), Lessells (1991), Partridge and Sibly (1991) and
Maynard Smith (1991).

1.4.1 The Comparative Approach
There is a prevalent association of high birth rate with high adult mortality among
species: a study of life history variation among populations of American shad Alosa
sapidissima showed that an increased population mean brood size was accompanied by
a reduced probability of breeding more than once (Leggett and Carscadden 1978); a
similar relationship was found among species of lizards (Tinkle 1969; Tinkle and
Hadley 1975), birds (Saether 1988; Bennett and Harvey 1988), clonal populations of
the rotifer Asphancha brightwelli (Snell and King 1977) and mammals (Sutherland et
aL 1986). This association might appear to endorse the idea that there are mortality costs
to high reproductive output, but there are three main objections to the use of these
comparative associations between traits as evidence for the existence of trade-offs.
Firstly, numbers of progeny produced by two different species are not equivalent
measures of reproductive investment. The energetic investment per offspring can vary
substantially between species. Secondly, high fertility will always be associated with
high mortality because of the operation of density-dependent population regulation
(Sutherland et aL 1986). Thirdly, life history traits may consistently co-occur in a range
of species even when they are evolving independently, because particular influential
environmental variables may consistently co-occur for example in the case of 'r' and
'K' selection. For these reasons correlations between life history traits across species
must be interpreted with caution (Partridge and Sibly 1991).

1.4.2 The Phenotypic Correlation Approach
An obvious but flawed approach to describing trade-offs is to compare the values for
two traits among a sample of individuals in a natural population, and see if those values
are negatively correlated. A cost of reproduction would be expected to generate a
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negative correlation between the size of reproductive output in one breeding event and
the size of future output. A study of red deer Germs elaphus showed that females
calving in one year had reduced probabilities of surviving to the next season and also a
reduced probability of breeding in the next season if they did survive (Clutton Brock et

al. 1982). Of 33 phenotypic studies of this kind, (reviewed Reznick 1985) 22 showed
negative correlations and 11 showed positive correlations. The phenotypic correlation
approach is flawed because an implicit assumption is made that the variation in
reproductive output among individuals reflects variation in the allocation decisions
adopted by them. This is not necessarily true (Pease and Bull 1988; Stearns 1989;
Lessells 1991) because variation arises through inequality in provisioning or in health
even when all individuals in a population allocate resources according to the same rule.
Positive correlations arise because poorly-provisioned, or sick individuals inevitably
have both poor reproductive productivity and poor survival rates, and individuals in
favourable conditions have both high reproductive output and high survival rates. 'If
individuals differ in body size, nutritional status, or their fit to the habitats they occupy,
then measures of current-and future reproduction will covary positively because of their
correlation with that third variable' (Partridge and Harvey 1988). A positive correlation
was reported between harem size and longevity of male red deer (Clutton Brock 1984;
Clutton Brock etal. 1982). This correlation was probably attributable to the covariation
of harem size and longevity with a third variable, body size.

1.4.3 The Experimental Manipulation Approach
Reproductive rates can be experimentally manipulated by altering aspects of the
environment such as the number of mates, or the availability of nutrients. This
technique has been used to impose different schedules of reproduction upon
experimental groups of organisms. The phenotypic costs of reproduction for
subsequent reproduction and survival were then deduced by comparing organisms from
the different treatments. Individuals are randomly distributed among experimental
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groups so that variation in phenotypic quality is distributed without bias among
treatments. The oviposition rate of female Drosophila melanogaster can be manipulated
by the alteration of their diet. An experiment using this technique showed that
heightened rates of egg-production were negatively correlated with survival (Partridge,
Green and Fowler 1987). A particular strength of the phenotypic manipulation
approach is that it can be used on a wide variety of organisms in their natural
environments. It is therefore useful in establishing the universal nature of reproductive
costs and in identifying specific mechanisms through which costs arise. Four such
mechanisms are illustrated below using examples from a variety of organisms.

Inhibition of Growth
Body size is strongly positively correlated to reproductive success in a great number of
organisms and this is true of both male (Partridge and Farquhar 1983) and female
(Partridge 1988) Drosophila inelanogaster. The diversion of energetic resources from
growth into reproduction is costly to future reproductive potential because of the
reduction of body size. In the woodlouse Armadilidiwn vulgare it was demonstrated
that reproductive females grew much less rapidly than non-reproductive females
(Lawlor 1976). This would be expected to have associated costs for future reproductive
potential because body size has been shown to be strongly positively correlated with
numbers of young in the brood pouch (Paris and Pitkella 1962). Reduced rates of
growth following seasons of high reproduction have been demonstrated in tobacco
plants Nicotiana tabacwn (Namkoong and Mat.zinger 1975), barnacles Ba/anus

balanoides (Barnes 1962), the marine bivalves Cerastoderma edule and Modiolus
nwx!iolus (Seed and Brown 1978) and sticklebacks Gasterosteus aculeatus (Wootton
1977). The trade-off between reproduction and growth will influence the evolution of
reproductive strategies. In organisms which continue to grow after reproductive
maturity it will determine the optimal reproductive investment at each reproductive
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event, and in determinate growing organisms it will influence the evolution of age and
size at reproductive maturity.

Physiological Costs
The second means by which reproductive investment may potentially incur costs to
future reproductive potential is through physiological costs, for example through the
inhibition of investment in maintenance and repair of the soma. The allocation of
maximal levels of energy or nutrient to reproduction inevitably diminishes that available
for somatic maintenance and repair. Neglect of somatic maintenance may lead to
irreversible degenerative changes in the soma and a consequently reduced life
expectancy and reproductive efficiency later in life (Kirkwood 1977, 1981 Kirkwood
and Holliday 1979; Kirkwood and Rose 1991). Some evidence for degenerative costs
incurred by energetic investment in reproduction comes from experiments in which
high temperatures or ionising radiation (Maynard Smith 1958; Lamb 1964) were
applied to female Drosophila causing regression of the ovarioles and a consequent
decrease in egg-production. This experimental reduction of egg-production actually
enhanced the life expectancy of treated females while males or ovaryless female mutants
exposed to the same treatments suffered costs to life expectancy.

Provisioning offspring can also incur costs. An experimental enlargement of the first
broods of collared flycatchers Ficedula albicollis caused these birds to have
significantly lower fecundity in subsequent years compared with control females
(Gustaffson and Part 1990). One possible explanation for this finding is that a
physiological cost of reproduction was incurred by the rigours of provisioning the
excessively large broods.

There is evidence that mating itself may incur a cost to survival. Mating rate can be
manipulated by restricting the number of available mates. In a study of the grasshopper
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Melanoplus sanguinipes, virgin females were found to live longer than females which
were allowed to mate, in spite of the fact that both groups laid the same number of eggs
over their lifetime (Dean 1981). Exposure to males in female Drosophila melanogaster
reduces lifespan even when egg-production and egg-fertility are experimentally
standardised (Partridge etal. 1986; Partridge etal. 1987). A cost of mating per se was
actually demonstrated in female Drosophila melanogaster (Fowler and Partridge 1989)
in an experiment in which females were kept with males with microcauterised genitalia.
The microcauterised males courted normally but could not mate with the females. The
longevity of these females was compared that of control females kept continuously with
normal males. Both groups of females had the same egg-production rates, and egg
fertility was standardised by regularly exposing the experimental females to normal
males for a limited period. Survival was substantially greater in the experimental group.
Costs of mating could be the result of mechanical injury, infection, or damaging effects
of sperm or accessory fluid.

Ecological Costs
Ecological costs are distinct from physiological costs (Calow 1979). They occur when
reproduction increases the level of exposure to external hazards such as diseases,
predators or accidents. A number of studies have demonstrated that reproduction can
increase the risk of predation (reviewed by Maghagen 1991). For example, calling by
male frogs of the species Physalaemus pustulosus was shown to increase the risk of
predation by fringe-lipped bats Trachops cirrhosus (Tuttle and Ryan 1981), gravid
female lizards were found to be slower moving and consequently more susceptible to
predation than non-gravid lizards (Shine 1980), and ovigerous female Daphnia were
more susceptible to predation by fish than non-ovigerous females of the same size
(Koufopanou and Bell 1984).
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Reproductive Determinism
'Reproductive determinism' is a type of reproductive cost which arises as a result of
gene-environment interaction (Bell and Koufopanou 1986). In the normal environment
food supply is restricted. The manipulation of food abundance in the laboratory can be
used to induce atypically high reproductive rates. Under these conditions finite stores of
gametes may become exhausted and subsequent reproductive output curtailed. This
phenomenon was suspected to have occurred in experiments manipulating reproductive
rate in the bdelloid rotifer Philodina (Bell 1984a). It has been suggested that
reproductive determinism may account for negative associations between early and late
life reproductive rates, whether genetically or phenotypically manipulated (Bell and
Koufopanou 1986). 'Costs of reproduction' occurring because of reproductive
determinism are an experimental artefact and not the basis for an evolutionary trade-off.

1.4.4 The Genetic Approaches
Quantitative genetic theory predicts that in an equilibrium population where there is a
functional association between two fitness traits, say for example a cost of
reproduction, additive genetic variation for the two traits will covary in the form of a
negative genetic, correlation (Falconer 1981 p300). This is because fitness traits are by
definition under intense selection pressure, consequently mutations with beneficial
effects on both these traits will be rapidly fixed and mutations with deleterious effects
on both will be rapidly eliminated. The additive variation which persists under these
circumstances will take the form of mutations at loci whose effects on the two traits are
antagonistic. Variation at such loci is maintained by the opposing selection pressures
operating upon it. Antagonistic pieiotropy is the genetic basis for trade-offs, and the
presence of such pleiotropic variation can be detected in the form of negative additive
genetic correlations between traits. Any functional association between traits through
whatever mechanism (growth restriction, repair restriction, risk of predation, cost of
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mating or reproductive determinism) can be the underlying basis for pleiotropic
association.

Two genetic approaches for investigating additive genetic covariance for age-specific
fitness traits are reviewed below, these are breeding design experiments and artificial
selection experiments.

Breeding Design Experiments
Quantitative genetic breeding experiments can be used to measure the genetic covariance
between a suite of life history variables. They measure patterns of variation and
covariation within and between groups of related individuals, and use these to estimate
additive genetic covariance (Falconer 1981). A laboratory study of a population of
Drosophila melanogaster recently introduced from the wild, examined age-specific
measures of fitness among half sibs (Tucic et al. 1988). They found no significant
genetic covariation among male age-specific fitness traits, but significant negative
genetic correlations between early and late life fecundity, and early fecundity and
longevity in females. The approach is not always successful because variation for any
given quantitative trait tends to be small, and the approach requires very large sample
sizes in order to achieve acceptable confidence limits (Partridge and Sibly 1991). A
similar half sib study of Drosophila melanogaster (Schemer et al. 1989) reported a
failure to find significant levels of additive genetic variance for many important life
history traits and an absence of negative genetic correlations between early and late
fecundity and between fecundity and longevity.

Positive genetic correlations between life history traits are quite commonly reported by
breeding design experiments (Giesel 1979, 1986; Giesel and Zettler 1980 and Giesel et
al. 1982a, b; Schemer et al. 1989). One possible explanation for this is that the
population under scrutiny is inbred (Rose 1984c; Clark 1987). A history of inbreeding
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in a population causes the individuals within it to vary in their degree of homozygosity
for deleterious recessive alleles and this causes fitness traits to be positively genetically
correlated. The deliberate inbreeding of outhred flies has been demonstrated to generate
positive genetic correlations between fecundity and survival (Rose 1984c). Positive
genetic correlations can also arise by the introduction of wild-caught populations into a
novel laboratory environment. In such a case, positive genetic correlations occur
because the individuals in the population varyin their degree of preadaptation for the
new conditions (Service and Rose 1985; Clark 1987).

Artificial Selection Experiments
Artificial selection experiments demonstrate negative genetic correlations by applying
selection directly to one trait and then recording any correlated selection responses in
other traits. Studies adopting this approach have generally met with greater success in
demonstrating costs of reproduction than breeding design experiments. This may be
because selection magnifies genetic effects (Pease and Bull 1988). Negative genetic
correlations between early reproductive rate and subsequent fertility and survivorship
were demonstrated in a number of studies which applied artificial selection by age at
breeding (Wattiaux 1968; Rose and Charlesworth 1981b; Luckinbill etal. 1984; Rose
1984b). Using this method, selection can be applied to enhance survival and late life
reproduction by breeding only from old adults. These studies all reported direct
responses to selection in the form of enhanced male and female survival and late life
female fecundity. These direct responses to selection were all accompanied by
correlated responses to selection in the form of diminished early life reproductive rate.
A detailed account of these experiments and of others which also applied artificial
selection by age at breeding is given in the introduction to Chapter 3.
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1.4.5 Limitations of the Genetic Approach
Additive genetic correlations can arise through linkage as well as pleiotropy. Linkage is
not a genetic basis for trade-offs because an association of traits through linkage is only
transient in evolutionary time since they eventually become dissociated under the
influence of recombination. Hence, the demonstration of a negative genetic correlation
between two fitness traits can be construed as evidence for the existence of a trade-off
but does not constitute absolute proof.

The prediction that additive variation should be maintained by selection in the form of
additive negative genetic correlations relies upon the measures of genetic variation being
made in the same environment in which they evolved. Gene-environment interactions
occur in novel environments and disrupt the normal expression of genes and the normal
additive genetic covariance between traits. One possible reason why genetic
experiments sometimes fail to discover negative additive covariance between fitness
traits is that they fail to take account of the fact that genetic covariance is highly
environment specific (Clark 1987). A number of studies for example have measured
additive genetic covariance in stocks of wild Drosophila only recently introduced to the
laboratory environment One example of a study of this type is a sib analysis of

Drosophila melanogster which found positive genetic correlations between early
fecundity and survival and early fecundity and late fecundity were found (Giesel 1979).
In a later study Giesel himself observed that the sign of genetic correlations changed in
different environments (Giesel 1986). Novel environments are predisposed to make
correlations between fitness traits positive, because genotypes vary in their overall
suitability to a new set of conditions. This phenomenon was demonstrated
experimentally by Service and Rose (1985) in an experiment in which laboratory
adapted flies were reared in novel and ordinary food medium. The genetic covariance
for fecundity and starvation resistance among sibs was compared in the two
environments and found to be more positive in the novel environment Informative
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investigations of genetic covariance are therefore restricted to the examination of the
genetic structure of laboratory-adapted populations within a single controlled
environment.

The use of laboratory adapted populations can give rise to particular practical problems
such as low levels of genetic variance for life history traits, or the accumulation of
inbreeding depression in the population by sustained maintenance at low population
size. Inbreeding depression has been demonstrated to give rise to positive genetic
correlations between life history traits (Rose 1984c). Even the detection of positive
genetic correlations between life history traits in the absence of inbreeding does not
refute the existence of trade-offs (Pease and Bull 1988; Charlesworth 1990). This is
because positive covariances are inevitable when traits are embedded in a large set of
characters subject to constraints (Pease and Bull 1988).

There has been extended debate about the relative value or evolutionary relevance of the
phenotypic and genetic approaches to measuring trade-offs. The two approaches
actually have quite different fields of application. Descriptions of the variance and
covariance matrices for life history traits are important for the prediction of genetic
constraints upon short term evolutionary responses to selection. Whereas phenotypic
manipulation experiments generate much broader variation in reproductive effort than is
available naturally among genotypes of a single population such manipulations are
useful for predicting of the outcome of extended periods of evolutionary change. A
particular strength of the phenotypic manipulation approach is that it can be used on a
great variety of organisms in their natural environments. Genetic covariance in contrast
must be measured in an equilibrium population in its natural habitat and in which there
is no inbreeding and no linkage disequilibrium. Phenotypic manipulations are
consequently more useful in establishing the universal nature of reproductive costs and
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in the identification of specific mechanisms through which evolutionary trade-offs
might arise.

The phenotypic manipulation approach has come under recent criticism. It has been
argued that the phenotypic consequences of trait manipulation may not necessarily
predict the correlated consequences of evolutionary change in that trait (Remick 1985;
1992). 'The mechanism that underlies the response to a phenotypic manipulation may
be different from the organism's capacity for evolutionary change' (Remick 1992).
Genetic constraints may be considered a more valid measure of evolutionary constraint
because they deal directly with the unit of evolutionary change, the genes (Lande 1982;
Remick etal. 1986; Remick 1992). Nevertheless it should be borne in mind that
genetic correlations bear only an indirect relationship to the functional constraints
relating to life history variables (Charlesworth 1980; Clark 1987; Charnov 1989; Pease
and Bull 1988), and there are formidable practical obstacles to demonstrating the
existence of a genetic basis for trade-offs. It is arguable, therefore, that since the genetic
correlations of interest arise from a physiological basis, these interactions could more
easily be discovered by direct experimental manipulation. It should be stressed however
that the demonstration of a physiological mechanism through which an evolutionary
trade-off might operate by phenotypic manipulation still requires verification that it is or
has been of evolutionary importance.

1.5 The Research
The research described here investigated additive genetic variation and covariation for a
number of important life history traits in a population of laboratory adapted Drosophila

inelanogaster.
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1.5.1 The Life History of Laboratory Drosophila melanogoster

Drosophila melanogaster is renowned for its short generation time. At 25 0C, the first
instar larvae hatching from the egg embark on a period of feeding and growth of
variable duration which culminates in the pupation of the third instar larva. After the
pupal period, the male or female adults eclose. Females begin feeding immediately,
they are sexually receptive 8 hours after eclosion but only commence egg laying after 23 days. The fecundity of females varies according to their nutritional environment.
Under favourable conditions they can produce 100 eggs a day. Oviposition reaches a
maximum 6-10 days after eclosion and declines at a constant rate thereafter, and ceasing
just prior to death (Robertson and Sang 1944; Gowen and Johnson 1946; Robertson
1957). Females may remate many times over the course of their 4-6 week reproductive
lifespan. There is a 12 hour time-lag after eclosion before the maximum reproductive
rate is reached in males and this is probably associated with the production of seminal
fluid in the accessory glands, and with the maturation of sperm in the testes (Clayton
1957, 1962; Partridge 1988). Males have a similar lifespan to females and also show a
characteristic decline in reproductive rate with age (Kvelland 1965; Partridge 1988).

1.5.2 The Thesis
The specific questions which were addressed in the thesis were whether there was a
genetic basis for a cost of reproduction in the male life history, what the genetic basis
for the evolution of senescence might be, and how larval density influences the
evolution of Drosophila life histories.

Chapter 2 describes an artificial selection experiment in which flies were selected by age
at breeding. It also describes several experiments investigating evolutionary responses
to selection in males. These experiments characterised the age-specific schedules of
survival and reproduction of males from lines selected to breed either early or late in
life. Age-specific measures were made of both reproductive behaviour and competitive
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reproductive success throughout life. In chapter 3, the evolutionary basis for male
selection responses was investigated. The age-specific survival and competitive
reproductive success of selected males was contrasted both with that of F 1 hybrids
derived from crosses between replicate lines, and with that of the original base stock.
These comparisons enabled the direction of selection responses since the start of
selection to be deduced. Preadult fitness characters were also compared in order to
investigate possible correlated responses to selection in the larval phase. Chapter 4
investigated the influence of larval density upon the evolution of Drosophila life
histories. It describes an experiment in which selection by age at breeding was applied
at a range of standardised larval densities. An experiment in which the evolutionary
responses to selection in larval and adult characters were measured is also described.
The evidence for trade-offs between adult longevity and adult body size and larval
growth rates and survival is discussed.
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CHAPTER 2. THE EFFECFS OF ARTIFICIAL SELECTION ON AGE AT
BREEDING UPON SCHEDULES OF REPRODUCTION AND SURVIVAL IN
MALE DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER.
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes experiments designed to examine trade-offs between age-specific
fitness measures in the adult life history of male Drosophila melanogasrer. Artificial
selection by age at breeding was imposed by restricting the breeding opportunity of
adults to one specific age. Three replicate 'young' populations were maintained by
propagating succeeding generations from adults in the first week of adult life, and three
replicate 'old' populations were selected by propagating from aged adults. Details of the
selection procedure are outlined in part 2.2 of this chapter. Responses to selection were
investigated in two experiments, described in parts 2.3 and 2.4 of this chapter. These
experiments were designed to characterise age-specific schedules of reproduction and
survival in males of the 'young' and 'old' selected populations. Experiment 2.3
measured age-specific survivorship and the proportion of time allocated to courtship.
Experiment 2.4 measured age-specific survivorship and competitive reproductive
success.

Theoretical models of life history evolution assume that fitness at all stages of the life
history cannot be simultaneously maximised and that life history traits are involved in
trade-offs (Fisher 1930; Williams 1966a). One of the most important trade-offs is one
between current reproductive success and future reproductive potential. Reproduction
has costs for both survival and future fertility (Calow 1979 ; Remick 1985; Partridge
and Harvey 1985; Bell and Koufopanou 1986), and these costs influence the evolution
of reproductive strategies (Williams 1966a,b; Gadgil and Bossert 1970; Schaffer 1974;
Pianka and Parker 1975; Charlesworth 1980). A very specific type of reproductive cost
is implicated in the evolution of senescence and this is one which incurs irreversible
degenerative processes by investment in reproduction to the exclusion of somatic
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maintenance and repair processes (Williams 1957; Kirkwood 1981; Rose 1991;
Kirkwood and Rose l99l). In this chapter the role of costs of reproduction in male life
histories is addressed by examining the response to selection by age at breeding in male
Drosophila melanogaster, and looking for evidence of a trade-off between early life
reproductive success and subsequent survival and fertility.

Artificial Selection by Age at Breeding
Artificial selection can be used to demonstrate the existence of trade-offs by showing the
existence of a negative genetic correlation between two traits. Genetic correlations exist
where genetic variation for two or more traits is co-segregating. This association can
potentially occur either through linkage or through pleiotropy. An association of traits
through linkage is transient in evolutionary time, hence only negative correlations
arising through pleiotropy can be considered the true genetic basis for trade-offs. The
demonstration of a negative genetic correlation provides substantive evidence for the
existence of a trade-off but it should be borne in mind that genetic correlations can also
arise because of linkage.

Selection by age at breeding restricts the breeding opportunity to either early or late life
for successive generations of selection. By intensifying selection pressure upon fitness
at one age, it is predicted that genetic variants promoting fitness at that age will increase
in frequency despite any pleiotropically associated deleterious effects upon fitness at
other ages. There have been a number of previous selection experiments of this nature,
all using populations of Drosophila. By comparing flies taken from the early and late
breeding populations, these studies have successfully demonstrated direct responses to
selection for late life fitness in the form of enhanced longevity in both males (Wattiaux
1968; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill and Clare 1986; Partridge and Fowler 1992) and females
Drosophila (Wattiaux 1968; Rose and Charlesworth 1981b; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill et
al. 1984; Partridge and Fowler 1992) of the late breeding populations, and other direct
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responses in the form of enhanced late life reproductive rate in females (Wattiaux 1968;
Rose and Charlesworth 1981b; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill etal. 1984; Partridge and
Fowler 1992).

Putative correlated responses to selection have also been reported from comparisons of
flies from early and late breeding populations. These took the form either of lower early
life reproductive rate or lower larval viability in flies from the late breeding populations.
Lower early life reproductive rate was demonstrated in males (Wattiaux 1968) and
females (Wattiaux 1968; Rose and Charlesworth 1981b; Rose 1984b; Luckinbil etal.
1984) so demonstrating the existence of negative genetic correlations between early life
reproductive success and survival in males and females, and between early life
reproductive success and late life reproductive success in females. Poorer larval viability
in late breeding populations was demonstrated by Partridge and Fowler (1992).

The Costs of Reproduction
An alternative approach to demonstrating the existence of trade-offs is through
phenotypic manipulation experiments. The relative merits of genetic and phenotypic
approaches have been discussed extensively in the literature (Reznick 1985,1992; Bell
and Koufopancu 1986; Pease and Bull 1988; Partridge 1989; Lessells 1991; Maynard
Smith 199 1) and are reviewed in the General Introduction to this thesis (Chapter 1, part
1.4.5). Increasing current reproductive output by experimental manipulation has been

demonstrated to be costly for future reproductive potential in a wide variety of
organisms (Bell and Koufopanou 1986; Reznick 1985; Partridge and Harvey 1985,
1988). Manipulation experiments have shown that costs may be incurred either through
the energetic demands of reproduction, or through risks to survival incurred in the
process of reproduction (specific examples are detailed in the General Introduction).
Particular types of cost may be more influential in the evolution of life histories among
certain groups of organism. It is estimated that among lizards and snakes the most
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evolutionarily influential cost of reproduction is incurred through increased risks of
predation rather than through calorific costs (Shine and Schwarzkopf 1992).

Phenotypic manipulation experiments have shown that male Drosophila melanogaster
exposed to females live less long than males isolated from females (Bilewicz 1953;
Malick and Kidwell 1966; Kidwell and Malick 1967; Service 1989). The presence of
females alters male behaviour and it is possible that the observed survival cost is
incurred as a result of courtship and/or mating. Courtship is potentially costly either
energetically or in terms of the time devoted to it Energetic investment reduces the
energy available for repair and maintenance, and investment of time reduces the time
available for vital maintenance activities such as feeding or grooming. There are no
published studies of the energetic costs of courtship in Drosophila. One important aspect
of male Drosophila melanogastercourtship is their song, which is produced by wing
vibration, and stimulates sexual receptivity in the female (Bennet-Clark and Ewing
1967). The energetic costs of Drosophila courtship song have not been measured,
although studies of the metabolic costs of song in other animals have shown that it can
be substantial. Male bladder cicadas (Cystosoma saundersit) increase their power output
from 2.45 mW (resting metabolism) to 45 mW when singing (MacNally and Young
1981). In an artificial selection experiment, Gromko (1987) demonstrated a genetic
correlation between courtship vigour and subsequent copulation duration and suggested
that there was a trade-off between the energetic demands of courtship and mating.
Courtship in Drosophila melanogaster would at least appear to have a short-term
energetic cost.

Male investment of time in the pursuit and courtship of females may be costly because it
reduces the time available for maintenance activities such as feeding, grooming or
resting. A comparison of age-specific levels of activity in female 'old' and 'young'
selected Drosophila (Service 1987), found a significant effect of selection. The 'old'
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selected females spent a relatively smaller proportion of their time 'in motion' early in
life, and a greater proportion of time 'in motion' late in life. It is possible that the greater
proportion of time spent standing still in youthful 'old' selected flies represents a greater
investment of time in feeding or resting.

Another means by which exposure to females may reduce male survival is through costs
of mating. An experimental manipulation of levels of male sexual activity while the level
of exposure to females was controlled was achieved in one experiment by supplying
males with either virgin (receptive) or recently inseminated (non-receptive) females
(Partridge and Farquhar 1981). Males put with virgin females had a higher level of
sexual activity and had significantly reduced life expectancy relative to males put with
non-receptive females. The cost of mating and the cost of courtship are possible means
by which a trade-off between early life reproductive success and subsequent survival
and reproductive success might occur. Section 2.3 of this chapter describes a
comparison of age-specific behaviour of 'old and 'young' selected males designed to
investigate this possibility. An experiment was carried out in which mating frequency,
the proportion of time spent pursuing and courting females, and the proportion of time
spent moving were measured and compared at different stages of the adult lifespan.

The Measurement of Overall Male Reproductive Success
One reason why previous investigations of the effects of selection by age at breeding have
focused almost exclusively upon female responses to selection is that it is easier to measure
the reproductive success of females reliably. Typically this has been done by measuring
rates of egg-production at different stages of the adult life history (eg. Wattiaux 1968; Rose
and Charlesworth 1981b; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill et al. 1984; Partridge and Fowler 1992).
In an attempt to make similar measures for males, an experiment, described in part 2.4 of
this chapter, was carried out in which age-specific reproductive success of males of the
'young' and 'old' selected lines were compared. One previous experiment has attempted to
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examine male responses to selection by age at breeding. Reproductive success of males
from Drosophila subobscura lines selected for early and late life breeding was measured
when they were 7 days old (Wattiaux 1968). This was done by recording the number of
copulations when the male was put with 2 virgin females and a competitor male for a 4 or 6
hour period. The experiment discovered that males from the population selected to breed
late had lower mating ability relative to those from population selected to breed early.
Mating frequency over a short time interval is an unsatisfactory measure of reproductive
success. Here, the aim was to use a measure of reproductive success which incorporated
all the aspects of male reproductive biology which contribute to success in the normal
environment. The reproductive success of male Drosophila melanogaster is not solely
determined by fertility. It varies according to the number of female mates available and to
the receptivity and reproductive capacity of those females. The presence of competitor
males also influences reproductive success, because males compete directly for access to
mates (Jacobs 1960; Dow and von Schilcher 1975) and indirectly through sperm
competition when females remate (Gromko and Pyle 1978). At remating, sperm from
previous matings are usually displaced by sperm from the new mate. It is estimated that on
average, the first mate suffers a 16% reduction in the number of progeny it could
potentially have sired through sperm displacement (Gromko and Pyle 1978).

It has been demonstrated that mating has an inhibitory effect on remating in female

Drosophila melanogaster. Manning (1962, 1967) differentiated between the short term
'copulation effect' and the long term 'sperm effect' of mating on female receptivity.
Copulation inhibits remating even when sperm are not transferred during mating, but the
long term inhibitory effect of mating was believed to be attributable to the presence of
sperm in the female sperm storage organs, and it was proposed that latency to remating
was directly determined by sperm depletion (Manning 1962,1967; Gromko and Pyle
1978; (iromko et al. 1984b). Some evidence for this came from experiments which
showed greater remating frequency to be associated with high rates of egg-production
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(Trevitt et al. 1988), but it has also been shown that a higher remating rate can be elicited
by the manipulation of food availability and population density quite independently of
sperm depletion (Harshman et al. 1988). It has been shown that a peptide manufactured in
the male accessory glands and transferred to the females at mating in the seminal fluid of
the male has an inhibitory effect on female remating (Chen et al. 1988). The successful
production and transfer of the so-called 'sex peptide' is another means by which males
achieve competitive reproductive success.

Studies of male reproductive success have tended to exclude competitive aspects of
success, using instead simple measures of fertility such as the number of fertile matings
achieved over some set time interval (eg Wattiaux 1968; Kosuda 1985; Tucic eta!
1988). Special techniques are required to distinguish the offspring of different male
parents; in the experiment described here, males of the selected lines were made to
compete for matings with a standard competitor male with a genetic marker. The
presence of the genetic marker enabled the progeny of selected males and the progeny of
competitor males to be distinguished. The proportions of the two types of progeny
could then be used as a relative measure of the competitive reproductive ability of the
males from different selected lines.

Experiments designed to measure male reproductive success have typically mated males
with virgin females in order to ensure that progeny could be correctly attributed (eg

Tucic et al. 1988; Kosuda 1985; Wattiaux 1968). In the normal environment males
rarely encounter virgin females. It therefore seems likely that the determinants of
reproductive success in this novel circumstance will differ from those which determine
success otherwise. Likewise the genetic determinants of reproductive success in such a
situation are also likely to be very different from those in the normal environment. In
designing this experiment, particular care was taken to make the environment in which
measurements were made resemble the selection environment. Males were continuously
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exposed to non-virgin females throughout life. The resulting progeny were sampled
regularly and the ratios of offspring sired by experimental and competitor males in these
samples was used as a measure of competitive reproductive success, which reflected
both behavioural and seminal aspects of male competitive ability.
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2. 2. The Artificial Selection Regime

The selected lines were established in March 1986 by Linda Partridge. The selection
procedure for the two regimes has been described in Partridge and Fowler (1992) and is
illustrated below.

YOUNG SELECTION
Ad.ults Eclose into the
Population Cage

3 day egg
collection

I

I

11 Day Development Period.

OLD SELECTION
Adults Eclose into Population Cage
PopiilaZion. then Aged Over a Period. of Veeks

1

Food sowce renewed weekly and,
eggs laid over this period discarded. I

I

11 Day Development Period

1

3 day egg
collection

I

Each regime of selection was applied to three replicate populations referred to as
'young' lines 1, 2 and 3, and 'old' lines 1, 2 and 3. All the selected populations were
founded from the Dahomey stock, a laboratory adapted population which at the start of
the experiment had been maintained in mass culture under standardised conditions of
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temperature and light for 16y

(details of its origin and maintenance are given in

Appendix 1). The imposed delay in age at breeding in the 'old selected lines caused the
generation time of these populations to elapse more slowly, hence at any given time
point 'old' selected lines had experienced fewer generations of selection than 'young'
selected lines. The selection of lines and the measurement of selection responses were
carried out under the same conditions of standardised temperature (250C) and light
(12:12 hour light/dark cycle) as those in which the original base stock was maintained.
Larval density was uncontrolled in the selection procedure.

'Young' Selection
Adults were allowed to eclose into a wooden population cage (280mm x 250mm x
300mm) from 3, 14 day old bottle cultures over a 3 day period. At the same time,
progeny were collected from the eclosing adults in 3 bottles of fresh culture medium
lightly seeded with yeast granules. After the 3 days had elapsed, all bottles were
removed from the cage and the remaining adults left to die from desiccation and/or
starvation. The old cultures were discarded, and the fresh bottles containing newly
collected progeny were stoppered with foam bungs and retained under the same
conditions of standardised temperature and light. After an 11 day development period
these cultures were returned to the population cage along with 3 fresh bottles of food
medium, and the entire process repeated.

'Old' Selection
As in the 'young' selection procedure, adults were allowed to eclose into a population
cage from 14 day old bottle cultures over a 3 day period. Again these adults were used
to found the next generation but in this case the adults were first allowed to mature to
advanced age. Three day egg-collections (in 3 bottles of fresh Alb medium) were taken
weekly over the ageing interval. Eventually, as adult numbers declined and the fertility
of the remaining adults diminished, the abundance of progeny in the collections
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dwindled. A minimum of 600 adults was required to initiate the next generation, so the
last collection in which progeny were sufficiently numerous was used for this purpose.
At the start of selection, progeny collections were taken from 28-31 day old adults, as
selection proceeded this was progressively extended to 70-73 days.
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2.3 The Age Specific Behaviour of Males Selected By Age at Breeding.

2.3.1 Introduction
This experiment attempted to quantify the age-specific levels of reproductive behaviour in
males of 'old' and 'young' selection regimes. Newly eclosed flies of the 3 replicate lines of
each regime were maintained under standardised conditions for the course of their lifetime
and their behaviour sampled daily. Typically Drosophila melanogaster show a marked
diurnal pattern in activity levels with peak levels of activity in males occurring at the
beginning and end of the day (Lints etal. 1984). Therefore, in order for measures of
behaviour levels of different groups to be comparable, the observations had to be taken as
synchronously as possible. The behaviour of selected males was spot sampled; all flies
were scanned 6 times every day and their behaviour recorded.

2.3.2 Materials and Methods
Preparation of Males
At the time of this experiment, the 'young' lines had been subject to 46 generations of
selection, and the 'old' lines to 15 generations of selection. Males of the selected lines were
all of the same age. They were reared synchronously in uncrowded cultures generated by
collecting eggs directly from selected populations in fresh bottles of Alb medium. Virgin
adult flies were collected within 5 hours of eclosion and after a minimum maturation period
of 3 hours the sexes were separated using CO2 anasthesia and then stored separately.

Preparation of Females
Females in the experiment were derived from the Dahomey cage population from which the
selection lines were originally founded. Females were reared under uncrowded larval
conditions in bottle cultures on Alb medium. All females used in the experiment were nonvirgin.
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The Experiment
The experiment was set up when the males were 5-10 hours old, and the females were 1-2
days old. Each of the 22 males from each replicate line was put with 2 females in a 70mm
x 15mm glass vial containing 7m1 of Alb medium seeded with a few grains of yeast. The
first behavioural observation sample was taken the following morning. The males were
each kept with 2 females throughout life. When a female died it was replaced from a stock
of spare non-virgin females of the same age. All the females in the experiment were
replaced with 5 day old non-virgins on day 16 of the experiment, and thereafter at 13 day
intervals. When a male died the females were discarded. The experiment ended when all
the males were dead.

All sets of flies were put over fresh food every other day. All transfers were done using
CO2 anaesthesia. After each transfer there was always a minimum of 16.5 hours recovery
time before the next set of behavioural observations was begun. Replicate 'young' and
'old' selected lines were arbitrarily paired, and the handling treatments were applied to the
lines as matched pairs. The vials of flies were kept upright in single rows against a white
background. This enabled the activity of the flies to be seen clearly. The vials were not
moved or in any way disturbed while the behavioural observations were in progress. The
experiment was kept at a controlled temperature of 250C under a 12:12 hour light/dark
regime.

Behavioural Observations
Behaviour was spot sampled. In each sample the behaviour of each male was individually
observed for a brief time period and then recorded. An observation involved identifying the
male fly; identifying the category of behaviour exhibited and then recording it. Behaviour
catagories were as follows;
Standing Still Alone. This included grooming and feeding.
Moving Alone. Moving but not pursuing a female.
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Courting a Female. Any combination of the following behaviours was recorded as
courtship.

'Orientation' (male orientated toward the female at any point around the female's
body),

'Wing vibration' (the wing/s of the male was/were held out horizontally and
vibrated.

'Following' The male followed the female closely (usually at a distance of no more
than a few mm)

'Licking' (brief contact of the male's proboscis with female's external genitalia)
'Attempted mating' (male grasped the female abdomen using the foretarsi, the
male's abdomen was curled under the female).
Mating. Mating and attempted mating occasionally had to be distinguished by observing
for a slightly longer period of time. When mating was taking place the male was mounted
on the female and the female's wings parted.

A problem of spot sampling behaviour can arise through a tendency on the part of the
observer to record the. more obvious or interesting of two consecutive behaviours. In the
space of one observation, a fly might initially been standing still, and then begun to move.
In such a case the observer may record the second behaviour in preference to the first. The
observations in this experiment were made as objective as possible by restricting the
observation period to the moment when the male was located, then making the decision
about the category of behaviour observed after looking away from the fly. Occasionally it
was necessary to look at flies for a slightly longer time interval in order to distinguish an
attempted mating from an actual mating.

To spot sample all 66 males took 10 minutes. Six consecutive samples were taken each day
at 20 minute intervals. The first sample was taken immediately the 12 hour light phase was
begun. A116 samples therefore fell within the first 2 hours of the day at a time of peak activity (Lints et al. 1984). Sampling was carried out every day for the first 2 weeks of the
experiment, and thereafter only on weekdays.
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2.3.3 Results

Courtship
The proportion of time devoted by males to the pursuit and courtship of females was
expressed as the percentage of the total number of observations in which courtship was
observed. The mean percentages of daily courtship for males of each line are given in
Figure 2.3.1. The percentage of time spent courting rose over the first week and reached a
peak level at 7 days of age and diminished steadily thereafter as the flies grew older. To
examine the effects of selection regime on age-specific levels of courtship, daily
observations were amalgamated into weekly percentages by calculating the proportion of
the total live observations per week in which each male was observed to be courting. The
mean values for each line are illustrated in Figure 2.3.2 together with 95% confidence
intervals around each mean. To test for statistically significant effects of selection, the
weekly percentages for each male were arc sine transformed and a one-way analysis of
variance performed with replicate lines nested within selection regimes. Levels of courtship
did not differ significantly between the selection regimes in any of the weekly behaviour
samples. The effects of diminishing sample size upon the sensitivity of statistical tests was
marked and the widening of the error bars with time in Figure 2.3.2. clearly illustrates this.
There were no non-significant trends toward differences between regimes.

Activity
The proportion of time spent in motion was calculated as the percentage of all observations
made in which the male was recorded to be performing any behaviours other than category
1 (standing still alone). Mean values for each line on each thy of the experiment are given
in Figure 2.3.3. Initially the percentage of time spent in motion was low. On thy 1 the
mean value for all the males was 44.2% of observations. This rose rapidly to a peak value
of 87% recorded on day 5. After day there was a steady but very gradual decline in the
percentage of time spent in motion. The mean value returned to 44% again at around thy
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45. Daily values in the first week (Figure 2.3.3.) show an apparent trend for males of the
'young' selected lines to spend a greater proportion of time moving than males from 'old'
selected lines.

Again daily observations were merged into weekly totals for statistical analysis. The
percentage of the total number of observations per week in which each male was active
was calculated. The mean weekly values for every line with the 95% confidence intervals
around those means are illustrated for each successive week in Figure 2.3.4. To test
whether differences between regimes were statistically significant, weekly percentages
were arc sine transformed, and one-way analyses of variance applied with replicate
selection lines nested within their respective regimes. There was only one significant
difference between the behaviour of males of the two regimes, and this was in week 1
(p=0.047). This suggested that there was a significantly higher level of activity in week 1
among 'young' selected males. Once the significance value was corrected for multiple
comparison (6 analyses in total had been executed) using the sequential Bonferroni
technique (Rice 1989) this difference was found to be non-significant.

Mating
Daily mating frequencies (Figure 2.3.5) show no evidence that the males of different
regimes differed in mating frequency. Nested one-way analyses of variance on the weekly
totals of observed matings revealed no statistically significant effect of selection regime on
mating frequency at any stage of the adult lifespan.

Survival
Cumulative survival probability is the proportion of animals initially present in a cohort
which have not died by the end of a given time interval. The cumulative survival
probability was calculated daily for each of the 6 selected lines. These values are plotted
over time in Figure 2.3.6. There was a trend for the probability of survival to decline less
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slowly with time in the 'old' selected lines. To test for a statistically significant difference
between regimes, a series of Mantel-Cox tests was carried out on arbitrarily paired 'young'
and 'old' lines. The lines were paired as follows; 'young' 1 with 'old' 1, 'young' 2 with
'old' 2, 'young' 3 with 'old' 3. The Mantel-Cox Test generalises the Log Rank Test
(Miller 1981), and uses life table data to cumulate, for each successive sampling interval
(day), both the observed number of deaths in each group being compared, and the
expected number for each group. The expected number of deaths is calculated by allocating
the total number of deaths observed in each sampling interval to the groups in proportion to
the number of individuals entering that sampling interval. The total observed and expected
deaths can then be used to generate a chi-square value with 1 degree of freedom. The
probability values obtained from the three paired comparisons were combined to obtain a
measure of the overall significance of the difference in survival between regimes. The
standard technique for combining probability values (Sokal and Rohif 1969) was not
applicable in this case because the direction of difference was not the same in all three
comparisons. An alternative method was employed by which the square root of the chi 2
values were summed (using +1- to indicate the direction of the difference) and the new
value tested against the expected variance using tables of the normal distribution (Bill Hill
personal communication). When the significance values for the paired comparisons were
combined using this method, the 'old' selected lines were found to have significantly
greater survival probability than 'young' selected lines (p=0.0367).
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FIGURE 2.3.1: The Percentage of Observations in which Males were Observed to be
Courting. Mean Daily Values are given for each Selected Line.
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FIGURE 2.3.2: The Percentage of Observations in which Males were Observed to be
Courting. Mean Weekly Values with 95% Confidence Intervals are given
for each Selected Line.
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FIGURE 2.3.3: The Percentage of Observations in which Males were Observed to be
Moving. Mean Daily Values are given for each Selected Line.
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FIGURE 2.3.4: The Percentage of Observations in which Males were Observed to be
Moving. Mean Weekly Values with 95% Confidence Intervals are given
for each Selected Line.
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FIGURE 2.3.5: The Percentage of Observations in which Males were Observed Mating.
Mean Daily Values are given for each Selected Line.
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FIGURE 2.3.6: The Cumulative Survival Probabilities of Replicate Lines of the Two
Selection Regimes.
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2.3.4 Conclusions
No statistically significant effects of selection regime upon age-specific male behaviour
were found.

Males from both regimes showed age-specific changes in behaviour over their lifetime.
The proportion of time spent active (this included all behaviour catagories apart from
standing still) was initially low, rose to peak levels of movement on day 5, and then
gradually declined. This decline is a typical pattern of senescent deterioration. The
frequency of courtship behaviour showed a similar pattern; initially low, rising over the
first week, then declining gradually for the rest of the lifespan.

There was a significant effect of selection by age at breeding upon male survival; the
survival of 'old' selected males was significantly enhanced relative to that of 'young'
selected males.
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2.4 The Effects of Selection on Age at Breeding on Age Specific Reproductive Success

2.4.1 Introduction
In this experiment the competitive age-specific reproductive success of males from the
different selection regimes was contrasted by allowing males from selected lines to
compete against males homozygous for the scarlet allele for matings with females
which were also homozygous for scarlet. The presence of the recessive scarlet marker
enabled the progeny of selected males and of competitor males to be distinguished. The
proportions of the two types of progeny could then be used as a relative measure of the
competitive reproductive success of the males of the different selected lines.

2.4.2 Materials and Methods
Preparation of Females and of Selected Line and Competitor Males
Parents of the selected line males and competitor males were generated by collecting
eggs from the appropriate cage populations and rearing them in uncrowded bottle
cultures. At the time of this experiment the 'young' lines had been subject to 87
generations of selection, and the 'old' lines to 27 generations of selection. Competitor
males came from a cage population of scarlet flies which had been maintained under
identical conditions to the Dahomey base stock from which the selected populations
were derived. The stock was generated by crossing a scarlet stock with the Dahomey
base stock. Full details of the origin and maintenance of the Dahomey-scarlet stock are
given in Appendix 1.

The selected line and competitor males themselves were reared at standardised larval
density so that the effects of larval growth environment were the same for all groups.
The details of the experimental protocol for standardising larval density are outlined in
Appendix 1. In brief larval density was standardised in this experiment by
synchronously collecting batches of eggs from parent populations and then counting the
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hatching first instar larvae onto a fixed volume of food medium. Two successive 3 hour
egg-collections were taken from the 6 selection lines and the Dahomey-scarlet stock.
Larvae were counted into vials containing 7m1 of Alb food medium and 1 drop of yeast
suspension at a density of 80 per vial. Each of the egg-collections generated 2 replicate
vials for each selection regime, and 25 vials of Dahomey-scarlet.

Adult males were collected from these vials as virgins, by collecting all flies eclosing
over a 5 hour time period and separating males from females using CO2 anaesthesia
before they reached sexual maturity (8 hours after eclosion). Males from the 6 selected
lines eclosed in two successive collections over a 10 hour time period. Dahomey-scarlet
competitor males eclosed in a series of virgin collections over a 36 hour time period.
The selected line males were all wing-clipped to ensure that they could be distinguished
reliably from the competitor male even when the vivid colouring of the scarlet eye faded
with age. The procedure for wing-clipping is described in Appendix 1. Females used to
make up the quartets were from the same Dahomey-scarlet cage stock as the competitor
males. They were reared in bottles of Alb in uncrowded conditions, and collected as
virgins.

The Experiment
Quartets consisting of a selected line male, a competitor male and 2 virgin females were
set up when the selected line males were 2 days old and the females 3 days old. The
paired selected and competitor males were anaesthetised with CO2 and put into vials
containing 7m1 lightly yeasted Alb medium. They were allowed to recover for at least 2
hours before the females were then aspirated into the vial. All subsequent transfers to
fresh food vials were by aspiration. All quartets were kept at 250C on a 12:12 hour
light/dark cycle. Replicate 'old' and 'young' lines were arbitrarily paired and all
handling and treatments in the experiment were applied to pairs of lines.
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On thy 15 of the experiment all the competitor males were replaced from a stock of
virgin Dahomey-scarlet males reared at the same time and under the same larval
conditions as the original competitor males. On day 44 of the experiment all females
were replaced with 10 day old virgin females.

The quartets were scanned daily for deaths. When a selected male of a quartet died the
date of death was recorded, and the females discarded. The competitor males were
retained and used to reconstitute quartets in which competitor males had died.
Excessive substitution of the competitor males was forestalled by their replacement on
thy 15 of the experiment. Dead females were replaced by others of the same age from a
stock of spares kept as virgins but otherwise under the same conditions as the main
experiment.

Sampling Progeny
Samples of progeny were taken by transferring the quartets into vials containing 7ml of
fresh Alb food medium and a few grains of yeast for a fixed time period. Larval
mortality occurs when cultures are crowded, so care was taken to prevent crowding in
progeny samples. The duration of the progeny sampling period was adjusted over the
course of the experiment in order to compensate for the diminishing rate of progeny
production as the quartets aged. Initially, the sampling interval was restricted to a 5
hour period and after 2 weeks, was extended to a 15 hour (overnight) collection period.
All transfers of flies to and from sampling vials were by aspiration.

2.4.3 Results
Reproductive Success
At any one time in the experiment, the eye-colour of progeny sampled from quartets
tended to be either predominantly scarlet or predominantly wildtype. The progeny of

one of the males in a quartet tended to predominate in samples taken throughout the

experiment Although the predominance was never total, and there were occasionally
switches from the dominance of one male parent to the dominance of the other over the
course of the experiment. The percentages of wildtype progeny in each sample were
calculated. The unanticipated dominance effect meant that the distribution of these
percentages was bimodal. Median values for each line in each sample are shown in
Figure 2.4.1. The interquartile intervals around the medians were very broad, often
stretching from zero to one hundred percent. Median tests comparing matched pairs of
'old' and 'young' replicate lines confirmed that there were no significant effects of
selection regime on percentage of progeny fathered. The level of variance around the
median values made statistical tests very insensitive. However, examination of Figure
2.4.1 reveals that there were indeed no consistent trends for lines of one regime to
perform better than lines of the other.

To test whether there were effects of selection regime on the proportion of males of
each line successfully reproducing at any one time, the proportion of live males of each
line which contributed offspring to each sample was calculated. These percentages are
compared in Figure 2.4.2. There is no trend towards greater 'infertility' in males from
one regime compared to those of the other.

Survival
Cumulative survival probability is the proportion of animals initially present in a cohort
which have not died by the end of a given time interval. The cumulative survival
probability was calculated daily for each of the 6 selected lines. These values are plotted
over time in Figure 2.4.3. There was a trend for males from the 'old' selected lines to
survive better than males from the 'young' selected lines. To test whether this trend
was significant, a series of Mantel-Cox tests on arbitrarily paired 'old' and 'young'
lines were executed with lines paired as follows; 'young' 1 with 'old' 1, 'young' 2
with 'old' 2, and 'young' 3 with 'old' 3. The probability values obtained from the three
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paired comparisons were combined to obtain a measure of the overall significance of
the difference in survival between regimes. When the significance probabilities from the
three tests were combined (Sokal and Rohif 1969), the effect of selection regime was
found to be highly significant (p<O.00l).

Lifetime Reproductive Output
The lifetime reproductive output of each of the males was estimated by adding together
all the offspring recorded in successive progeny samples throughout the experiment.
The mean values for each line together with their 95% confidence intervals are given in
Table 2.4.1. Clearly these totals underestimated the actual lifetime values because only
a proportion of the progeny produced were actually included in the samples.
Differences among samples should nevertheless reflect real differences since the
sampling procedure did not cause bias toward one or other of the regimes. The mean
values for the 'old' lines were greater than those for the 'young' lines, and to test
whether this trend was significant a nested one-way analysis of variance was applied.
The analysis found that males from the 'old' selected lines had significantly (p=0.009)
greater lifetime reproductive success than those from 'young selected lines.

FIGURE 2.4.1: The Percentage of Progeny Fathered by the Selected Line Males. Median
Values are given for each of the Replicate Selection Lines in each Sample.
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FIGURE 2.4.2: The Percentage of Males of each of the Replicate Selection Lines which
Contributed Progeny to each of the Samples.
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FIGURE 2.4.3: The Cumulative Survival Probabilities of Replicate Lines of the Two
Selection Regimes.
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TABLE 2.4.1: The Total Lifetime Progeny. Mean Values with 95% Confidence Intervals are
given for each Selected Line.

Mean

(95% Confidence
Interval)

YOUNG 1
YOUNG 2
YOUNG 3
combined mean

482.1
450.1
427.2
453.1

(66.2)
(57.0)
(59.7)

OLD 1
OLD
OLD
combined mean

526.7
547.0
530.6
534.8

(50.8)
(76.5)
(58.6)
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2.4.4 Conclusions
No significant effects of selection regime upon the age specific reproductive success
of 'old' and 'young' selected males were found in this experiment. There was an
unanticipated bimodal distribution of the measure of relative reproductive performance
brought about by the dominance of one of the competing males in each quartet. This
may have masked differences between lines, and meant that statistical comparisons of
the reproductive success of males from the different selected lines were not very
sensitive.

Males of the 2 selection regimes had significantly different survival. This may have
resulted from the evolution of diminished survival in 'young' selected lines, enhanced
survival in 'old' selected lines, or a combination of both of these.

The lifetime progeny production of males of the two regimes differed significantly.
Since no effect of selection regime upon age specific reproductive rate was found, it
must be concluded that the larger output of 'old' selected males was attributable mainly
to their longer reproductive lifespan.
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2.5 Discussion
The aim of these experiments was to examine responses to selection by age at breeding in
male Drosophila melanogaster, and to look for evidence of a trade-off between early life
reproductive success and subsequent survival and fertility. It was discovered that males
from the 'old' selection regime had significantly greater life expectancy than those from the
'young' regime, and this is consistent with the finding of an earlier study of these lines
(Partridge and Fowler 1992). No significant divergence in age-specific measures of
reproductive success or reproductive behaviour were found, although the total lifetime
reproductive output of 'old' selected males was very significantly greater than that of
'young' selected males. The absence of differences in age-specific reproductive success is
inconsistent with a comparison of mating activity of Drosophila subobscura males from
populations selected to breed early and late in life (Wattiaux 1968). This study found
evidence to suggest that the males selected to breed late in life had significantly lower early
life reproductive success. The differences in age-specific behaviour of Drosophila
melanogaster selected to breed early and late in life reported by Service (1987) were not
repeated. There was no evidence for a negative genetic correlation between early life
reproductive success, and subsequent survival, neither was there evidence for a negative
genetic correlation between early life reproductive success, and late life reproductive
success.

These findings are broadly consistent with those from an earlier investigation of agespecific reproductive success of females of these selected lines (Partridge and Fowler
1992), which found 'old' selected flies to have greater longevity and lifetime reproductive
output than 'young' selected flies. Unlike males, females of the two regimes were found to
have significant differences in age-specific measures of reproductive success. Although the
early life reproductive success of females of the 'old' and 'young' lines did not differ, the
late life reproductive success of 'old' selected females was significantly greater. This
finding is in contradiction to the findings of previous experiments which recorded a drop in
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early life fecundity in late breeding lines relative to early breeding lines (Wattiaux 1968;
Rose and Charlesworth 1981b; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill et al. 1984).

Two important questions arising from the responses to selection in males and females of
these lines will be addressed for the remainder of this discussion. Firstly, why was the
selection response in females not recorded in males as well ? Secondly, why were neither
male nor female selection responses consistent with the hypothesis of a trade-off between
early life reproductive success and subsequent survival and reproduction, and does this
necessarily contradict predictions based upon the findings of some previous selection
experiments (Rose and Charlesworth 1981b, Rose 1984b, and Luckinbill et al. 1984), and
of phenotypic manipulation experiments (Partridge and Farquhar 1981)?

Male and Female Responses to Selection
The age-specific measures of early and late life reproductive success in males of the two
regimes did not differ, yet measures of late life reproductive success in females (Partridge
and Fowler 1992) revealed that the late life reproductive success of 'old' selected females
was greater. Either schedules of male reproductive success have not responded to selection
or the measures used here were not sufficiently sensitive to detect that selection response.

Differences in the age-specific behaviour or reproductive success of males of the two
regimes may have been masked by the extreme variability of the measures made or by the
diminishing size of the experimental sample of aged individuals. The means by which
reproductive success was measured may have imposed an artificial ceiling on potential
reproductive success. The dominance of a single male in the quartets suggests that the
potential reproductive success of males may have been in excess of the maximum which
they could achieve in the experimental environment. Clearly, even in large populations, the
lifetime reproductive output of the average male is necessarily equal to that of the average
female. Nevertheless, age-specific reproductive rates of males and females may be very

different Female reproductive rates are moderately steady over their lifetime provided their
food supply is constant, but male reproductive rates may be more variable over time, and
the environment in which reproductive success is measured should be able to accommodate
such variation not dampen it This could be achieved by competing selected and competitor
males in larger populations but still maintaining the 1 to 1 sex ratio.

Alternatively, age-specific reproductive success of males may not have evolved in response
to selection. There are a number of reasons why the selection pressure upon survival and
late life reproductive success under 'old' selection may have been less intense for males
than for females. Males survive longer than females in the cage environment. The age at
which progeny for the next generation were collected was therefore set by the limiting
numbers of females remaining alive in the breeding population. The intensity of selection
upon survival was consequently more severe for females. Likewise, the selection intensity
upon late life reproductive success may also have been less intense for males because
female sperm storage enables males to contribute progeny to the next generation
posthumously.

No Trade-Off Between Early and Late Life Fitness
The selection responses found in these lines provide no evidence for the existence of tradeoffs between early life reproductive success and subsequent survivorship and reproductive
success. The life expectancy and lifetime reproductive output of males and females of the
'old' regime were found to be significantly enhanced. The reproductive rate of females of
the 'old lines was also found to be significantly greater than that of 'young' females late in
life. No evidence for a corresponding drop in early life reproductive success was found in
either males or females.

The disposable soma theory (Kirkwood 1977,1981; Kirkwood and Holliday 1979)
proposed that a trade-off between early reproduction and subsequent survival and
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reproduction might occur through a division between investment in reproduction and
investment in accurate protein synthesis. The accuracy of transcription and translation
processes in the cellular synthesis of protein determine the rate at which cells deteriorate. It
is probable that the demands of reproductive investment in male Drosphila melanogaster,
both in terms of energy and protein metabolism, would constrain investment in cellular
maintenance. However, in a radio labelling experiment on Drosophila subobscura Maynard
Smith et al. (1970) demonstrated that the turnover of protein in adult males is less than
20%. In some tissues such as the thoracic flight muscle, there was no protein turnover at
all. Whether this limited capacity for investment in cellular maintenance is the evolutionary
consequence of a trade-off with reproductive investment, or whether it is a phylogenetic
constraint general to all holometabolous insects is not clear. It would be interesting to
extend the investigations of Maynard Smith et al. (1970) to a range of Drosophila species
among which there is a considerable range of lifespans (Schnebel and Grossfield 1983).
The Hawaiian species D. grimshawi can live in excess of nine months (Carson et al.

1970). It would therefore be illuminating to know whether the levels of protein turnover in
males of this species were greater than those in D. subobscura. The results of this chapter
imply that the potential for a trade-off between reproduction and cellular maintenance is
limited. If this is indeed the case, the levels of protein turnover among different species
should be equivalent.

There are two plausible genetic bases for the observed divergence between regimes
recorded in this chapter. Non-pleiotropic deleterious mutations may have accumulated in
the 'young' lines or been removed from the 'old' lines. Alternatively, pleiotropic mutations
underlying a trade-off between late life fitness and some aspect of early life fitness other
than reproduction may have been involved. These two possibilities are discussed below.

Mutation Accumulation
The lower survival and lifetime reproductive success of 'young' selected flies may be
explained by the accumulation of mutations with deleterious effects on late life fitness in
these lines. Mutations such as these would be expected to accumulate under a regime of
propagation solely from young adults because selection to eliminate them is completely
removed in this situation. In natural populations such mutations may be acquired because
of the declining force of natural selection on fitness at later ages (Hamilton 1966;
Charlesworth 1980), and this is one possible basis for the evolution of senescence
(Medawar 1952). A demonstration of this process was given by Mueller (1987) who
conducted a selection experiment in which populations were maintained at either high or
low density. In high density (K-selected) populations age at breeding was unrestricted over
the estimated 2-3 week lifespan. In low density populations (r-selected) breeding was
confined to the first few days of adult life. Mueller found that life expectancy and late life
fecundity was substantially diminished in the 'young' breeders, but that this effect was
largely eliminated in Fl hybrids derived from crosses between replicate 'young' lines. This
suggests that the difference between regimes had arisen due to an accumulation of
deleterious recessive alleles under relaxed selection on late life fitness.

Another possibihy is that mutations with deleterious effects on late life fitness were already
present in the original population and were eliminated through the application of 'old'
selection. Both an accumulation of age-specific mutations in the 'young' lines or their
elimination in the 'old lines are potential explanations for the divergence in survival and
lifetime reproductive success between regimes. These possibilities were addressed in
Chapter 3, where adult males from the selected lines were compared with Fl hybrids
generated by crossing the replicate lines within regimes in a manner similar to that of
Mueller (1987). Pure and hybrid males of both selection regimes were compared with the
original base stock. The base stock was used as a reference point from which the direction
of evolution in the selected lines could be determined. In this way it was possible to

determine whether mutation accumulation had occurred in the 'young' lines, or whether
accumulated mutations had been eliminated from the 'old' lines.

An Alternative Trade-Off
It was demonstrated by Partridge and Fowler (1992) that the egg to adult development
times in the 'old' selected lines were longer than in 'young' selected lines. The authors
suggested that 'old' selected flies might have extended the larval growth period in order to
produce a more durable adult soma.

The capacity for cell replacement in adult holometabolous insects is non-existent because
they are post mitotic. There is no cell division in the adults after eclosion except for gamete
production in the gonads. A very common observation of ageing in holometaholous insects
is of wear and tear. Rockstein (1966) observed that old house flies commonly had frayed
wings and had often lost whole tarsi. Frayed wings are a very obvious feature of ageing in

Drosophila and the inferior competitive ability of aged males (Taylor etal. 198 1) might be
explained, at least in part, by a reduction in their ability to produce courtship song because
of this. In these experiments the wings of the 'old' selected males were strikingly less
worn and frayed than those of the 'young' selected males in late life. It seems feasible that
a greater investment of time and/or energy into the assembly of a more durable soma
during the larval period (perhaps through greater accuracy of transcription and translation
during protein synthesis) would be repaid under a regime of strong selection on late life
fitness. Evidence of a trade-off between growth and adult fitness has been reported in the
seaweed fly, Coelopafrigida (Butlin and Day 1985). In that particular case, a negative
genetic correlation between rate of development and longevity and fecundity was
discovered to be in the form of a stable inversion polymorphism.

There are costs associated with longer development time and one of these is the delay
before the start of reproduction. In expanding populations natural selection operates to
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reduce the delay before reproductive maturity is reached (Cole 1954; Lewontin 1965). It is
probable that Drosophila populations, particularly those in temperate climates, undergo
repeated phases of expansion after bouts of density-independent mortality. Under such
circumstances genotypes which postponed reproduction but had increased longevity would
be at a selective disadvantage. A further cost of slow development in Drosophila

melanogaster is diminished larval survival (Bakker 1969). A delay in the 'decision' to
pupate increases the probability of dying before becoming adult Conditions in larval
cultures deteriorate over time as food supply becomes exhausted and the levels of toxic
metabolic waste products accumulate. The longer development time of 'old' selected larvae
has been shown to be associated with diminished larval viability (Partridge and Fowler
1992) particularly in cultures of high density where conditions deteriorate more rapidly. It
seems plausible therefore that the intense selection upon late life fitness in the 'old' lines
may have adjusted the trade-off between growth and larval survival by the operation of
selection to promote individuals with a more durable soma.

An alternative explanation for the slower development and poorer viability of the 'old'
selected larvae is that these lines have become inbred. The above questions were addressed
in Chapter 3. Replicate 'old' lines were crossed to make Fl hybrids in which inbreeding
depression was removed. The development time and viability of the hybrid Fl larvae were
then compared with those of the original base stock to discover whether the 'old' lines had
indeed evolved longer development times.

Phenotypic Manipulation Experiments
The evidence of phenotypic manipulation studies favours the existence of a trade-off
between the early reproductive success of males and their subsequent survival. Many
studies have reported that males exposed to females show reduced life expectancy relative
to those kept isolated from females (Bilewicz 1953; Malick and Kidwell 1966; Kidwell and
Malick 1967; Service 1989). In an experiment in which male sexual activity was
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manipulated while the level of exposure to females was standardised, it was shown that
higher levels of sexual activity were associated with significantly reduced life expectancy
(Partridge and Farquhar 1981).

The technique of manipulating reproductive rates environmentally has been criticised on the
grounds that The mechanism that underlies the response to a phenotypic manipulation may
be different from the organisms capacity for evolutionary change' (Reznick 1992). Such a
criticism is valid in some cases. For example inducing artificially high reproductive rates
may incur a cost to subsequent reproductive output by the exhaustion of a finite store of
gametes (eg Bell 1984b). This phenomenon, known as reproductive determinism, is an
experimental artefact and not a suitable mechanism for an evolutionary trade-off. However
the problem of reproductive determinism applies equally to genetic manipulation
experiments since it could form the basis of a negative genetic correlation between early
and late fecundity particularly if selection was applied under conditions of superabundant
food resource. Sexual activity of male Drosophila was manipulated by altering both the
number and receptivity of available mates (Partridge and Farquhar 1981). Males were kept
with either mated or virgin females and males with virgin females were shown to mate with
greater frequency. Females were replaced at rates of either 1 or 8 per day and male
mortality was greatest in the treatment where they encountered 8 receptive females per day.
The manipulation of the number and receptivity of females encountered generated much
greater variation in levels of mating activity than would normally occur. The survival of
males kept with mated females replaced at rates of either 8 or 1 per day did not differ from
that of virgin females. It is possible that the costs incurred are physiological artefacts of the
manipulation. Yet it is also possible that the experiment reveals genuine evolutionary
constraints rarely encountered in the normal range of experience but which nevertheless
would constrain evolution in the long term.
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This selection experiment failed to manipulate reproductive schedules genetically, and was
therefore unable to confirm or deny the existence of a genetic basis for a trade-off between
early and late life reproductive success. The fact that the existing genetic variation for
enhanced survival was not pleiotropically associated with reduced early reproductive
success does not preclude the possibility that trade-offs between reproduction and survival
were historically influential in the evolution of these traits. Genetic variation for
reproductive success may not currently exist because it has become fixed by the operation
of selection or inbreeding. Clearly, because pleiotropic variation was not found to exist, it
must be concluded that the trade-off between reproduction and survival is not currently
operative.
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CHAPTER 3. THE EVOLUTIONARY BASIS OF THE RESPONSE TO SELECTION
BY AGE AT BREEDING

3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes further experiments on flies from the same artificially selected lines
as those described in chapter 2. This time they were compared with flies from the
Dahomey base stock, and with Fl hybrids generated by crossing the replicate lines within
each selection regime. The age-specific survival and reproductive success of adult males
from all groups were measured in an experiment described in part 3.2. Larval fitness and
adult body size of all groups were compared in an experiment described in part 3.3. The
work described in this chapter will shortly be published in Evolution.

Senescence is a decline in survival probability and reproductive rate with advancing age.
Evolutionary explanations of senescence rest on the observation that organisms commonly
die from hazards other than senescence. It is proposed that non-senescent mortality
facilitates the evolution of senescence by weakening the force of natural selection operating
upon fitness in late life. The declining force of natural selection with age after the onset of
reproduction has been demonstrated mathematically by Hamilton (1966) and Charlesworth
(1980). The decline allows the accumulation of deleterious mutations whose effects are
confined to later life (Medawar 1946, 1952) and promotes the spread of pleiotropic
mutations with beneficial effects on early life fitness and senescent effects late in life
(Williams 1957). There are different selection pressures upon the temporally distinct
effects of such pleiotropic alleles: 'Natural selection may be said to be biased in favour of
youth over old age whenever a conflict of interest arises' (Williams 1957).

The existence of either mutation accumulation or pleiotropy as a genetic basis for
senescence does not preclude the existence of the other. It seems probable that the two
mechanisms actually coexist because evidence for both has been discovered in a number of
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studies employing a variety of different approaches. Chromosome extraction techniques
can be used to examine the standing genetic variation for age-specific fitness and have been
used in a number of studies to look for genetic correlation with varying degrees of success.
Early fecundity and the rate of onset of senescent infertility and death were demonstrated to
be negatively genetically correlated in female Drosophila melanogaster (Hiraizumi 1985),
but a more exhaustive study (Hughes and Clark 1988) failed to repeat this result. Kosuda
(1985) used chromosome extraction to demonstrate that there were higher levels of genetic
variance for male mating activity in older Drosophila melanogaster, so endorsing the
mutation accumulation model which predicts that there will be greater numbers of
deleterious mutations affecting fitness in later life and consequently higher levels of
variation for fitness at later ages. Unfortunately the technique used by Kosuda (1985) did
not allow non-additive and additive variance to be differentiated.

Breeding experiments comparing variation within and between families have examined
additive genetic variance and covariance for early and late life fitness. Rose and
Charlesworth (1981a) found no increase in additive genetic variance for fecundity with
advancing age, a result contrary to the findings of Kosuda (1985). However, they were
not able to apply a particularly sensitive statistical test because death diminished the sample
of old individuals. More importantly, by excluding dead and infertile (ie senescent)
individuals from the old sample, they almost certainly underestimated the genetic variation
for late life fitness. Family studies have been used to show negative genetic correlations
between early and late fecundity and early fecundity and longevity in female Drosophila

melanogaster (Tucic etal. 1988). The same study failed to discover any parallel genetic
correlations among age specific measures of male fitness. The breadth of variation in such
studies is small, and very large sample sizes are required in order to achieve acceptable
confidence limits. Failure to find significant genetic correlations is not unusual (eg
Schemer 1989 et al.).
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One approach which has been used with great effect is the application of artificial selection
by age at breeding (eg Rose and Charlesworth 1981a.; Rose 1984b; Luckinbil etal. 1984;
Mueller 1987; Service et al. 1988; Partridge and Fowler 1992). This approach is often
more successful in revealing genetic correlations than family studies because the response
to selection is accumulated over a number of generations. For the purpose of review I have
categorised age at breeding selection experiments into two types, those in which selection
was applied to accelerate the onset of senescence by the restriction of breeding opportunity
to early life, and those in which it was applied to postpone the onset of senescence by the
restriction of breeding opportunity to late life.

Evolving Senescence in the Laboratory
Edney and Gill (1968) proposed a selection experiment in which age-specific restriction of
breeding opportunity was imposed for a number of generations. 'Drosophila would be a
suitable experimental animal. In the simplest form of the experiment all adults would be
removed from the population after (say) 7 days of egg laying, only the eggs which they
had laid by then being used to continue the population- the process being repeated for fifty
or so generations.' They further suggested that the lifespan of the resulting population be
compared with that of a control population where adults had been left to breed and die
normally. The rate of senescent decline in the selected population should increase under the
imposed 'life expectancy' conditions, because the selection pressure to maintain late life
fitness is removed. Flour beetles (Tribolium castanewn) from populations propagated
solely from 1-3 day old adults for 40 successive generations were shown to have reduced
longevity relative to a 'control' population kept in the original laboratory mass culture
conditions (Sokal 1970). Such a result suggests that the average rate of senescent decline is
increased by such selection, yet a similar experiment in which reproductive lifespans of 10
days and 20 days were imposed for 11-12 generations (Mertz 1975) produced no change
in survivorship compared with the original population.
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tr' and 'K' selection were imposed upon populations of Drosophila melanogaster (Mueller
and Ayala 1981). In the 'r' selection regime adults and larvae were kept at low density, and
the reproductive opportunity of adults was restricted to a 24 hour period following
eclosion. In the crowded 'K' populations, the breeding opportunity of adults was
unrestricted. When the age-specific fecundities of females from these populations were
compared (Mueller 1987) a substantial (47- 83%) reduction of late life fecundity of 'r'
selected females was observed, although their early life fecundity did not differ from that
of 'K' females. Crosses between replicate 'r' selected populations generated Fl hybrid
females whose late life fecundity was restored. This implies that diminished fecundity
evolved independently in replicate r' populations by the accumulation of recessive alleles
with deleterious age-specific effects. The Fl flies were heterozygous for these alleles and
so did not express them.

Selection to Delay Senescence
In another type of experiment, two-way selection was applied on early and late life fitness
by breeding from aged adults in one regime, and young adults in the other. Typically
selection on age-specific fitness was applied to populations of Drosophila by rearing a
cohort of individuals to the appropriate age and then propagating the next generation from
them. Selection responses were measured by comparing flies taken from the early and late
breeding populations. Such comparisons have reported a divergence in the longevity of
both females (Wattiaux 1968; Rose and Charlesworth 1981b; Rose 1984b; Luckinbifi etal.
1984; Partridge and Fowler 1992) and males (Wattiaux 1968; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill and
Clare 1986; Partridge and Fowler 1992) and a divergence in the late life reproductive rate
in females (Wattiaux 1968; Rose and Charlesworth 1981b; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill et al.
1984; Partridge and Fowler 1992). These results showed that the rate of senescent decline
in the late breeding population was slower than in the early breeding population. Such a
divergence may be attributable either to the evolution of senescence in early breeding
populations as demonstrated by Sokal (1970) and Mueller (1987), or to the evolution of
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delayed senescence in late breeding populations. Evidence that reproductive lifespan was
actually extended in direct response to selection for late life fitness comes from reports of
the progress of selection given in some accounts. In one experiment (Luckinbill et al.
1984) the parental age at which it was necessary to propagate the next generation of 'late'
populations was extended from 22 days to 58 days after eclosion in just 13 generations.
Partridge and Fowler (1992) extended the date of propagation of their 'old' selected
populations from 28 to 70 days within 18 generations of the start of selection. Such
evidence does not discount the suggestion that senescence might evolve in the early
breeding populations, indeed, it seems likely that the reported divergence between selected
lines is the result of independent responses to selection in populations of the two regimes.

One failure to get a response to direct selection upon longevity (Lints and Hoste 1974;
Lints a al. 1979) was almost certainly attributable to the adoption of a very low rearing
density (10 larvae per vial) during selection. We history characters of Drosophila are
critically sensitive to larval rearing densities (Clare and Luckinbill 1985; Luckinbill and
Clare 1985; Luckinbill and Clare 1986).

If mutations with pleiotropic effects (Williams 1957) were responsible for the reported
direct responses to selection to breed late in life, then a correlated response in the form of a
drop in fitness early in life would be predicted. Putative correlated responses to selection
have been reported, either in the form of reduced early life reproductive success of males
(Wattiaux 1968) and females (Wattiaux 1968; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill et al. 1984,
Luckinbil and Clare 1986), or as reduced larval viability (Partridge and Fowler 1992).
These correlated responses were deduced by comparing 'old' or 'late' selected flies with
flies from a population selected to breed early in life. The divergence in early life
reproductive fitness between the two regimes was attributed to evolutionary changes in the
late breeding populations. However, the divergence might equally have arisen because of
an evolutionary change in early breeding populations particularly because these populations
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were subject to direct selection upon early life fitness. A selection experiment in which
successive generations of a population of Triboliwn castanewn were propagated from 10
day-olds showed that early fecundity could be enhanced in response to this type of
selection (Mertz 1975).

The only means by which the independent responses of early and late breeding populations
might be distinguished is by comparing them with the original population in which adults
were allowed to breed and die normally as proposed by Edney and Gill (1968). In some
selection experiments, selected lines were derived directly from a single wild-caught
sample of flies (Wattiaux 1968), or from a mixture of wild-caught samples of different
populations (Luckinbill etal. 1984). In such cases the use of the original population as a
point of reference in deducing the direction of evolution in the selected lines is unreliable.
The original population may have been subject to considerable evolutionary change since
the time at which selection began whether maintained in the novel environment of the
laboratory or in its natural environment. The 'old' and 'young' selected lines described in
Partridge and Fowler (1992) and chapter 2 were derived from the Dahomey base stock.
This stock was maintained in mass culture in a population cage where adults were allowed
to breed normally for the full extent of their natural life. At the time selection commenced,
the stock had already been maintained under the same conditions for 16 years and was
therefore laboratory adapted (full details of its origin and maintenance are given in
Appendix 1). It would be expected that rate of evolutionary change in the base stock since
the start of the selection experiment would be much slower than in the 'old' and 'young'
populations. In the experiments described in this chapter, base stock flies were used as a
point of reference for deducing the direction of evolutionary change in selected lines. The
aim of these comparisons was to clearly identify the independent direct and correlated
responses to 'young' and 'old' selection.
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Inbreeding
In the only comparison of early and late breeding populations with their original stock,
selected flies were compared with wild-caught flies taken from the same area as the
ancestral stock (Wattiaux 1968). Flies of both selection regimes were discovered to have
significantly lower life expectancy than the original stock. One probable explanation for
this phenomenon is that the selected lines were inbred having passed through a bottle-neck
during the course of selection. Inbreeding may represent a considerable problem for
selection experiments for two reasons. Firstly, it may obscure selection responses. A
selection experiment on fecundity (Rose 1984a) found an initial direct response to selection
which dwindled as the experiment proceeded because of accumulating deleterious
inbreeding effects. Secondly, inbreeding has been shown to generate positive genetic
correlations between fitness components (Rose 1984c) and these might obscure negative
genetic correlations underlying trade-offs.

There is an added danger that differences between regimes may arise because some aspect
of the selection regime makes them subject to greater levels of inbreeding depression. Such
artefacts of the selection procedure may be mistakenly interpreted as selection responses.
The procedure used in selecting the lines examined here predisposed the 'old' lines to
greater levels of inbreeding. This was because the death of adults over the ageing period
meant that these populations were consistently propagated from smaller parent populations
than 'young' lines. Inbreeding in the 'old' lines would mask direct selection responses in
adult longevity and reproductive fitness and might also explain the diminished preadult
viability of the 'old' selected lines (Partridge and Fowler 1992). One way of removing
inbreeding depression is to cross replicate selection lines (Rose 1984a). This technique
was used to restore the selection response obscured by inbreeding depression in the
selection experiment on fecundity referred to earlier (Rose 1984a). A second aim of the
experiments described here was to assess the impact of possible inbreeding upon both

adult and preadult fitness by comparing Fl flies derived from crosses between replicate
lines of the same regime with pure line flies.

Mutation Accumulation
A further aim of these experiments was to examine the possibility that mutation
accumulation may have been responsible for the divergence between 'young' and 'old'
lines. Deleterious age-specific mutations might have accumulated in the 'young' selected
lines because of the relaxed selection on late life fitness, or accumulated mutations in the
base stock might have been removed by 'old' selection. Pure and hybrid flies of the
selection regimes were compared with the base stock. This was firstly in order to
distinguish the selection responses of the 'old' and 'young' regimes, and secondly to
compare these lines in the same manner as that described by Mueller (1987). Mueller
(1987) showed that reduced late life fecundity in early breeding ('r' selected) populations
was restored in the Fl from crosses between replicate selection lines. Mutations are not
always recessive (Mukai 1969) but these results showed that heterozygosity may have a
considerable influence upon the expression of a large proportion of them. In a parallel
comparison, pure and hybrid 'young' selected flies were compared with those of the base
stock, if mutation accumulation had occured in the 'young' lines the deleterious effects
would be predicted to be at least partially restored to the base stock level in the hybrid Fl.

Inadvertent Selection
In the process of applying artificial selection it is possible inadvertently to select characters
by the alteration of some apparently unimportant aspect of the selection environment such
as temperature, light, or conditions of crowding. In this experiment as in similar selection
experiments, larval density was uncontrolled during the selection procedure. The rearing
density for 'young' larvae was higher than that of 'old' larvae because of the greater
numbers of more fertile adults in the breeding populations in the 'young' regime than in the
'old' regime. It is possible that differences in rearing density led to the inadvertent
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imposition of unequal selection pressures upon larval survivorship in the two regimes. One
of the aims of the research described below was to discover whether the differences in
preadult traits previously reported to exist in these lines (Partridge and Fowler 1992) could
be explained as the consequence of such selection. The larval viability of the selected lines
and the base stock were compared. This enabled the independent evolutionary changes in
the selected lines to be distinguished so it could then be deduced whether the 'young' lines
had in fact evolved enhanced larval viability.

Summary of Aims
1. Selected lines of 'old' and 'young' regimes were compared with the base stock in order
to determine
The degree to which the divergence in longevity and lifetime reproductive success
could be attributed to the evolution of accelerated senescence in the 'young' lines,
and postponed senescence in the 'old' lines.
Whether the divergence in preadult viability was the result of evolution in the 'old'
lines (possibly as a correlated response to 'old' selection), or the 'young' lines
(possibly a direct response to inadvertent selection upon viability in the 'young'
regime)

2. The replicate lines of each regime were crossed and the Fl hybrids compared with the
original lines. This was to determine:
Whether the divergence in larval viability between the two regimes might be
explained as the consequence of inbreeding in the 'old' lines. Inbreeding
depression was removed in Fl hybrids because these flies were heterozygous for
depression
the recessive alleles which cause inbreeding,.Lôw viability in the pure 'old' lines
arising through inbreeding would be expected to be restored in the F 1.
Whether the results of Muellefs experiment (Mueller 1987) might be repeated.
Mueller found that early breeding populations evolved a reduction in late life fitness
which was restored in Fl hybrids of the replicate lines.

3.2 Measurement of Age-Specific Survivorship and Reproductive Success

3.2.1 Introduction
In this experiment the age-specific survivorship and competitive reproductive success of
adult males from 15 different groups were compared. There were 3 replicate pure lines
within the 'young' and 'old' regimes, and 3 sets of Fl hybrids generated by crossing the
replicate pure lines of each regime. Groups and regimes will be referred to as follows:

'young' regime:

3 replicate pure lines (1,2 and 3)
3 Fl hybrid lines from crosses between pure 'young' lines
(1x2, 2x3, 3x1)

'old' regime:

3 replicate pure lines (1,2 and 3)
3 Fl hybrid lines from crosses between pure 'old' lines
(1x2, 2x3, 3x1)

base stock:

3 replicate groups (1,2 and 3)

3.2.2 Materials and Methods
The measure of age-specific competitive reproductive success used was similar to that
described in Chapter 2. Males of the different groups were competed against a standard
male competitor homozygous for the recessive scarlet allele. The competitor and
experimental males were kept with homozygous scarlet females. The offspring of the two
types of males could therefore be distinguished on the basis of eye colour. The proportion
of progeny fathered by the experimental males was used as a measure of reproductive
success by which the groups could be compared. In contrast to the approach used in
Chapter 2, the experimental and competitor males were kept in large groups consisting of
10 males and 10 females instead of in quartets. This was to prevent the predominance of
progeny of one type, and the bimodal distribution of proportions of wildtype among
progeny samples.

At the time of this experiment, the 'young' lines had been subject to 99 generations of
selection and the 'old' lines, to 31 generations of selection. Parents of the experimental
flies were reared in uncrowded bottle cultures, generated by collecting eggs directly from
the population cages. The Fl hybrid parent populations were constituted as follows;
'Young' lx2, from virgin females of line 1 and males of line 2.
'Young' 20, from virgin females of line 2 and males of line 3.
'Young' 3x 1, from virgin females of line 3 and males of line 1.
'Old' 1x2, from virgin females of line 1 and males of line 2.
'Old' 20, from virgin females of line 2 and males of line 3.
'Old' 3x 1, from virgin females of line 3 and males of line 1.
Virgin adult flies were all collected within 5 hours of eclosion and the sexes separated
under CO2 anasthesia after a 3 hour maturation period. The parent populations of base
stock and pure lines were constituted using non-virgin adults from the same bottle cultures.
Competitor males were from the same Dahomey-scarlet stock as that used in chapter 2. The
origin and maintenance of this stock is described in Appendix 1. The Dahomey-scarlet
parents were reared in uncrowded bottle cultures laid up in the population cage.

Competitor and experimental males were reared synchronously by collecting first instar
larvae from parent populations and rearing them under standardised culture conditions.
Eggs were collected on yeasted agar/ grape-juice medium over a 3 hour collection period.
After 24 hours, the newly hatched first instar larvae were picked using a trimmed paint
brush and put in batches of 80 per vial. Each vial contained 7m1 of precisely measured Alb
food medium and a standardised droplet of active-yeast suspension. Development time
differences between 'old' and 'young' regimes have been characterised by an earlier study
of these selected lines (Partridge and Fowler 1992), so, in order that the emergence of
experimental flies of all groups would coincide, a second wave of 'young' and base stock
vials were picked 24 hours later from another 3 hour egg collection. Dahomey-scarlet

females were reared in uncrowded bottle cultures from egg collections taken directly from
the cage population.

Males of each experimental group were collected as virgins over the same 10 hour eclosion
interval (consisting of two 5 hour collections). Females and competitor males were also
collected as virgins. 13 replicate populations per line were set up so that each consisted of
3 experimental males, 7 Dahomey-scarlet males, and 10 Dahomey-scarlet females. The
ratio of experimental to competitor males was skewed from 1:1 because earlier results
suggested that Dahomey-scarlet males were slightly inferior competitors. The populations
were kept in pots (80mm x 35mm dia) over Alb food with a smear of live yeast paste on its
surface, they were transferred by aspiration onto new food on a weekly cycle of intervals
of 1 day, 2 days, 1 day,3 days; deaths were recorded daily. All of the Dahomey-scarlet
females were replaced with 3-day old virgins every two weeks throughout the experiment.
The competitor males were all replaced with 3thy old virgins (reared as before at
standardised density) on thy 16 of the experiment.

A sub-sample of 10 of the 13 replicate groups of each group was used for twice weekly
progeny sampling. Plugs of food from the vacated pots from the 1 day transfer intervals
were removed and put into bottles containing 60m1 Alb medium and fresh yeast. These
precautions were necessary in order to prevent crowding. Larval mortality due to crowding
could cause the ratios of scarlet to wild type adults from the samples to deviate from the
ratio of scarlet to wild type eggs collected, a contingency which is particularly relevant
here given that the 'old' and 'young' lines were shown to have different larval competitive
abilities (Partridge and Fowler 1992). Flies from the remaining 3 pots were used to replace
those which died in the sampled groups, so keeping the original numbers and genotypes
constant in those groups. In the 3 extra pots groups were kept at their original number and
sex ratio by replenishing with scarlet males and females from a pool of virgins. This was
very rarely necessary as scarlet females were never more than 2 weeks old, and scarlet

males did not die at a faster rate than the experimental males (in the latter part of the
experiment they were almost 2 weeks younger than them). The number of pots was
reduced as numbers of experimental males declined.

3.2.3 Results
Longevity
The median longevities of males from all groups are shown in Table 3.2.1. The data were
not normally distributed, and for statistical analysis a distribution free method, the MantelCox Test was used. This test generalises the Log Rank Test (Miller 1981), and uses life
table data to cumulate, for each successive sampling interval (thy), both the observed
number of deaths in each group being compared, and the expected number for each group,
calculated by allocating the total number of deaths observed in each sampling interval to the
groups in proportion to the number of individuals entering that sampling interval. The total
observed and expected deaths can then be used to generate a chi-squared value with 1
degree of freedom. To compare 2 regimes, replicate lines were arbitrarily paired according
to line number, and 3 independent comparisons executed using the Mantel-Cox test.
Provided the differences were all in the same direction in each of the 3 comparisons, the
probabilities were combined using the method of Sokal and Rohif (1969), otherwise, the
square root of the chi2 values were summed (with +1- indicating the direction of the
difference) and tested against the expected variance using tables of the normal distribution
(Bill Hill personal communication). The significance levels of the overall probabilities for a
series of paired comparisons between regimes are given in Table 3.2.2 with the probability
values corrected for multiple comparison using the sequential Bonferroni technique (Rice
1989). The cumulative survival probabilities of replicate lines are illustrated in Appendix 3 pages:
2l4-215..
The survivorship of males of 'old' selected lines was greater than that of the 'young' lines.
The difference was highly significant in comparisons of both pure and hybrid lines of the
two regimes. Comparisons of selected lines with the base stock replicates revealed that the

young/old difference was entirely attributable to evolution in the 'old' lines. Both pure and
hybrid 'old' males were highly significantly longer lived than the base stock whereas
'young' males were not significantly different from the base stock. Comparison of pure
and hybrid lines of the same selection regime revealed a significant effect of inbreeding
depression on survivorship of the 'old' selected males. The pure and hybrid 'young' lines
did not differ significantly.

Fertility
Numbers of adults from each of the of 24 hour samples ranged from a minimum of 130
per bottle to a maximum of 500, averaging about 300 per bottle. The cultures appeared
uncrowded and because the emergence of adults was synchronous and there was no sign
of larval mortality the assumption was made that the ratios of wild type to scarlet adults
emerging from the bottle cultures was not distorted from the ratio of wild type to scarlet
eggs originally sampled.

Reproductive success was expressed as the percentage of the total progeny emerging
which were wild type. Initially there were 10 replicate measures for every group in each
sample, this number was smaller in later samples because of the death of experimental
males. The mean values for each line in each sample are shown in figs 3.2.1-3.2.4 where
the replicate lines of each regime are contrasted with the base stock. The graphs illustrate a
general trend for the percentage of wild type progeny to decline with time, with changes
becoming more erratic as sample size diminished with time. Statistical analysis to evaluate
age-specific differences among the 5 categories (pure 'young'; pure 'old'; hybrid 'young';
hybrid 'old' and base stock) was simplified because within each sample there were 10
possible pairwise comparisons between categories, and to compare all categories in every
successive sample would multiply the number of comparisons to a level where the
threshold of table-wide statistical significance was prohibitively high. For this reason, and
because serial measures of the same population over time are non-independent, statistical

comparison of the 5 categories was confined to just 6 informative pairwise comparisons on
2 measures of reproductive success sampled in early and late life. Early and late measures
each grouped 2 consecutive progeny samples by averaging the mean values for each
replicate line. For the early measure samples were taken between days 2 and 5, and for the
late measure between days 19 and 23. To test for significant differences between categories
a one-way analysis of variance was applied using values for replicate lines within each
category as units of replication. The analysis revealed significant differences between
categories among both the early and the late measures of reproductive success. The
direction of difference of the 6 informative pairwise comparisons, and their significance
levels (adjusted for multiple comparison using the sequential Bonferroni technique (Rice
1989)) are given in Table 3.2.3. In the early sample, males of the hybrid 'young lines were
significantly more fertile than those of the base stock and marginally non-significantly
(p=0.05) more fertile than those of the hybrid 'old' lines. In the late sample the hybrid

'old' lines were significantly more fertile than the hybrid 'young' lines and more fertile
than the base stock, and the pure 'old' lines more fertile than the pure 'young' lines.

Table 3.2.1 Median longevity values (days) for pure and hybrid 'old' and
'young' lines and base stock replicates.

Pure

Young

Old

1

33

41

34

2

30

41

33

3

35

34

36

33

38

35

1

35

46

2

35

41

3

38

41

36

42

combined mean

Hybrid

Base Stock

Replicates

combined mean

Table 3.2.2 Table-wide significance values for paired comparisons of survival between
regimes.

HYBRID OLD > HYBRID YOUNG
PURE OLD> PURE YOUNG

HYBRID OLD> BASE STOCK
PURE OLD > BASE STOCK

HYBRID YOUNG - BASE STOCK

U.S.

PURE YOUNG - BASE STOCK

n.s.

HYBRID YOUNG - PURE YOUNG

n. S.

*

<the direction of the difference

p<O.O5
** p<O.O1
*** p<O.001
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FIGURE 32.1: The Percentage of Progeny Fathered by the Experimental Males. Mean
Values are given for each Replicate Line of the Pure Young Regime and for each Base
Stock Replicate.
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FIGURE 3.2.2: The Percentage of Progeny Fathered by the Experimental Males. Mean
values are given for each Replicate Line of the Hybrid Young Regime and for each Base
Stock Replicate.
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FIGURE 32.3: The Percentage of Progeny Fathered by the Experimental Males. Mean
values are given for each Replicate Line of the Pure Old Regime and for each Base Stock
Replicate.
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FIGURE 3.2.4: The Percentage of Progeny Fathered by the Experimental Males. Mean
values are given for each Replicate Line of the Hybrid Old Regime and for each Base Stoc
Replicate.
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Table 3.2.3. Paired comparisons of age specific measures of reproductive success for the pure
'young' and 'old', hybrid 'young' and 'old', and base stock regimes. The
direction of difference and statistical significance of each comparison is given for
early and late measures of reproductive success.

LATE

:i'..i II•)

HYBRID OLD > HYBRID YOUNG*

PURE OLD - PURE YOUNG

PURE OLD> PURE YOUNG*

HYBRID OLD - BASE STOCK

HYBRID OLD> BASE STOCK*

HYBRID YOUNG> BASE STOCK*

HYBRID YOUNG - BASE STOCK

HYBRID YOUNG - PURE YOUNG

HYBRID YOUNG - PURE YOUNG
U ilIl)
aij :i 11) I

<the direction of the difference

* P<O.05

all

3.2.4 Conclusions

Pure 'young' and 'old' line males differed significantly in survivorship confirming the
findings of chapter 2. They also differed significantly in late life reproductive success.

There was evidence of inbreeding depression in the pure 'old' lines in the survivorship
data, where pure 'old' lines were significantly less long-lived than between line hybrids.

The pure and hybrid 'young' lines did not differ significantly in measures of survival or
reproductive success.

The hybrid 'young' lines were marginally non-significantly more successful than the
hybrid 'old lines in the early fertility sample and the hybrid 'old' lines significantly better
than the hybrid 'young' lines in the late fertility sample. Such evidence would appear to
confirm the hypothesis that there is a negative genetic correlation between early
reproductive success and late life survival and reproductive success. However a quite
different interpretation must be put on these results when comparisons with the base stock
are taken into consideration.

Comparisons of hybrid 'old' and 'young' lines with the base stock were used to deduce
the direction of direct and correlated selection responses in the 'old' and 'young' regimes.
The 'old' selected flies showed a direct response of extended life expectancy and enhanced
late life reproductive success, yet they did not differ from the base stock in early life
reproductive success. There was therefore no evidence of correlated response to selection
in the early adult phase. The 'young' selected flies had enhanced early life reproductive
success relative to the base stock but the survivorship and late life reproductive success of
the two groups did not differ significantly so again, there was no evidence of a negative
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genetic correlation between early reproductive success and late life survival and
reproduction.

3.3 Larval Fitness Characters
3.3.1 Introduction
The egg to adult development times of both pure and hybrid flies of the 'young' and 'old'
regimes, and the base stock were measured. The body sizes of the resulting adults were
compared using measurements of thorax length. The competitive ability of larvae of the
different groups was quantified by measuring their viability (the proportion surviving from
first instar larva to adulthood) when reared in mixed cultures with Dahomey-scarlet
competitors at standardised low, medium and high densities.

3.3.2 Materials and Methods
At the time of this experiment, the 'young' lines had been subject to 123 generations of
selection and the 'old' lines, to 43 generations of selection. Parent populations for replicate
lines, F 1 hybrids and the base stock were generated by collecting eggs in bottles of Alb
medium directly from the selection and base stock population cages. Virgin adult flies were
collected within 5 hours of eclosion and the sexes separated under CO2 anasthesia after a 3
hour maturation period. These constituted the parent populations of the Fl hybrids as
follows:
'Young' 1x2, from virgin females of line 1 and males of line 2.
'Young' 20, from virgin females of line 2 and males of line 3.
'Young' 3x 1, from virgin females of line 3 and males of line 1.
'Old' 1x2, from virgin females of line 1 and males of line 2.
'Old' 20, from virgin females of line 2 and males of line 3.
'Old' 3x 1, from virgin females of line 3 and males of line 1.

Development Time
Egg to adult development time was measured by collecting eggs from all lines over the
same 3 hour collection interval, putting the first instar larvae in vials at standardised
density, and then recording the time until their eclosion as adults. The procedure for
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standardising larval density is outlined in detail in Appendix 2. Eggs were collected on
grape-juice/agar medium smeared with active yeast paste, then 24 hours later the newly
hatched first instar larvae were picked off using a trimmed paint brush. These larvae were
counted into vials containing 7m1 Alb and 1 drop of active yeast paste. They were put at a
standardised density of 80 larvae per vial. 7 replicate vials of each of the pure and hybrid
lines and of the base stock were set up. These were maintained at constant temperature
(250C) on a 12hr dark/light cycle. Adult flies eclosing in each vial were collected every 12
hours, and the number of males and females in each collection were counted and recorded.
The egg to adult development time of flies was calculated as the interval between the midpoint of egg collection and the mid-point of the collection interval during which they
eclosed.

Body Size
Thorax length was used as a representative measure of body size because it has been
shown that positive phenotypic and genetic correlations exist between thorax length and
other body size measures such as wing length, tibia length, and body weight (Robertson
1963, Wilkinson et al., 1990). Body size measures were made on flies generated in the
development time experiment. All the flies emerging from each of the 7 replicate vials of
each group were preserved in alcohol. Only 5 of the 7 vials generated were used. 5 females
and 5 males were sampled from each vial and their thoraces measured under a compound
microscope to the nearest 0.04mm.

Larval Viability
Larval viability is the ability to survive from a newly hatched first instar larva to adulthood.
Viabilities of all groups were compared at densities of 90, 180, and 600 larvae per vial. At
all densities, larvae of the experimental groups were mixed with larvae of the Dahomey-

scarlet stock in a 1 to 2 ratio. First instar larvae of the experimental groups and the scarlet

stock were collected on grape-juice/ agar as before. The newly hatched first instar larvae
were then put in vials at the following frequencies.
30 experimental and 60 scarlet (5 replicates per group).
60 experimental and 120 scarlet (5 replicates per group).
200 experimental and 400 scarlet (3 replicates per group).
The numbers of wild type and scarlet adults emerging in each vial was recorded.

3.3.3 Results
Statistical Analysis
The same groups were compared as in part 3.2 of this chapter, but for statistical
comparison, the analysis took a slightly different form because the selected lines and the
hybrid lines of each regime were here contrasted with a single base stock replicate. There
were three pure and hybrid replicates of each regime. Statistical comparisons of these 4
categories could therefore be executed using one-way analyses of variance with replicate
lines nested within category. Contrasts between each category and the base stock were
executed using t-tests in which the values for replicates within a category were
amalgamated. In each case the amalgamated values were subjected to a one-way analysis of
variance to first establish that there was no statistically-significant heterogeneity among
replicate lines.

Development Times
The numbers of male and female adults eclosing in each vial over time were probit
transformed to give mean development time values for each vial, and these vial means were
then used to generate the line means in Table 3.3.1. Inspection of the confidence limits
about the regime means (n=3) show that development was significantly faster in 'young'
lines than in 'old' lines in both pure and hybrid comparisons, and that the 'young' lines
were significantly faster than the base stock. t-tests comparing the base stock with the pure
and hybrid 'old' lines revealed that the pure 'old' males and females were significantly

slower than the base stock (p<0.001 in each case) but that hybrid 'old' males and females
did not differ significantly from the base stock One-way nested analyses of variance
comparing the pure and hybrid flies of each regime revealed that 'old' selected pure and
hybrid lines differed significantly (males p<z0.05 and females p<O.Ol), but pure and
hybrid 'young' lines did not. This suggests that inbreeding had occurred in the 'old' lines.

Body Size
Thorax length measurements were used to calculate a mean for males and females of each
of the 5 replicate vials sampled. The means of these were then used to calculate the
replicate means given in Table 3.3.3. There were no significant differences in thorax length
between any of the male groups. Both pure and hybrid 'young' selected females had
significantly (p<0.05) shorter thoraces than base stock females.

Larval Viability
The percentages of wild type adults emerging from each larval competition vial (Table
3.3.2) were angular transformed for further analysis. One-way nested analyses of variance
were used to contrast viability of larvae from the 'old' and 'young' selection regimes.
These comparisons were carried out separately for pure and hybrid lines at each culture
density. At density 90 the viability of 'old' lines was significantly lower than that of
'young' lines when hybrid lines were compared (p<0.05), but the pure lines of the two
regimes did not differ significantly. At density 180, the difference between regimes was in
the same direction in pure and hybrid comparisons but not significantly so, while at density
600 there was a highly significant (p<O.Ol) effect in the same direction among both pure
and hybrid lines.

To test for inbreeding depression, pure and hybrid lines within a selection regime were
compared using one-way nested analyses of variance. At densities 90 and 180, there were
no differences between pure and hybrid flies of either 'young' or 'old' regimes. At density
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600 there was no significant difference between the pure and hybrid 'young' lines, but the
pure 'old' lines had significantly lower viability than hybrids (p<0.05) confirming the
existence of inbreeding depression in the 'old' lines.

'Old' and 'young' lines were compared with the base stock to establish the separate
responses of lines from the two regimes. Because of the evidence of inbreeding depression
in the pure 'old' lines, only hybrid lines of 'old' and 'young' regimes were compared with
the base stock and this was done using t-tests as for development time. At density 90 there
were no significant differences from the base stock. At density 180, the hybrid 'young'
lines had marginally non-significantly (p=0.06) higher viability than the base stock while
the hybrid 'old' lines did not differ significantly from it. At density 600, the hybrid
'young' lines were highly significantly more viable than the base stock (p<0.01) while the
hybrid 'old' lines still did not differ from it.
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Table 3.3.1: Mean (and 95% Confidence Limits) development time (hours) for males and females of the pure and hybrid lines and base stock.

FEMALES

MALES

Pure

Base Stock

Young

Old

Young

Old

213(l.6)

223 (2.8)

207 (2.1)

218 (3.7)

2

214 (1.9)

226 (6.9)

208 (2.1)

220 (5.0)

3

215 (2.5)

224 (4.9)

211(l.4)

218 (2.7)

mean

214 (2.5)

224 (3.8)

209 (5.2)

219 (2.9)

Replicates

220 (3.1)

226 (2.5)
1
Hybrid

213(l.5)

Base Stock

222 (3.5)

207 (4.2)

214 (2.9)
214 (2.7)

2

213(l.9)

220 (2.7)

206 (7.3)

3

212(l.3)

218 (2.0)

203 (8.0)

213 (3.2)

mean

213(l.4)

220 (5.0)

205 (5.2)

214(l.4)

0
-4

Table 3.3.2 Mean (and 95% confidence limits) thorax length (mm) of males and females from 'young' and 'old' lines and the base stock.

FEMALES

MALES

Pure

Young

Old

0.86 (0.02)

1.00 (0.02)

1.01 (0.02)'

0.87 (0.02)

0.86 (0.02)

0.99 (0.02)

0,99 (0.03)

3

0.84 (0.02)

0.87 (0.03)

0.97 (0.02)

0.99 (0.01)

mean

0.86 (0.04)

0.86 (0.01)

0.98 (0.05)

1(Y) (0.04)

Replicates

Young

Old

1

0.87 (0.03)

2

Base Stock

1.01 (0.03)

0.86 (0.01)

Hybrid

Base Stock

1

0.87 (0.03)

0.86 (0.02)

0.99 (0.02)

0.99 (0.02)

2

0.86 (0.02)

0.86 (0.01)

1.00 (0.02)

1.01 (0.02)

3

0.85 (0.02)

0.86 (0.03)

0.99 (0.01)

L00 (0.02)

mean

0.86 (0.01)

0.86 (0.00)

0.99 (0.03)

1.00 (0.03)

2

TABLE 3.3.3: Mean percentage (and 95% confidence limits) of emerging adults that were wild type.
Vials were set up at three densities with two thirds of larvae homozygous scarlet and one third from 'old' and 'young' lines or the base stock.

DENSITY 180

DENSITY 90
Replicates

Pure

Young

Old

Base Stock

Young

Old

Base Stock

Young

Old

1

35.2 (4.8)

36.1 (5.7)

37.7 (6.4)

36.0 (6.8)

58.5 (20.6)

4.2 (14.0)

2

37.2 (2.4)

28.4 (8.6)

37.4 (9.8)

26.7 (13.6)

53.8 (20.4)

14.4 (5.1)

3

34.3 (6.1)

27.9 (4.2)

36.7 (5.3)

27.5 (6.0)

40.1 (8.1)

9.7 (10.4)

mean

35.6 (3.7)

30.8 (11.4)

37.3 (1.3)

30.1 (12.8)

50.8 (23.7)

9.4 (12.7)

30.2 (2.5)

32.7 (2.0)

Hybrid

DENSITY 600
Base Stock

36.1 (40.2)

1

35.6 (6.9)

31.0 (4.5)

37.1 (7.4)

33.1 (2.9)

60.4 (15.5)

26.6 (30.5)

2

35.8 (2.7)

325 (3.6)

34.4 (6.1)

32.1 (2.9)

60.2 (16.3)

31.7 (3.9)

3

33.5 (2.3)

30.7 (3.2)

34.7 (6.0)

28.2 (6.5)

58.3 (17.2)

19.5 (24.1)

mean

35.0 (3.2)

31.4 (2.4)

35.4 (3.7)

31.1 (6.4)

59.6 (2.9)

25.9 (15.2)

2

3.3.4 Conclusions
The previously observed difference in development time and larval competitive ability
between the 'young' and 'old' selected flies (Partridge and Fowler 1992) was still very
obvious and was highly statistically significant, with males and females of the 'young'
lines developing faster and competing more successfully at high density than those from
the 'old' lines.

Comparisons with the base stock allowed the direction of trait selection response to be
deduced. The evidence clearly showed that the divergence in development time and
competitive ability between regimes was attributable to the acquisition of a faster
development time and better competitive ability in the 'young' lines, and not slower
development and reduced competitive ability in the 'old' lines.

A small reduction in the body size of females of the 'young' lines relative to the base
stock was found, but there were no significant differences in male body size.

The larval competitive ability data are consistently related to development time, with the
faster developers competing most successfully (Bakker 1969). Faster development can
confer enhanced larval viability by enabling a greater proportion of larvae to pupate before
the culture conditions deteriorate due to the exhaustion of food supply or the accumulation
of toxic metabolic waste. Greater levels of crowding, accelerate deterioration, hence more
pronounced differences in viability were recorded at higher densities.

The pure 'old' lines were inbred. Pure 'old' males and females had significantly slower
development and significantly poorer viability at high density than hybrids. There were no
significant differences between the pure and hybrid 'young' lines.
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3.4 Discussion
Direct responses to selection
Possible direct responses to selection by age at breeding were outlined in the introduction
to this chapter. Selection experiments in which the reproductive lifespan was curtailed by
the restriction of breeding opportunity to early life, have shown that reduced longevity may
evolve under such a regime (Sokal 1970; Mueller 1987). Experiments which applied
selection to promote late life fitness have described direct responses to selection in the form
of both enhanced longevity and improved late life fertility (Wattiaux 1968; Rose and
Charlesworth 1981b; Rose 1984b; Luckinbill etal. 1984; Luckinbill and Clare 1985;
Partridge and Fowler 1992). Such experiments have typically contrasted flies from lines
selected to breed early in life with lines selected to breed late in life.

The same contrast made using the data generated here confirms previously reported
differences between the longevity of males of the 'young' and 'old' regimes (Partridge and
Fowler 1992; chapter 2). 'Old' males were significantly longer lived than 'young' males
and the difference was particularly pronounced in the comparison of hybrid 'young' and
'old' flies because inbreeding depression in the 'old' lines was removed by hybridisation.
Measures were generally more consistent among hybrid lines than among pure lines. This
probably reflects the amalgamation of selection responses of the individual lines in the Fl,
and in the case of the 'old' lines, the removal of inbreeding depression. It should be
emphasised however that hybrid lines, unlike pure lines, are not evolutionarily
independent. In addition to their greater longevity, the 'old' selected males also had
significantly greater late life fertility than 'young' selected males. The extent to which this
divergence in longevity and reproductive success was attributable to the independent
selection responses of the lines of the 'young' or 'old' regimes was deduced by contrasting
males of the two regimes with the base stock. 'Old' selected adult males were significantly
longer lived and significantly more fertile in late life than base stock males, but 'young'
selected adults did not differ significantly from the base stock in either of these characters.
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It would therefore appear that the difference between regimes was entirely attributable to a
direct response to selection in the 'old' selected lines. This view is endorsed by the finding
that hybrid and pure lines of the 'young' regime did not differ significantly. Had mutation
accumulation of the kind described by Mueller (1987) occurred, then the longevity of the
'young' Fl should have been significantly enhanced relative to the pure lines.

Correlated responses to selection
Two possible mechanisms for a pleiotropic association between early life fitness and the
rate of senescent decline outlined in the introduction were (1) a trade-off of early life
reproduction with subsequent reproduction and survival, and (2) a trade-off of preadult
development and survival with adult reproduction and survival. Evidence for the first, a
drop in early life reproductive output genetically correlated with enhanced late life
reproduction and survival, has been reported from a number of selection experiments
which examined both males (Wattiaux 1968) and females (Wattiaux 1968; Rose 1984b;
Luckinbill etal. 1984, Luckinbill and Clare 1986). Those studies deduced the presence of
correlated responses by comparing the traits of 'old' selected flies with those of 'young'
selected flies. Experiments making the same comparison on this set of lines have so far
failed to repeat this result either among males (chapter 2) or among females (Partridge and
Fowler 1992). The measures of early and late life reproductive success made here actually
show early reproductive success of 'old' males to be diminished relative to 'young' males
but consideration of the same traits in base stock males puts a new interpretation upon
these differences. The early life reproductive success of 'old' selected males was not
diminished relative to the base stock. The divergence between 'old' and 'young' lines was
entirely attributable to an improved reproductive success of 'young' selected males. The
change in the early life reproductive success in the 'young' lines is apparently a direct
response to selection upon early life fitness. It is noteworthy that this improved early life
reproductive success was not genetically correlated with any significant cost to subsequent
survivorship or reproductive fitness. Chapter 2 reported a non-statistically significant
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tendency for 'young' selected males to have heightened activity levels in the first week of
life when compared with 'old' selected males. The finding that males of the 'young' lines
have enhanced reproductive success in the first week of adult life relative to the base stock
lends some credence to the behavioural finding particularly when it is considered that they
were only compared to the pure 'old' lines which this Chapter shows were subject to
inbreeding depression.

The second putative correlated response to selection for enhanced late life fitness in the
'old' lines was a drop in preadult fitness. The previously reported divergence between the
egg to adult development times and larval viability of the two regimes (Partridge and
Fowler 1992) was repeated here. In the introduction to this Chapter it was suggested that
the slower development and poorer viability of 'old' selected larvae could be explained in
one of two ways, either as a product of inbreeding depression or as a genetically correlated
response to selection. Even though inbreeding depression in the 'old' lines was found to
reduce preadult viability and slow larval development, neither of the two proposed
explanations was appropriate because comparison with the base stock revealed that the
divergence between regimes was entirely due to the evolution of faster development, and
enhanced viability in the 'young' lines.

Inadvertent selection
The larvae of the 'young' regime had significantly shorter egg to adult development time
and greatly improved larval viability in crowded cultures. The density of larval cultures in
which flies were reared during the selection procedure was not standardised and cultures in
the 'young' regime were more crowded than those in the 'old' regime because the greater
size and greater youth of the parent population ensured that more eggs were laid over the 3
day collection interval. High levels of crowding may have selected for greater larval
viability in the 'young' regime, but it would be surprising if this selective pressure were
more intense in these lines than in the very crowded mass culture conditions in which the
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base stock was kept. Another possibility is that inadvertent selection for rapid development
occurred in the 'young' regime by the propagation of successive generations from newly
eclosed adults. There is a time lag after eclosion before peak fertility is reached. In females
oviposition is delayed for several days while feeding and oogenesis take place, and peak
oviposition rates are only reached 6 days after eclosion (Robertson and Sang 1944; Gowen
and Johnson 1946; Robertson 1957). In males, peak fertility is subject to a 12 hour delay
associated with the production of seminal fluid in the accessory glands, and the maturation
of sperm in the testes (Clayton 1957,1962). This time lag to full reproductive capacity
means that those adults that are the first to eclose contribute most progeny to the next
generation because of their more advanced state of maturity at the time of progeny
collection. Early eclosion means that females can begin laying eggs early on in the eggcollection interval. The greater maturity of these progeny confers still further advantage by
ensuring that they reach adulthood before their contemporaries.

Inadvertent selection for rapid maturation after eclosion could explain the enhanced
reproductive performance of males of the 'young' selected lines in the first week of adult
life. The adults whose reproductive success was compared had all eclosed at the same
time, but a more rapid maturation in the 'young' males after eclosion could explain their
reproductive advantage over the competitor males in the early reproductive success
measures. Further work comparing the time lag between eclosion and full fertility in males
of the two regimes and the base stock would be needed to resolve this question.

Evolution in the 'Old' Selected Lines
The 'old' selected males performed better than the base stock males as adults, living longer
and having enhanced reproductive success late in life. They did not differ from the base
stock as larvae. The lines have apparently evolved a substantial increase in adult fitness
without a trade-off with early reproduction or larval viability. The most probable
explanation for this is that 'old selection progressively eliminated deleterious mutations
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whose effects were confined to late life. The presence of deleterious age-specific mutations
in the original population, and by inference also in the current base stock, can be accounted
for by the operation of mutation accumulation.

The degeneration of adaptative characters with disuse is a very well known evolutionary
phenomenon. A familiar example is the loss of sight in cave dwelling animals. The same
phenomenon has occured independently in phyla as diverse as the Turbellaria, the
Crustacea, the Arachnida, the Insecta and the Vertebrates (in particular fish and Urodelan
Amphibians). The regular occurrence of disruptive mutations at all gene loci means that
complex structures such as the eye which rely upon the normal functioning of a great many
genes have a natural tendency toward degeneration. Natural selection operates to eliminate
deleterious mutations and maintain the proper functioning of the eye, but in the absence of
selection degeneration is inevitable. On the subject of cave blindness Weismann (1892 pp
395-396) said; 'As soon as natural selection no longer maintains the eye at its highest
degree of organisation, it is necessarily doomed to become decadent.'

The malfunction of almost any gene is likely to have a detrimental effect upon lifespan and
in a number of cases the effects are immediately lethal. Natural selection is simply unable
to prevent the deterioration of aged organisms because it becomes attenuated with age
rather in the same way that selection to maintain adaptation for sight is removed by the
adoption of a subterranean habitat. There are almost certainly energetic or developmental
costs attached to the possession of functional eyes and hence competitive advantages
accruing to cave dwelling individuals which do not incur them. A case may therefore be
made for the natural selection ofblindness in caves. It is nevertheless a fact that whether or
not there are advantages associated with blindness, the loss of sight is still inevitable-in the
absence of natural selection to maintain it. In same way the loss of survival and
reproductive function under conditions of attenuated selection is also inevitable. Senescent
decline is apparent in almost all living organisms. The degree to which its evolution can be
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attributed to the optimising properties of natural selection or alternatively to the
degenerative properties of complex systems remains a challenging question.

Conclusion
The main conclusion of this study must be to emphasise the importance of a comparison
with the original base stock for the interpretation of direct and correlated responses to
artificial selection. Without the base stock these results would have apparently endorsed the
findings of previous selection experiments which concluded that early life reproduction is
negatively genetically correlated with late life reproduction and survival. The enhanced
early life reproductive success of 'young' selected flies was either a direct response to
selection or an artefact of the selection procedure which failed to allow a standard
maturation time to elapse before the next generation was collected. Whether the findings of
previous studies might also be attributable to a similar inadvertent selection pressure is a
matter for speculation. In the experiment carried out by Wattiaux (1968) early breeding
lines were propagated from 3-9 day old adult flies but it is clearly stated that 'to escape the
objection of selecting for development time, samples were taken from the culture mediums
only after completion of the hatching period.' However other selection experiments have
not done this, Rose (1984b) propagated from recently eclosed flies (14 days from
oviposition), Luckinbill etal. (1984) selected the first 300 pupae to mature and bred from
them. A divergence in development time between regimes has been discovered in the '0'
and 'B' selected lines described by Rose (1984) (Service personal communication). It
therefore seems probable that these lines have experienced a similar phenomenon.

These findings support the mutation accumulation model rather than pleiotropic models for
the evolution of senescence. Previous studies adopting both phenotypic and genetic
manipulation approaches have found evidence for costs of reproduction in both males and
females of this organism. While this study does not conclusively show that previous
reports of negative genetic correlations between early reproductive success and subsequent
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reproduction and survival were wrong, it does offer an alternative explanation for those
results. Given that those conclusions are in some respects questionable, it seems
reasonable to conclude that the case for a genetic basis for a cost of reproduction in male or
female Drosophila melanogaster is not conclusively proven. The relative merits of genetic
and phenotypic approaches has recently been the subject of much debate (Reznick
1985,1992; Partridge 1989,1992; Bell and Koufopanou 1986; Pease and Bull 1988;
Lessells 1991; Partridge and Sibly 1991). Phenotypic manipulation experiments are subject
to criticism on the grounds that the reproductive costs incurred by such manipulations are
physiological artefacts of the manipulation rather than genuine evolutionary constraints.
Given the limitations of both genetic and phenotypic approaches it seems to me that
evidence of the operation of a trade-off at the population level whether through genetic or
phenotypic manipulation may still require further empirical endorsement that they are
genuinely influential in the evolution of life histories. This might be achieved using
comparative studies of the covariance of traits among the life histories of related species.
Such evidence would show that the trade-off actually directed the evolution of two or more
functionally related traits. Such studies have to take into consideration the possible
covariation of influential ecological factors among niches (Harvey and Keymer 1991). An
example of such covariation is that of population regulation by mortality and food
abundance with population density. Alternatively endorsement of the influence of tradeoffs may be achieved by modelling costs of reproduction and deducing from the model
whether such costs are likely to be evolutionarily influential. This method was used to
investigate the role of 'potential fecundity costs', that is the reduction of potential body size
and associated reproductive capacity by the diversion of resources to reproduction, in the
evolution of reproductive strategies of lizards and snakes (Shine and Schwarzkopf 1992).
The authors concluded that potential fecundity costs were insufficiently large for the tradeoff to be influential. Instead they proposed that survival costs of reproduction were the
most important evolutionary determinants of reproductive strategy in these organisms.
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CHAPTER 4. EVOLUTIONARY RESPONSES TO SELECTION BY AGE AT
BREEDING IN LINES MAINTAINED AT STANDARDISED LARVAL DENSITIES.

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes an experiment in which selection by age at breeding was applied
under conditions of standardised larval density. One aim was to investigate the effects of
larval density upon the response to selection by age at breeding. To this end, selection by
age at breeding was applied to lines maintained at low medium and high larval rearing
densities. A second aim was to identify evolutionary responses to larval density per se in
order to clarify the findings of previous experiments applying density-dependent selection
to Drosophila melanogoster. As in the previous chapter, the directions of selection
responses were investigated by contrasting the larval and adult characters of artificially
selected flies with those of the base stock.

4.1.1 Density-Dependent Selection
The expansion of a population is ultimately limited by the carrying capacity (K) of its
environment. In the first description of density-dependent selection, MacArthur and
Wilson (1967) proposed that organisms in expanding populations and organisms in
populations at carrying capacity should experience different selection pressures as a result
of the different conditions of resource availability in the two types of environment.
Organisms in expanding populations are not constrained by limited resources whereas
those in density regulated populations are. They proposed that 'K- selection' should favour
organisms that utilise resources efficiently: 'genotypes which can at least replace
themselves with a small family at the lowest food level win, the food density being
lowered so that large families cannot be fed. Evolution here favours efficiency of
conversion of food into offspring' (MacArthur and Wilson 1967 p149). Organisms in
expanding populations were predicted to experience selection favouring genotypes with the
fastest rate of conversion of food into offspring (so-called r-selection). r-selection was
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predicted to favour life history characters that maximised the potential rate at which a
genotype could multiply in a totally unlimited environment (r m

)

i.e. 'high productivity,

high rates of resource exploitation, and high reproductive output'.

Subsequently the predictions of 'r' and 'K' selection theory were verified using genetic
models (e.g. Charlesworth 1980, reviewed Boyce 1984). One notable exception to the
predicted consequences of K-selection occurs when frequency dependent natural selection
is considered. The assumed relationship between economy of resource use and
intraspecific competitive ability does not apply when interference competition strategies are
adopted, since these may actually promote the wasteful use of resources (Gill 1974).

Predictions about the types of life history which evolve under r- and K-selection are
somewhat complicated by an additional density-dependent variable; mortality. In a
population at carrying capacity, organisms experience density-dependent mortality, often in
the form of a very high juvenile mortality. A study of red footed booby (Sula sula)
populations on Tower Island in the Galapagos revealed that population size was regulated
wholly by juvenile mortality. 40% of chicks died of starvation even before fledging.
Adults were long lived yet the extent of preadult mortality was such that there was little or
no competition for breeding sites among adult birds (Goodman 1974). A large discrepancy
between adult and juvenile mortality rate such as this is predicted to favour iteroparous
reproductive strategies where reproductive costs are minimised in favour of extended
reproductive lifespan (Murphy 1968; Charnov and Schaffer 1973; General Introduction
1.2.3). Predictions about the life history consequences of K-selection can thus be extended
to include not only the effects of resource availability but also the effects of densitydependent mortality. This was done by Pianka (1970) who predicted that K-selection
should favour low fecundity, an extended reproductive lifespan, slow development,
delayed reproductive maturity and large body size. Boyce (1984) argued that these
predictions over-extended the original model. The assumption that decreased juvenile
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survivorship should result from increased population density is not universally applicable.
Also, the prediction of large body size, based upon an assumed relationship between
density and certain types of intraspecific competitive ability, directly contradicted the
original model which predicted small body size to be K-selected.

Mortality in r-selected populations is density-independent. The operation of r-selection was
originally conceived to be a short term process occurring during the colonisation of islands
by introduced species (MacArthur and Wilson 1967). Its application was later extended to
include organisms that exploit unstable habitats and which are consequently subject to
regular bouts of very heavy density-independent mortality. Population recovery after such
events is not constrained by limited resources and the reproductive strategies of such
organisms are predicted to be adapted to conditions of population expansion (Lewontin
1965). Time to reproductive maturity is an important component of fitness under
conditions of population expansion (Cole 1954; Lewontin 1965) because multiplication is
not constrained by density-dependent mortality. This phenomenon was illustrated by
Lewontin (1965) who modelled the effects of trait variation on fitness in expanding
populations and showed that 'small absolute changes in developmental rates of the order of
10% are roughly equivalent to large increases in fertility of the order of 100%t. r-selection
should therefore favour early maturation and high reproductive output early in life. In
addition to the selective pressures imposed under conditions of population expansion, there
are additional selective pressures resulting from the imposition of density-independent
mortality in unstable habitats. Juvenile and adult survivorship are unpredictable in unstable
habitats hence characters such as rapid development and semelparous reproductive
strategies may also be favoured (Pianka 1970). However as Boyce (1984) stressed,
density independent mortality may occur to different extents during different stages of the
life history. Such contingencies necessarily complicate evolutionary predictions.
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The predicted life history consequences of density-dependent selection are complex and in
some cases contradictory. This does not mean that the role of density in the evolution of
life histories should be dismissed, merely that the separate components of densitydependent selection and their predicted effects should be examined independently wherever
possible. In addition, there is a need for the evolutionary effects of density-dependent
selection operating in different phases of the life history, for example in the juvenile and
adult phases, to be examined separately.

4.1.2 Density-Dependent Selection in Drosophila nwlanogaster
Density is potentially a very important ecological influence upon the evolution of

Drosophila life histories. In particular density has profound effects upon preadult growth
and survival. Experiments in which larval density was manipulated in the laboratory
environment have shown that higher levels of crowding lead to increased mortality and
reduced body size (Sang 1949, Chiang and Hodson 1950; Sokoloff 1955; Miller and
Thomas 1958). Investigations of the importance of crowding in wild populations are rare.
However the findings of one such study suggest crowding in the larval environment is
widespread (Atkinson 1979). This study showed reduced body size due to crowding was
common in wild populations of a number of Drosophila species including D.

melanogaster. Laboratory studies have shown that reduction in body size due to larval
crowding is invariably associated with reduced survival (e.g. Miller 1964). It may
therefore be deduced that density-dependent larval mortality is also prevalent in the wild.

'Scramble' competition occurs in crowded cultures of Drosophila melanogaster (Bakker
1961). This means that larvae independently attempt to acquire as much food as possible.
Some end up with more food than the minimum required for survival while others are
unable to obtain this amount and die. Larvae have to reach a minimum or so-called 'critical'
weight before they are able to pupate, and this point of development is reached in the early
third instar (Bakker 1961, 1969). Larvae failing to attain this weight cannot pupate and
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they eventually die because of the inevitable deterioration of the larval environment as food
scarcity increases and toxic metabolic waste products accumulate. Reduced body size at
high density occurs because growth in the post-critical period is restricted by lack of food.
At critical weight larvae are only 40% of their potential weight and growth over and above
this weight is achieved over a post critical feeding period of inflexible duration (48 hour at

250C). The food available to larvae over this interval directly determines their weight at the
time of pupation and consequently their weight and size as adults.

Studies manipulating female body size by rearing at different densities have shown that
fecundity decreases with decreasing body size (Alpatov 1929; Sang 1950; Chaing and
Hodson 1950; Robertson 1957; Prout and Mc Chesney 1985). Lints and Lints (1969)
measured the schedules of age-specific fecundity in females reared at different densities
and showed that although low density flies had the highest rates of egg-production, they
also lived less long. The lifetime fecundity of females reared at all but the highest densities
did not significantly differ. Females reared at the highest density were short lived and less
fecund, and consequently had lower lifetime reproductive success. These different
schedules of egg production in females with the same lifetime fecundity might reveal an
adaptive plastic response to density. The low density females having more r-selected life
history characters such as high early life reproductive investment and reduced lpngevity,
and the high density females having K-selected characters such as lower early life
reproductive investment and longer lifespan. Restriction of food availability by the dilution
of food also limits growth and adult body size in a manner similar to density (Robertson
and Sang 1944; Sang 1950). However, experiments in which food limitation was
manipulated independently of crowding and in which crowding was manipulated
independently of food limitation clearly indicate that extended female longevity is a
response to crowding and not a response to food limitation (Zwaan etal. 1991). This
finding implies that density-dependent plastic responses in female reproductive strategies
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may be adaptive rather than just a by-product of body size manipulation, although the agespecific fecundity schedules of such females have yet to be compared.

There is strong relationship between adult body size and reproductive success in males. A
study of wild Drosophila melanogaster showed that mating males were larger on average
than randomly sampled males (Partridge, Hoffman and Jones 1987). Laboratory studies
have shown that larger males have faster speeds to mating with. both virgin (Partridge and
Farquhar 1983) and non-virgin females (Pitnick 1991). This may be because they court
more and have louder courtship song (Partridge, Ewing and Chandler 1987). Larger males
are also more successful in aggressive encounters with smaller males (Dow and von
Schilcher 1975; Partridge and Farquhar 1983) which suggests they will be more successful
in reproductive competition. However, it was also shown that virgin females mated to
small males were more fertile than females mated to large males, due to increased fecundity
on the thy of mating (Pitnick 1991).

The reduced reproductive success of males and females reared at high larval densities
means that the density-dependent effects on fertility as well as larval mortality should be
taken into consideration in models of density-dependent selection in Drosophila (Clark and
Feldman 1981; Mueller 1988b).

4.1.3 Evolutionary Responses to Density in Drosophila
The increased incidence of larval mortality in crowded cultures imposes strong selection
for improved larval competitive ability. In a series of experiments in which different strains
of larvae were competed in mixed cultures, it was demonstrated that the speed with which
critical weight was attained was predictive of larval survivorship, with the faster strains
being consistently more successful (Bakker 1961). As a result of these findings, Bakker
(1961) predicted that characters likely to be favoured in crowded conditions were those that
increased the rate of food acquisition, such as searching ability or feeding rate, and those
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that reduced the total food requirement, such as the metabolic rate, the efficiency of food
digestion, or the lowering of the critical weight itself. Theoretical models of larval
competition dynamics have confirmed that fast growth rate and low minimum food
requirement confer competitive advantage (de Jong 1976; Nunney 1983).

Evidence from a number of selection experiments suggests that adaptation for survival in
crowded larval environments may be disadvantageous for adult fitness. A genetic
correlation between adult body size and development time has been reported from a
number of artificial selection experiments (Reeve 1954; Sang 1956; Robertson 1957,
1960, 1963; Partridge and Fowler in press). Lines selected for larger body size
consistently had longer development time, and there is evidence that this is because of an
extension of the larval period rather than the pupal period (Sang 1956). Partridge and
Fowler (in press) showed that the extended development of lines selected for increased
body size was associated with increased preadult mortality, particularly in high density
larval cultures and at suboptimal temperatures, both of which increase larval mortality.
Artificial selection experiments on body size have also demonstrated genetic correlations
between body size and other fitness components. Genetic correlations between size and
longevity or fertility of females have been reported (Tantawy 1961; Tantawy and Rakha
1964; Tantawy and El Helw 1966) and between body size and male mating success
(Ewing 1961; Wilkinson 1987).Thus, although natural selection favours adults with large
body size because of its correlated fitness advantages for both males and females, the
response to selection is likely to be constrained by density-dependent costs associated with
an extended period of larval growth. Population density is therefore predicted to be
influential in the evolutionary resolution of this trade-off.

Artificial selection has been used to investigate evolutionary responses to density in

Drosophila. An experiment in which r- and K-selection were applied to populations of D.
melanogaster was first described by Mueller and Ayala (1981) and subsequent
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investigations of the selection responses in these lines have been described in a series of
papers (Mueller and Sweet 1986; Mueller 1987; Joshi and Mueller 1989; Mueller 1988a;
Bierbaum etal. 1989; Mueller 1990; Joshi and Mueller 1991).

Mueller and Ayala (198 1) applied r-selection by maintaining populations at low adult and
larval densities and restricting the breeding opportunity of adults to the first few days of
adult life. Under the K-selection regime age at breeding was unrestricted, but populations
were maintained at very high density such that the availability of resources to both larvae
and adults was limited. Mueller and Ayala (198 1) were able to show that the growth rate of
the r populations was greater than that of the K populations at low density, but lower at
high density.

K-selected larvae were discovered to have a higher critical weight than r-selected larvae that
is they required a greater minimum amount of food for maturation (Mueller 1990). This is
contrary to the predictions of MacArthur and Wilson (1967), who stated that adaptation to
high density should involve a reduction of the minimum food requirement for survival and
reproduction, and it is also contrary to the findings of larval competition studies (Bakker
1961; de Jong 1976). However, to conclude that the K-selected larvae did not evolve a
more economic use of resources by reducing their critical weight is premature. The
direction of their evolution was deduced by comparing them with r-selected larvae and not
with their original base stock. The r-selected larvae were reared at low larval density but at
the same time were selected to mature early by the restriction of their generation time to a
14 day cycle. In Chapter 3 it was found that even if all adults were allowed to eclose, the
collection of eggs from newly eclosed adults effectively selects for early eclosion because
of the 2-3 day time lag before females began to oviposit Selection for rapid development
may have caused r-selected lines also to evolve diminished critical weight. Such a response
would obscure a change in the critical weight in the K-larvae in the same direction.
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K-selected flies had greater viability under crowded larval conditions (Bierbaum et al.
1989). This was found to be attributable, at least in part, to their ability to pupate away
from the surface of the food (Mueller and Sweet 1986). The mortality of pupae on the
surface of the food was high under crowded larval conditions (Joshi and Mueller 1991).
The K-selected larvae actually had slower development than r-selected larvae at high
density, and this finding is consistent with the larger critical weight, and with the greater
dry body weight of K-selected adults at all densities (Mueller 1990). Any possible
disadvantages of slower development were clearly compensated for by the greater pupation
height and faster feeding rates (measured by rate of cephalopharangeal contractions) of
third instar K-selected larvae (Joshi and Mueller 1989).

It is difficult to draw conclusions about responses to density-dependent selection from
these results. K-selected lines may have evolved a reduced critical weight but the
comparison with r-selected larvae may have obscured it. A very great number of variables
were manipulated in the r and K-selection regimes including both larval and adult densities.
To discover how Drosophila evolves in response to altered larval density, it is necessary to
manipulate larval density and standardise adult density. In the selection experiment
described here, selected lines of Drosophila melanogasterwere reared at low intermediate
and high densities whilst adult population density was standardised. Selection on
development time strictly avoided by allowing all adults to eclose, and then allowing a
minimum 7day maturation period to elapse before the next generation was commenced.
The selected lines were derived from a long established laboratory adapted stock
(Dahomey) and comparisons with this enabled the direction of evolution in the selected
lines to be deduced.

4.1.4 Preadult Development and Senescence
Larval density may also influence the evolution of senescence. A commonly observed
effect of ageing in . holometabolous insects is of their generally worn appearance. Rockstein
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(1966) observed that aged house flies often had frayed wings and missing tarsi, frayed
wings are also a prominent feature of ageing in fruitflies. At the end of Chapter 2 it was
suggested that adaptation for longer life and enhanced late life reproductive success might
be associated with the investment of a greater amount of time in the preadult period
building a more durable adult soma. This might be achieved by spending a greater amount
of time or energy correcting errors in protein synthesis during the larval growth, or pupal
transformation. In Chapter 3, it was shown that postponed senescence was not genetically
correlated with extended preadult development. However, the possibility of a trade-off
between the rate of senescent decline and preadult development cannot be excluded because
both 'young' and 'old' selection regimes had been inadvertently selected for rapid
development. The 'young' lines had evolved considerably shorter development time than
the base stock, and the 'old' lines a marginally shorter development time than the base
stock. It is possible therefore that inadvertent selection on development time had obscured
or restricted a response to 'old' selection in which postponed senescence was
pleiotropically associated with prolonged development.

In this Chapter, selection by age at breeding was applied to adults reared at standardised
density. In order, to avoid selection on development time, the regime included a statutory 7
day maturation interval over which the eclosing adults could mature. The effects of larval
density upon adult responses to selection by age at breeding were investigated by applying
age selection to adults reared at low intermediate and high larval densities.

4.1.5 Summary
This chapter describes a selection experiment that investigated the evolutionary effects of
larval density and of selection on age at reproduction in a cross-classified experimental
design with 5-fold replication. 'Old' and 'young' selection were applied at low,
intermediate and high rearing densities. In a preliminary investigation of the selection
responses of the lines, egg to adult development times and larval viabilities were measured
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at all three densities. The body size of adults of all lines were measured after rearing at low
density. Evolutionary changes in longevity were characterised by measuring the longevity
of adults from 'old' and 'young' lines of each selection density reared at that density, and
comparing them with base stock adults reared at the same density.
The aims of the experiment described in this chapter were as follows:
To investigate adaptation of life history traits to larval density under controlled
conditions.
To investigate the effects of selection by age at breeding on adult and pre-adult life
history traits under conditions of standardised density.
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4.2 Materials and Methods
The Selection Regime
Selected lines were derived from the Dahomey base stock. Two variables were
manipulated: larval density and age at reproduction. There were three larval densities: '50',
'150' and '500' larvae per vial (7m1 Alb medium), and two ages at reproduction: 'young'
and 'old'. The two variables were combined to give six selection regimes in a crossclassified design, and 5 independent replicate lines were maintained in each selection
regime, giving a total of 30 replicate lines.

The lines were started by allowing adult Dahomey flies, derived from bottles (60 ml Alb
medium) laid up in the Dahomey base stock cage to give moderate larval densities, to lay
eggs on grape juice medium in 'laying pots' (60mm x 35mm diam). First instar larvae
were picked from the grape juice medium and set up in vials at a density of 50, 150 or 500.
A detailed account of the method for standardising larval density is given in Appendix 1.
The larvae were allowed to develop to adulthood, and their subsequent treatment was
designed to avoid any selection on larval development time. Flies were allowed to eclose
into perspex population cages (200mm X 200mm X 300mm), until all pupae had eclosed.
To produce comparable adult population sizes for the different density regimes, in the
'young' lines 15 vials of 50, 6 vials of 150 and 3 vials of 500 were used in each cage, to
give about 500 adults at the start of each adult generation. In the 'old lines, 25 vials of 50,
10 vials of 150 and 5 vials of 500 were used, to give approximately 900 adults at the start
of each adult generation.

Once in the cages, the adults were kept over yeasted grape juice medium in petri dishes,
renewed 3 times per week. Lines from the 'young' selection regime were propagated 7
days after the last adults had eclosed, at which time very little adult death had occurred.
The 'old' lines were propagated after the adult population size had reached 250 of
whichever sex died faster (usually females). Deaths were recorded by collecting and sexing
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corpses from the cages. To propagate the lines, eggs were collected in the cage on grape
juice medium for 5 hours, and the hatching first instar larvae were used to set up standard
density vials as already described.

The generation time of the regimes differed. At the time at which these responses to
selection were assessed, the 'young' 50 and 150 lines had undergone 20 generations of
selection, the 'young' 500 lines, 16 generations, the 'old' 50 and 150 lines 11 generations,
and the old 500 lines, only 9 generations.

Egg to Adult Development Time and Larval Viability
Egg to adult development time and larval viability of the selected lines and the base stock
were compared at rearing densities of 50, 150, and 500 larvae per vial. 5 base stock
replicates were used for ease of statistical comparison with the 5 replicate lines of each
regime, and in order to control for between line environmental effects. Parents of the
compared larvae were reared at an intermediate density of 150 larvae per vial in order to
standardise any non-genetic effects of parental body size on these measures. Eggcollections on grape juice agar were taken directly from the selection cages and from base
stock adults reared from bottle culture, and first instar larvae picked in the usual way. The
5 hour egg-collections were all taken over the same 2day period, thus the age of parents of
the compared larvae was also standardised. Parent adults were used to set up 5 'laying
pots' per line, each containing approximately 150 females and 150 males. Synchronous 3
hour egg-collections were taken every day from all the pots on grape juice agar medium
and the first instar larvae used to set up the experimental vials. One 3 hour egg-collection
generated a sufficient number of larvae to setup a vial of each density for each selected line
and base stock replicate. Thus, over 5 successive days, 5 successive replicates of every
line and base stock replicate at each density were set up. Picking commenced 24 hours
after the end of the egg-collection interval and took 3 1 /2 hours. After eclosion commenced,
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the vials were cleared of eclosed adults every 12 hours, and the numbers of male and
female adults emerging in each vial recorded.

Body Size
Thorax length was taken as a measure of body size, because it shows a positive phenotypic
and genetic correlation with other measures such as wing length, tibia length and body
weight (Robertson 1963; Wilkinson et al. 1990). Thoraces were measured under a
binocular microscope to the nearest 0.0 1mm. The measured flies were sampled from 5
replicate vials in which they had been reared at a density of 50 larvae per vial. These vials
were set up in addition to the ones used for the viability and development time measures,
and they were picked in the same manner from one 3 hour egg-collection taken from the
same parental populations.

Adult Longevity
The large number of groups made it logistically impossible to measure adult longevity for
all lines reared at all 3 culture densities. Measurements of longevity were therefore
restricted to adults reared at the density at which had been selected, and to the base stock
reared at all 3 densities. Thus there were 9 experimental groups, each represented by 5
replicates:
'young' 50, 'old' 50, and the base stock all reared at density 50.
'young' 150, 'old' 150, and the base stock all reared at density 150.
'young' 500, 'old' 500, and the base stock all reared at density 500.
Longevity measurements were made on a sample of flies which all eclosed within a 36
hour interval. In high density cultures adult emergence spans a 3 week period, and over
this time the body size of the emerging adults diminishes (Chaing and Hodson 1950).
Since adult lifespan is likely to be influenced by body size, the sampling interval was
carefully selected in order to coincide with the time of peak emergence in the high density
cultures, in order that a representative but comparable sample of adults was taken for each
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line. 'Old', 'young' and base stock adults from rearing density 500 were taken from two
replicate vials set up as part of the development time experiment. The sampling interval
coincided with development times of between 399 and 435 hours in the first replicate, and
between 375 and 411 hours in the second replicate. 'Old', 'young' and base stock adults
of densities 50 and 150 had much more rapid development times. Adults of these densities
were sampled from vials set up after the development time experiment in order that their
eclosion should coincide with the peak of emergence in the high density cultures.

The longevities of 40 males and 40 females from each selection line or base stock replicate
were measured. Virgin adults were collected by separating the sexes before they were
sexually mature using CO2 anasthesia after a minimum maturation period of 4 hours. Male
and female adults of each line were maintained separately in a 1:1 ratio with base stock flies
of the opposite sex. Thus the experiment was divided into two discrete blocks in which the
longevity of the two sexes was measured. The base stock flies were reared in uncrowded
bottle cultures collected directly from the base stock population cage. They were put with
selected line flies in groups of 20 and these groups were kept in pots (80mm x 35mm dia).
The pots each contained 7m1 of Alb food medium and several yeast granules. Food was
renewed on a 2 day, 2 day, 3 day weekly cycle. Flies in the males block of the experiment
were transferred by aspiration, while those in the female block were transferred by CO2
anasthesia. Deaths were recorded daily. When experimental flies died companion flies
were discarded, and when companion flies died they were replaced from a stock of flies of
the same age maintained under the same conditions as the rest of the experiment. All the
companion flies in the experiment were renewed on day 19 and day 31 of the experiment
with 1 week old mated base stock flies, reared in uncrowded bottle cultures. Population
density was kept as closely as possible to 20 per pot Thus as time elapsed and more flies
died, the number of pots per line decreased.
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4.3 Results
Egg to Adult Development Time
The adults eclosing in each vial in each 12 hour collection were assigned a development
time value, calculated as the time interval between the mid-point of egg-collection and the
mid-point of the eclosion interval. The mid-points of male and female emergence in each of
the low and intermediate density vials were identified using a probit analyses. Because the
distribution of emergence over time was thoroughly sampled in the high density cultures
and did not deviate from normality, the male and female development times within these
vials were simply averaged. The average male and female development limes for each line
or base stock replicate at each growth density were calculated by averaging values taken
from the 5 replicate vials (these values are given in Appendix 2). The values for the lines
within each regime and replicates within the base stock were then averaged and these
averages together with their 95% confidence limits are presented in Table 4.1.
AVNA

For statistical analysis, the data for each sexgrowth density were treated separately.
Selection regimes were compared with the base stock using contrasts within a one-way
analysis of variance, with base stock replicates and replicate lines nested within selection
regime. Significant differences from the base stock are indicated by asterisks in Table 4.1.
The same trends were apparent among both males and females. 'Young' and 'old' lines
selected at low density had evolved extended development time relative to the base stock,
and this was apparent at all growth densities. 'Old' lines selected at intermediate density
had significantly longer development than the base stock at the two extreme growth
densities. A similar trend was apparent in the 'old' lines selected at high density but this
was only statistically significant in the females.

The effects of selection density and selection by age at breeding upon development time
were examined at each growth density, by doing 2-way analyses of variance omitting the
data for the base stock, and using the line means of the 30 selected lines as data values.
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The results are summarised in Table 4.2. In no case was the interaction between selection
density and selection by age at breeding approaching statistical significance. The
probability values given are therefore from the F ratios for the main effects tested against
the error mean square. The effect of selection density was significant at all three growth
densities for both males and females. Linear contrasts (summarized in Table 4.2) revealed
that the trend in both sexes was for development time to increase with decreasing selection
density. Selection by age at breeding had a significant effect on development time for both
sexes at growth density 500, and for males at growth density 50. In both cases its effect
was to extend development time in the 'old' lines.

Larval Viability
'Viability' is the percentage of the first instar larvae initially put into a vial, that survive to
adulthood. Viabilities were calculated for flies in each of the 5 replicate vials of each
replicate line or base stock replicate at each growth density (the mean values for each line
and base stock replicate are given in Appendix 2). The means of the line means are given in
Table 4.3 together with the 95% confidence limits. As with development time, the selection
regimes were compared with the base stock using a one-way analysis of variance with
replicate lines and base stock replicates nested within regime. Regimes that differed
significantly from the base stock are indicated by asterisks in Table 4.3. There was a trend
for selection regimes with extended development times to have poorer viability particularly
at the highest growth density. However, only one significant difference from the base
stock was actually recorded, and this was at rearing density 500 where the 'old' 50 lines
had significantly poorer viability. The same trend was apparent in the 'young' 50 lines, but
was marginally non-significant (p=0.055). Two-way analyses of variance on the selected
lines at each growth density did not reveal any significant effects of either age or density
selection. Significance values from the two-way analyses of variance are summarised in
Table 4.4. The effect of density selection at growth density 500 was only marginally nonsignificant (p=0.052).
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Body Size
Five flies of each sex were sampled from each vial and their thorax lengths measured. The
means from the 5 replicate vials of each line or base stock replicate were averaged, and
these values are given in Appendix 2 together with 95% confidence intervals. The means
of the replicate lines within each selection regime and of the base stock replicates are given
in Table 4.5 together with 95% confidence intervals. For statistical analysis males and
females were treated separately. One-way analyses of variance on thorax measurements in
which values for replicate lines and base stock replicates were nested within regime
revealed significant differences between regimes in both males and females. Contrasts
were used to compare each selection regime with the base stock. The significant
differences from the base stock are indicated by asterisks in Table 4.5. The same basic
trends were apparent among males and females. The 'young' and 'old' selected lines of the
low selection density, and 'old' selected flies from selection density 150 all had
significantly longer thoraces than the base stock. The 'young' selected females of selection
density 500 were significantly smaller than the base stock, and while the same trend was
evident in the males of these lines, the difference was not significant. A two-way analysis
of variance on the selected line means, with the base stock omitted (Table 4.6) showed a
significant interaction between age selection and density selection in both sexes, and when
tested against this interaction neither of the main effects was statistically significant.
Inspection of Table 4.6 shows that the interaction was contributed mainly by a reversal of
the sign of the difference between 'old' and 'young'. lines at selection density 50. Both
males and females of 'young' 50 lines had longer thoraces than 'old' 50 lines, and the
opposite is true at selection densities 150 and 500. In both sexes, the difference between
'young' and 'old' lines peaked at selection density 150, although in males the difference
was of very similar magnitude in lines from selection density 500.
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Longevity
Measurements of longevity were made on 'old' and 'young' selected adults reared at the
density at which they had been selected, and on base stock adults reared at all 3 densities.
Lifespans were not normally distributed within lines. Some showed severe skew and
kurtosis which were not susceptible to simultaneous normalisation by transformation. The
median values of the 40 sampled individuals for each of the selected lines were used for
analysis. These values are given in Appendix 2. The median longevities of replicate lines
of the same regime were highly variable. The means (with 95% confidence limits) of the
replicate line medians of each selection regime are given in Table 4.7. For statistical
analysis the three selection/rearing densities were treated separately for each sex. One-way
analyses of variance were applied to the median longevities of 'young' and 'old' lines and
base stock replicates. The analyses showed that there were no significant differences
between these groups at selection/rearing densities 50 and 150. At density 500 there were
significant differences among females of the 3 groups (p<O.Ol) and contrasts revealed that
the 'old' selected females were significantly longer lived than 'young' (p<zO.Ol) and base
stock (p<0.05) females. There were no significant differences among males at density 500.
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FIMA1 P DEVELOPMENT TIMES AT DENSITY 50

AGE
DENSITY
AGE*DENS1TY
ERROR

SS

DF

MS

F

P

11.57
48.75
3.10
89.20

1
2
2
24

11.57
24.37
1.55
3.72

3.11
6.56
0.42

0.090
0.005
0.663

F

P

0.76
10.36
0.27

0.392
0.001
0.762

F

P

6.21
4.53
1.14

0.020
0.021
0.337

F

P

7.61
10.02
0.34

0.011
0.001
0.717

[ALE DEVELOPMENT TIMES AT DENSITY 150
MS
DF
SS
AGE
DENSITY
AGE*DENS1TY
ERROR

7.96
217.10
5.76
251.56

1
2
2
24

7.96
108.55

2.88
10.48

[ALE DEVELOPMENT TIMES AT DENSITY 500
MS
DF
SS
AGE
DENSITY
AGE*DENS1TY

ERROR

1352.20
1974.74
496.49
5225.73

1
2
2
24

1352.20
987.37
248.25
217.74

MALE DEVELOPMENT TIMES AT DENSITY 50
DF MS
SS
AGE
31.48
1
31.48
41.45
2
82.90
DENSITY
AGE*DENSITY
1.39
2
2.79
4.14
24
99.30
ERROR
MALE DEVELOPMENT TIMES AT DENSITY 150

MALE DEVELOPMENT TIMES AT DENSITY 500
DF MS
SS
AGE
DENSITY
AGE*DENS1TY
ERROR

1261.92
2321.27
1044.69
5283.49

1
2
2
24

1261.9
1160.6
522.34
220.14

Table 4.1 Development Time (Hours)
Means of the replicate lines within each regime and the replicate measures of the base stock are given with
95% Confidence Limits. Mean values are given for each sex at each growth density, and significant
differences from the base stock indicated by asterisks.

Female
Age
Selection

Young

Old

Density
Selection

50

50

221.1

(2.3)***

249.9

(43)**

464.1

(18.7)**

150

218.5

(2.2)

245.6

(4.1)

444.6

(29.1)

500

218.9

(2.0)

242.3

(5.3)

434.9

(16.6)

50

222.7

(2.7)***

249.8

(2.3)**

466.4

(6.6)**

150

220.3

(3 .4)**

246.9

(4.0)

461.2

(17.0)*

500

219.2

(1.0)*

244.3

(3.5)

456.3

(14.4)*

216.5

(1.9)

243.0

(4.8)

438.4

(6.3)

Base

Growth Density

150

500

Male
Age
Selection

Young

Old

Density
Selection

50

50

223.0

(2.3)*

251.0

(4.0)*

471.0

(24.2)**

150

220.5

(2.3)

248.3

(4.3)

446.1

(25.2)

500

219.7

(1.4)

244.6

(6.2)

436.2

(10.2)

50

225.6

(2.3)***

251.4

(1.7)*

467.6

(1.6)*

150

222.8

(3.8)*

249.5

(4.5)

464.6

(19.5)"

500

220.9

(2.4)

246.1

(3.5)

460.0

(18.1)

220.1

(1.3)

246.0

(6.2)

444.8

(9.8)

Base

Growth Density

150

*

p<0.05
** p<0.01
*** p<0.001
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500

Table 4.2 Two-Way Anovas on Development Time
Probability values from two-way analyses of variance on the effects of age selection and
density selection on (a) female and (b) male development times at each of the 3 growth
densities.

Female
Growth Density

50

150

500

Age Selection

p=0.090

p=0.392

p=0.020

o>Y

Density Selection

p=0.005

p=O.00l

p= 0 . 021

50>150**

50 >150*
150> 5Ø1*
50 > 500***

50> 500**

500

50>

500**

Male.
Growth Density

50

150

Age Selection

p=O.011

p=0.432

o>Y

o>Y

Density Selection

p0.025

p= 0 .003

p=0.001

p= 0.013
50 >150*

50>150**
150 > 500*

50> 500***

*

p<0.05
** p<0.01
*** p < 0.001
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50 > 500***

50> 500**

Table 4.3 Larval Viability (Percent)
The means of the replicate lines within each regime and the replicate measures of the base stock are
given with their 95% confidence limits. Mean values are given for each growth density and
significant differences from the base stock indicated by asterisks.

Age
Selection

Young

Old

Growth Density
150

500

(3.8)

84.4

(3.1)

68.6

(1.8)

92.4

(1.8)

85.5

(2.5)

70.1

(2.8)

500

90.2

(2.9)

85.0

(2.8)

71.6

(3.9)

50

90.6

(3.9)

84.5

(4.1)

68.1

(3.8)*

150

90.6

(2.1)

85.1

(2.0)

68.9

(2.1)

500

92.0

(2.2)

84.3

(6.2)

70.7

(3.1)

89.6

(3.0)

85.9

(4.9)

71.6

(2.1)

Density
Selection

50

50

91.7

150

Base

*

p<o.05

**

p<0.0l

*** p<0.001
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VIABIUTY AT DENSITY 50
SS
AGE
DENSITY
AGE*DENS1TY
ERROR

0.000
0.005
0.001
0.043

VIABILITY AT DENSITY 150
SS
AGE
DENSITY
AGE*DENSITY
ERROR

0.000
0.001
0.000
0.042

VIABILITY AT DENSITY 500
SS

AGE
DENSITY
AGE*DENS1TY
ERROR

0.001
0.005
0.000
0.017

DF

MS

F

P

1
2
2
24

0.000
0.003
0.000
0.002

0.139
1.430
0.227

0.713
0.259
0.799

DF

MS

F

P

1
2
2
24

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002

0.071
0.185
0.045

0.792
0.832
0.956

DF

MS

F

P

1
2
2
24

0.001
0.002
0.000
0.001

0.930
3.346
0.046

0.345
0.052
0.956

Table 4.4 Two-Way Anovas on Larval Viability
Probability values from two-way analyses of variance on the effects of age selection
and density selection on larval viability at each of the 3 growth densities.

rowth Density

50

150

500

ge Selection

0.713

0.792

0.345

0.259

0.832

0.052

0.956

0.956

)ensity Selection

500> 50*

nteraction

*

p<o.05

**

p<o.01

***

p<0.0o1

0.799
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THE EFFECTS OF SELECTION DENSITY AND SELECTION BY AGE AT
BREEDING UPON THORAX LENGTH TESTED USING TWO-WAY ANALYSES OF
VARIANCE.

AGE
DENSITY
AGE*DENSITY
ERROR

SS

DF

MS

F

P

0.00050
0.00354
0.00159
0.00175

1
2
2
24

0.00050
0.00177
0.00080
0.00007

6.92878
24.33570
10.94069

0.01460
0.00000
0.00042

SS

DF

MS

F

P

0.00035
0.00155
0.00156
0.00138

1
2
2
24

0.00035
0.00077
0.00078
0.00006

6.14124
13.443 13
13.53575

0.02063
0.00012
0.00012

MALE
AGE
DENSITY
AGE''DENS1TY
ERROR

Table 4.5 Thorax Length (mm)
Means of the replicate lines within each regime and the replicate measures of the base
stock are given with 95% confidence limits. Significant differences from the base
stock are indicated with asterisks.
Age
Selection

Young

Old

Density
Selection

Female

50

1.04

(0.012)***

0.91

(0.006)***

150

1.01

(0.009)

0.89

(0.010)

500

1.00

(0.009)*

0.88

(0.013)

50

1:03

(0.008)**

0.90

(0.007)**

150

1.03

(0.015)**

0.91

(0.012)***

500

1.01

(0.009)

0.89

(0.006)

1.02

(0.003)

0.89

(0.007)

Base

Male

Table 4.6 Two Way Anova on Thorax Length
Probability values from two-way analyses of variance on the effects of age selection and
density selection on male and female thorax lengths.

Female

Male

Age Selection

0.01460

0.02063

Density Selection

0.00000

0.00012

Interaction

0.00042

0.00012

*

p<0.05

** p<0.01
*** p<0.001
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Table 4.7 Longevity (Days)
Means of the replicate lines within each selection regime and the replicate measures of the base stock
are given with 95% confidence limits. Mean values are given for each sex at each growth density.

Female
Growth Density I Selection Density

Age
Selection

50

Young

27.6

(4.2)

33.4

(3.6)

23.8

(1.4)

Old

28.0

(4.6)

32.8

(4.9)

28.0

(3.0)

Base

30.0

(2.9)

30.4

(3.1)

24.6

(1.9)

150

500

Male
Growth Density I Selection Density

Age
Selection

50

Young

31.2

(3.4)

32.4

(3.6)

25.2

(4.6)

Old

35.0

(3.7)

33.6

(9.2)

33.2

(9.3)

Base

32.4

(4.0)

32.2

(8.5)

28.4

(7.6)

150

137

500

4.4 Conclusions
Selection density had a significant effect upon development time. Lines selected at low
densities had significantly slower development than high density lines at all rearing
densities. Comparison of selected lines with the base stock revealed that low density lines
had evolved longer development while high density lines had remained the same. This
suggests that the larval environment of the high density lines most closely corresponds to
that of the base stock.

Selection by age at breeding had a significant effect on development time. 'Old'
selection extended development time and this effect was significant for males and females
at rearing density 500 and for males at rearing density 50.

Body size, as measured by thorax length, was significantly altered by selection.
Comparisons with the base stock revealed that low density lines had evolved very
significantly larger body size in response to density selection.

There were few significant effects of selection upon larval viability. However, the
measure of viability was made from pure cultures and this is not a sensitive measure of
larval competitive ability. Measures of viability in pure cultures are not predictive of
viability in mixed cultures (Bakker 1961; de Jong 1976). Further assays using mixed
cultures in which selected larvae compete against a standard marked competitor are needed
to measure the viability of these lines properly.

The longevity of flies from replicate lines of the same regime were quite variable. This
was possibly because of measuring technique. Because the lines had experienced relatively
few generations of selection, variability introduced through environmental sources may
have been sufficient to mask small genetic differences. The only significant responses to
age selection were among females of the 'old' and 'young' lines selected at high density.
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Comparison with the base stock revealed that 'old' selected high density lines had evolved
extended longevity while 'young' selected lines of the same selection density did not
significantly differ from the base stock.

4.5 Discussion

Adaptations to Larval Density
Inadvertent selection to reduce development time was strictly avoided by allowing all adults
to eclose and by allowing a minimum maturation time of 7 days to elapse after eclosion
before collecting the next generation. The extension of larval development time in all lines
apart from those of the high density regimes confirms that the evolution of extended
development time was not restricted.

In the Introduction to this chapter it was proposed that natural selection should favour an
extended growth period and increased body size because of the correlated beneficial effects
on adult fitness but that such a response was constrained by preadult mortality costs. It
was proposed that preadult costs would be greatest in crowded larval cultures. Larval
mortality resulting from extended development time has been shown to be most severe
under crowded larval conditions where the rate at which the environment deteriorates is
accelerated by the greater numbers of larvae eating the food and producing toxic waste
products (Partridge and Fowler 1992; Chapter 3).

The evolutionary responses to density selection were generally consistent with the
proposed model. The low density selected lines evolved extended development time and
increased adult body size. Further experiments are needed in order to determine whether
this response was genetically correlated with increased reproductive success. To test this,
an experiment might be carried out in which the reproductive success of selected adults
was compared with base stock adults reared at the same density. A loss of larval viability
in low density lines was apparent as a trend but was only significant in the 'old 50 lines
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(those lines with the longest development time) when reared at high density. Measures of
viability were made in pure cultures which do not reveal differences in competitive ability
(Bakker 1961; de Jong 1976). Bakker (1961) showed that strains of Drosophila
melanogoster with different rates of growth could have equivalent viabilities in pure
cultures while having very marked differences in viability in mixed culture. Measures of
larval viability in which selected larvae were competed against another genetically marked
strain are currently underway (Partridge personal communication).

MacArthur and Wilson (1967) predicted that adaptation to high density should involve a
reduction of the minimum food requirement for survival and reproduction, and the findings
of larval competition experiments also suggest that reduced critical weight would be
advantageous under conditions of larval crowding (Bakker 1961). Differences in critical
weight might account for the observed trends in viability in the high density pure cultures
with the high density selected lines showing slightly higher viability because of a lower
minimum food requirement. To investigate whether the critical weights of larvae of these
selected lines had been altered by selection, the critical weights could be measured by
starving larvae of known weight and observing the minimum weight at which they were
capable of metamorphosis.

The findings of Joshi and Mueller (1989) suggest that a faster rate of feeding in the third
instar might also evolve in crowded larval conditions. This could be tested by using the
same technique of comparing rates of cephalopharangeal contractions (Joshi and Mueller
1989) in larvae of the low intermediate and high density 'young' lines. Alternatively, the
actual growth rates of larvae could be characterised by weighing larvae at set time intervals,
so enabling their rates of growth to be plotted against time. Bakker (1961) demonstrated
the value of growth curves in predicting the outcome of competition among different
strains of larvae.
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As well as incurring density-dependent costs to preadult survival, there are two major costs
associated with extending the period of larval growth. The first is decreased fitness
through the effects of delayed age at maturity upon the rate of increase in expanding
populations. Under conditions of population expansion the age at maturity is an important
component of fitness (Cole 1954; Lewontin 1965) and early maturation is favoured by
natural selection because it increases the rate of increase by shortening the generation time
(Fisher 1930). Populations which are regulated by density independent mortality undergo
repeated phases of expansion following population crashes and natural selection in these
phases of expansion would be expected to favour early maturation. Natural populations of
Drosophila particularly those in temperate climates must undergo seasonal crashes and
phases of expansion but laboratory populations are generally more stable. Hence selection
for early maturation in the laboratory environment through its effects on the rate of increase
is probably less intense than in the wild.

The second cost of an extended period of larval growth in Drosophila is an increased level
of preadult mortality. Delayed maturity increases the probability of dying before reaching
adulthood simply because it extends the period of time over which mortality might occur.
In addition to this, the nature of the larval habitat dictates that conditions in larval cultures
become increasingly hazardous with time. Both laboratory and natural cultures deteriorate
with time as the food supply becomes exhausted and levels of toxic metabolic waste
accumulate. In the wild cultures also degenerate through the effects of fungal and bacterial
growth and through the action of invertebrates such as slugs wasps earthworms and ants
all of which accelerate the processes of decomposition by eating or breaking up the fruit
substrate on which the yeast is growing.

In the Hawaiian radiation many species of Drosophila have very long periods of larval
development They feed on a huge variety of substrates but most commonly on
decomposing leaf litter, fruit rots, slime fluxes on trees, slime fluxes on soil, and the
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fermenting bark of clennonsia and cheirodendron. The Hawaiian Drosophila evolved in a
habitat in which some of the most ecologically important invertebrates such as earthworms,
slugs, ants, termites and other hymenoptera were completely absent. The impact of these
invertebrates is not precisely known but it is possible that their abscence meant that food
sources were less transient and that the usual constraints upon development time were
consequently reduced. The climate in Hawaii is subject to very mild seasonal change hence
the population crashes and phases of expansion typical of temperate populations do not
occur. The removal of these two important constraints upon development time may have
facilitated the evolution of the larger longer lived and slower developing Drosophila found
in Hawaii.

Adaptations to Selection by Age at Breeding
In the Introduction to this chapter it was suggested that prolonged development might
evolve as a correlated response to selection for enhanced late life fitness in the 'old' lines.
There was a significant effect of selection by age at breeding on development time and,
consistent with the proposed hypothesis, the 'old' selected lines had significantly longer
development times than 'young' selected lines. Paradoxically, the measures of adult
longevity do not confirm that this was a correlated response to 'old' selection. No direct
response to 'old' selection in the form of extended longevity was found in any of the lines
apart from among females of the density 500 lines. The absence of a selection response in
longevity does not necessarily mean that there was no direct response to selection by age at
breeding in the 'old' lines. There may have been an increase in late life reproductive
success. Further experiments investigating this possibility are currently underway
(Partridge personal communication). It is also possible that small responses over the
limited number of generations of selection were not detected because of the large variability
between lines. A failure to respond to selection for extended longevity in adults reared at
low larval densities has been reported from a number of previous selection experiments
(Lints et aL 1979; Luckinbill and Clare 1985).
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If there was no direct response to 'old' selection in the low and intermediate density lines,
the extended development in these lines relative to 'young' selected lines of equivalent
density still remains to be explained. One plausible explanation for the evolution of
prolonged development in these lines is that there was direct selection for it. The flies that
contributed the most to succeeding generations in 'old' selected populations were those that
survived and were more fertile at the time at which the next generation was collected.
Phenotypically younger flies had a natural advantage under these circumstances, and it is
possible this resulted in direct selection for delayed eclosion. This problem points to the
need for a different method of 'old' selection. One alternative is to breed from progeny of
known long lived individuals. This method is labour intensive because progeny have to be
collected from a great number of individuals, and then selected retrospectively.

Results from lines artificially selected by age at breeding have shown that increased fat
content is genetically correlated with enhanced life expectancy in 'old' selected lines
(Service 1987). It has also been observed that increasing the growth density of unselected
flies causes increases in the quantity of stored fat in the adult body (Zwaan etal. 1991).
Since higher growth densities also cause increased longevity up to an upper density limit
(Miller and Thomas 1958), it seems plausible that the high rearing density may have
facilitated the selection response of enhanced longevity in the 'old 500 lines through
physiological effects upon fat content. There is a close correlation between starvation
resistance and fat content (Zwaan et al. 1991). Starvation resistance has obvious utility in
conditions of low food availability. Hower, such a relationship is unlikely to apply under
the favourable laboratory conditions under which longevity was measured here. Zwaan et
A (1991) proposed that high fat content extended lifespan under favourable conditions by
enabling flies to persist after they have become too senile to feed. If this were the sole
explanation of the longevity differences, it is unlikely that starvation resistance would be an
associated response to selection for postponed senescence. Lines selected for postponed
senescence show both enhanced starvation resistance (Service et al. 1985) and increased
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fat content (Service 1987). Fat content may exert its effect on longevity in ways other than
through the ability to resist starvation.

These preliminary experiments examining the selection responses in these selected lines are
encouraging. They show that population density is extremely influential in the evolution of

Drosophila life histories particularly through its effects upon development time and adult
body size. Further detailed examination of these lines may allow the life history
consequences of adaptation to larval density to be explored fully, and the nature of any
functional relationship between larval development and adult longevity to be revealed.
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GENERAL METHODS
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NUTRITION
The food medium used throughout the experimental work of all chapters was Alb. The
recipe for this medium is as follows:

Agar

27.05g

Sugar

375.00g

Maize Meal

415.00g

Yeast

75.00g

Water

4,400m1
120m1

Nipagin Solution

The Nipagin Solution is composed as follows:

237.5m1

Ethanol

12.5m1

Water

25g

Nipagin

Granules of bakers yeast were used to supplement the food medium (providing an extra
source of dietary protein) where specified in the materials and methods.
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THE DAHOMEY LABORATORY ADAPTED STOCK
The Dahomey Stock is an outbred wild-type stock established in 1970 from a collection in
Dahomey West Africa (now Benin). The stock maintained in a cage on a 12:12 hour
light/dark cycle at 250C under conditions of uncontrolled humidity. Food in the cage is
replenished every week with 3 new culture bottles and at the same time the 3 oldest bottles
in the cage are removed. All sets of bottles remain in the cage for a month.

To obtain flies from the Dahomey population for use in experiments, eggs were collected
in unstoppered fresh culture bottles put in the cage for sufficient time to generate moderate
culture densities. The density of eggs in a collection can be judged by eye.

THE DAHOMEY-SCARLET STOCK
This stock was produced by two rounds of backcrossing of both sexes of a scarlet stock to
the Dahomey base stock, with selection of scarlet parents in the two F2 generations. The
resulting Dahomey-scarlet stock was then kept in a cage population identical to that of the
Dahomey base stock starting in January 1989. ie The population was maintained in a cage
on a 12:12 hour light/dark cycle at 250C under conditions of uncontrolled humidity. Food
in the cage was replenished every week with 3 new culture bottles and at the same time the
3 oldest bottles in the cage were removed.

IM

STANDARDISING LARVAL DENSITY
Larval density was manipulated by collecting newly hatched first instar larvae and counting
the appropriate number into vials containing a fixed volume of food medium.

Eggs were collected on grape-juicelagar medium;

Red Grape Juice Concentrate

MIONTIR

500m1
40g

Agar

The grape-juice/agar medium is an attractive oviposition site for adult females and it makes
a firm substrate from which first instar larvae can be accurately picked and counted using a
trimmed paint brush.
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EGG-COLLECTION PROCEDURE
Female Drosophila nwlanogoster retain eggs in the abscence of suitable oviposition sites.
When laid, retained eggs are at a more advanced state of maturity than eggs which have not
been retained. In manipulating larval density it was important that not only the numbers,
but also the maturity of the larvae in cultures were standardised. This was particularly true
in experiments where egg to adult development times were measured. The following
procedure was followed in order to generate synchronous collections of first instar larvae
of the same stage of maturity.

Populations of adults consisting of approximately 100 females and 100 males were put into
'laying pots' (60mm x 35mm diam). The lids of the pots were filled with grape-juice/agar
medium. The grape-juice/agar substrate was replaced by renewing the lids on the pots. The
exchange of lids could be achieved without anaesthesia by banging the adults down to one
end of the pot while the lid was being replaced. Adult populations were fed over a 24 or 48
hour period prior to egg-collection. This was done by administering an excess of yeast
paste spread over the agar substrate. Feeding ensured that the rate of oogenesis was
maximised. Several prelay egg collections, each of 1-2 hours, were taken prior to the true
egg-collection. This was to ensure that any maturing eggs previously retained in the
oviducts of females were not included in the egg collection. The eggs collected in prelays
were discarded. Egg-collection durations are specified in the text. They varied according to
egg-production rates but were generally 2 or 3 hours long. Egg-collections were retained at
250C for 25 hours from the end of the collection interval before picking of the newly
hatched larvae was commenced.
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COLLECTION OF VIRGIN ADULTS
Drosophila melanogasteradults will not mate within 8 hours of eclosion. In order to
guarantee that recently eclosed flies have not mated, the males and females have to be
separated before they are 8 hours old. The sexes were separated using CO2 anaesthesia
which has been shown to be harmful to flies in the first 3 hours after eclosion (David and
Huot 1973). The standard procedure for collecting virgins without damaging them with
CO2 anaesthesia was as follows.

At the start of the collection interval, eclosed adults were discarded from vials or bottles
containing mature pupae. Adults eclosing in these vials or bottles over the following 5
hours were collected at the end of that period and transferred to fresh containers by
banging them out directly into those containers, or by aspiration using a pooter. These
adults were then allowed a 3 hour maturation period before they were anaesthesised and
the sexes separated.
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MEASURING THORAX LENGTH
Thorax length was measured under a binocular microscope to the nearest 0.0 1 m using an
eyepiece graticule. For measurement, flies were laid on their side facing left as depicted in
the diagram below.

Thorax length was measured as the distance from the first bristle to the end of the
scutellum as shown above.
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WING CLIPPING
One of the wings is clipped in the manner shown below using a scalpel blade.
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APPENDIX 2
DATA FROM CHAPTER 4
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Development Time (hours)
Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for each of the selected lines and base stock
replicates.
Culture Density 50 Female
Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

222.44
222.26
221.01
217.89
222.02

(14.2)
(12.1)
(8.9)
(13.0)
(7.0)

221.77
223.46
222.69
219.91
225.82

(9.0)
(5.7)
(12.7)
(13.3)
(8.5)

216.74
218.91
215.20
216.52
215.34

150

220.01
219.16
215.55
218.30
219.66

(6.3)
(8.2)
(11.2)
(11.1)
(7.1)

223.09
221.95
216.62
221.73
218.20

(14.5)
(8.3)
(6.5)
(14.3)
(9.5)

500

219.19
220.76
218.83
216.41
219.25

(6.1)
(6.9)
(4.3)
(4.3)
(9.5)

218.09
219.26
218.75
220.11
219.92

(8.7)
(12.4)
(5.2)
(8.1)
(2.6)

(8.4)
(4.1)
(7.5)
(11.8)
(12.4)

Culture Density 50 Male
Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

221.12 (14.6)
223.00 (6.9)
221.79 (7.3)
226.04 (9.3)
223.08 (5.0)

226.80
223.08
225.27
224.97
227.97

(5.5)
(4.5)
(15.8)
(8.4)
(8.4)

219.62 (9.8)
221.91 (8.9)
219.12 (8.3)
220.23 (12.5)
219.73 (14.2)

150

219.41 (6.8)
219.62 (3.4)
218.60 (8.8)
222.04 (4.7)
222.91 (7.9)

226.04
225.33
220.38
223.45
219.04

(10.1)
(7.8)
(6.9)
(13.7)
(12.0)

500

218.71 (6.1)
221.25 (3.8)
220.04 (5.8)
218.52 (5.1)
220.00 (7.3)

218.58
222.76
219.64
220.52
223.03

(6.1)
(10.2)
(4.6)
(6.5)
(6.1)
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Development Time (hours)
Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for each of the selected lines and base stock
replicates.
Culture Density 150 Female
Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

50

245.47
252.16
•247.32
254.02
250.69

(5.3)
(7.8)
(6.3)
(7.5)
(6.7)

252.07
250.38
248.87
250.49
247.16

(10.9)
(11.0)
(11.8)
(8.4)
(8.7)

150

249.55
244.07
241.26
248.16
245.17

(12.8)
(8.2)
(8.4)
(11.6)
(8.8)

245.06
250.78
244.19
250.00
244.45

(11.1)
(11.7)
(7.0)
(18.4)
(10.0)

500

236.83
244.18
245.97
238.74
245.76

(15.7)
(8.8)
(11.2)
(10.2)
(8.9)

243.24
243.57
240.40
246.85
247.29

(9.8)
(5.5)
(5.5)
(13.6)
(10.4)

Base
Stock
244.38
248.27
243.41
237.68
241.47

(8.0)
(22.1)
(13.2)
(13.1)
(13.5)

Culture Density 150 Male
Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

50

249.44
253.71
246.16
253.86
251.81

(6.7)
(5.9)
(7.6)
(8.1)
(6.3)

251.69
252.63
250.56
252.50
249.48

(8.8)
(9.6)
(15.4)
(8.0)
(7.6)

150

253.58
248.18
244.38
249.18
246.34

(11.0)
(9.1)
(10.9)
(12.0)
(10.1)

247.03
255.43
246.64
250.19
248.16

(11.9)
(12.1)
(10.8)
(18.7)
(132)

500

239.44
248.46
247.08
239.01
249.24

(13.5)
(9.2)
(9.3)
(12.8)
(8.3)

245.56
248.56
242.84
244.17
249.42

(69)
(10.8)
(8.8)
(11.6)
(8.6)
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Base
Stock
244.90
254.65
244.78
243.15
242.42

(7.3)
(13.8)
(13.9)
(14.4)
(16.5)

Development Time (hours)
Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for each of the selected lines and base stock
replicates.
Culture Density 500 Female
Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

480.75
477.99
445.75
454.48
461.75

(50.9)
(36.9)
(26.8)
(23.3)
(14.8)

464.48
474.04
462.05
461.77
469.61

(35.3)
(40.3)
(21.6)
(31.6)
(10.1)

431.91
443.00
438.97
443.45
434.66

150

460.04
446.78
437.97
469.44
408.61

(18.6)
(7.8)
(27.2)
(29.3)
(18.5)

466.84
482.82
451.75
454.20
450.56

(46.0)
(33.2)
(14.6)
(35.3)
(29.6)

500

419.37
435.54
429.27
434.46
455.99

(22.1)
(48.9)
(41.3)
(33.0)
(26.2)

459.48
469.46
453.51
438.19
460.84

(29.7)
(41.6)
(35.6)
(22.5)
(23.3)

(23.6)
(50.6)
(33.0)
(20.2)
(31.5)

Culture Density 500 Male
Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

488.51
493.80
447.53
462.71
462.60

(57.4)
(40.3)
(33.2)
(34.4)
(20.1)

468.77
466.92
466.30
466.88
469.11

(43.0)
(30.7)
(17.0)
(30.2)
(12.5)

439.38
452.08
446.70
451.65
434.02

150

460.56
453.13
442.06
462.22
412.67

(18.3)
(13.8'
(38.9)
(21.6)
(16.0)

472.73
487.57
459.81
455.45
447.64

(49.5)
(32.5)
(23.6)
(36.7)
(35.8)

500

423.05
439.06
434.62
439.51
444.73

(31.2)
(38.3)
(37.2)
(38.5)
(16.6)

456.74
483.77
462.54
446.46
450.64

(28.3)
(29.4)
(27.8)
(21.1)
(27.1)

•
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(31.5)
(32.6)
(41.6)
(25.3)
(45.1)

Percentage Viability

Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for each of the selected lines and base stock
replicates.
Culture Density 50

Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

(6.0)
(3.2)
(7.4)
(9.8)
(4.6)

89.2
88.0
90.8
96.0
89.2

(4.5)

50

93.2
94.4
89.2
87.6
94.0
93.2
93.6
92.0
90.0
93.2

(4.8)
(5.1)
(4.3)
(7.7)
(5.1)

91.2
90.0
88.0
92.4
91.6

(3.3)

90.8
91.6
91.2
91.2
86.0

(5.7)

93.2
92.4
89.2
91.6
93.6

(2.8)
(4.8)
(10.8)
(7.5)
(6.7)

150

500

(11.4)
(3.8)

(6.5)
(6.8)
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(7.2)

(5.7)
(2.5)
(3.8)

(4.6)

(5.9)
(4.4)

Base
Stock
93.6
90.0
87.2
88.4
88.8

(2.7)

(5.8)
(8.0)
(11.6)
(5.1)

Percentage Viability

Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for each of the selected lines and base stock
replicates.
Culture Density 150

Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

85.1
84.8
80.7
83.9
87.6

(6.5)
(8.3)
(6.6)
(9.7)
(12.0)

85.2
89.9
81.9
83.7
81.9

(5.1)
(12.7)
(3.6)
(7.6)
(10.1)

86.1
91.6
87.3
81.2
83.3

150

86.7
83.9
87.6
86.7
82.9

(7.1)
(10.6)
(8.1)
(7.8)
(12.3)

82.7
84.3
86.5
85.6
86.3

(4.3)
(8.3)
(6.0)
(13.5)
(8.1)

500

81.2
85.2
85.3
86.4
86.9

(6.7)
(6.9)
(10.9)
(6.5)
(8.9)

77.7
89.6
83.3
88.8
81.9

(7.9)
(7.9)
(18.9)
(5.6)
(7.5)
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(6.2)
(18.7)
(10.5)
(6.6)
(5.8)

Percentage Viability

Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for each of the selected lines and base stock
replicates.
Culture Density 500

Selection
Density

Young
Selected
(3.5)

50

69.1
66.3
68.6
70.3
68.8
72.9
66.9
70.2
71.3
69.2

(3.3)

67.8
76.2
71.4
69.8
72.8

150

500

(4.4)
(7.6)
(4.3)
(4.9)

Old
Selected

-

69.8
64.4
68.9
71.8

65.5

(7.3)
(3.7)
(6.6)
(4.6)
(7.2)
(9.6)
(4.7)

(5.9)
(6.0)
(7.2)

66.0
70.4
70.0
69.2
69.2

(10.1)

68.9

(5.2)

75.0

(4.9)
(4.4)
(4.6)

69.7
69.4

(3.2)
(2.9)
(7.9)
(3.9)

70.5

(5.4)

(5.4)

(9.5)
(4.3)
(4.2)

Base
Stock
72.8
71.5
68.9
71.6
73.2

(3.0)
(7.3)

(5.8)
(5.7)
(5.5)

Thorax Length (mm)

Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for each of the selected lines and base stock
replicates.
Culture Density 50 Female

Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

1.034 (0.013)
1.054 (0.014)
1.028 (0.011)
1.034 (0.015)
1.034 (0.014)

1.045 (0.013)
1.034 (0.014)
1.034 (0.012)
1.028 (0.010)
1.030 (0.011)

1.017 (0.012)
1.021 (0.012)
1.018 (0.012)
1.018 (0.012)
1.015 (0.015)

150

1.010 (0.015)
1.002 (0.017)
1.022 (0.011)
1.006 (0.014)
1.010 (0.013)

1.046 (0.016)
1.038 (0.012)
1.015 (0.010)
1.037 (0.008)
1.030 (0.014)

500

1.011 (0.013)
0.993 (0.012)
1.006 (0.016)
1.002 (0.011)
1.010 (0.012)

1.014 (0.015)
1.010 (0.013)
1.015 (0.017)
0.998 (0.015)
1.005 (0.020)

Culture Density 50 Male

Selection
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

0.916 (0.010)
0.917 (0.016)
0.910 (0.010)
0.909 (0.013)
0.906 (0.010)

0.904 (0.014)
0.897 (0.012)
0.898 (0.011)
0.912 (0.009)
0.903 (0.009)

0.888 (0.013)
0.879 (0.011)
0.881 (0.008)
0.890 (0.012)
0.893 (0.009)

150

0.888 (0.010)
0.882 (0.011)
0.886 (0.013)
0.903 (0.011)
0.888 (0.009)

0.920 (0.015)
0.905 (0.012)
0.894 (0.010)
0.906 (0.012)
0.905 (0.010)

500

0.883 (0.011)
0.884 (0.014)
0.876 (0.011)
0.864 (0.011)
0.893 (0.011)

0.887 (0.012)
0.897 (0.010)
0.890 (0.012)
0.892 (0.009)
0.898 (0.010)
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Median Lifespan (days)
Median values for the selected lines and base stock replicates, reared at their respective
selection densities.

Female
Selection!
Rearing
Density

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

30
30
25
30
23

24
24
30
30
32

30
32
31
31
26

150

31
30
34
35
37

32
28
33
32
39

28
28
31
31
34

500

22
24
24
24
25

24
28
28
30
30

23
23
26
25
26

Young
Selected

Old
Selected

Base
Stock

50

29
31
28
34
34

38
32
32
38
35

32
32
33
28
37

150

34
29
30
33
36

37
21
33
39
38

35
26
40
24
36

500

24
26
31
21
24

38
35
40
21
32

26
33
34
19
30

Male
Selection!
Rearing
Density
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EVOLUTIONARY EFFECTS OF SELECTION ON AGE AT REPRODUCTION IN
LARVAL AND ADULT DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER

CAROLINE ROPER, PATRICIA PIGNATPI J I AND LINDA PARTRIDGE

Institute of Cell Animal and Population Biology. University of Edinburgh. Zoology
Building, West Mains Rd. Edinburgh EH9 MT. UK.

Running head: SELECTION ON AGE AT REPRODUCTION

Abstract- Two sets of 3 replicate lines of Drosophila melanogaster were artificially
selected by reproduction at either a 'young' or an 'old' age. The pure lines, the hybrids
between the lines within a selection regimen and the base stock from which the lines
were derived were compared for longevity, early and late fertility, development time,
larval viability and adult thorax length. Comparison of hybrid with pure lines showed
some evidence for inbreeding depression in the lines from both selection regimes.
Comparison of hybrid lines with the base stock did not provide evidence for any tradeoff in either males or females between early fertility one one hand and late life fertility
and longevity on the other. Nor was there any clear evidence of a trade-off between
pre-adult and adult fitness components. There was evidence of inadvertent selection for
rapid development in both selection regimens, especially in the females of the 'young'
lines, and this complicated the interpretation of the responses and correlated responses
to selection. An improvement in adult performance in the 'old' line males relative to the
base stock appeared to be attributable to reversal of mutation accumulation. Comparison
of the hybrid 'young' and 'old' lines with the base stock did not support the idea that
the superior longevity and late life fertility of the 'old lines relative to the 'young' lines
could be accounted for by the effects of mutation accumulation in the 'young' lines.
The results point to the need to compare selected lines with their base stock when
deducing responses and correlated responses to selection and to avoid unintentional
selection. In this type of experiment, larval density should be standardised during
selection, and adults should not be under pressure for rapid maturation.

Key words Drosophila melanogaster, aging, larval development, mutation
accumulation, pleiotropy, reproduction, selection, survival.
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Aging is a drop in survival probability and fecundity with age after the onset of
reproduction (Charlesworth, 1980). Its occurrence can be explained by a drop in the
force of natural selection on mutations with fitness effects expressed later in life
(Medawar, 1952; Hamilton, 1966; Charlesworth, 1980). Mutations with age-specific
deleterious effects can therefore reach a higher equilibrium frequency under mutationselection balance if they are expressed later in life. Mutations can also be pleiotropic by
affecting fitness at more than one age, and selection will act with greater force on earlier
than on later fitness effects. Aging could then evolve as a deleterious side-effect of
mutants selected as a result of their beneficial earlier effects (Medawar, 1946; Williams,
1957).

Empirical tests of these theories of aging have been made mainly in laboratory
studies of Drosophila. Most work has been with females, and longevity and agespecific fertility have been examined. Approaches have included analysis of outhred
populations (e.g. Rose and Charlesworth, 1981a), chromosome extraction (e.g.
Hughes and Clark, 1988) and artificial selection on age at reproduction (e.g. Rose and
Charlesworth, 1981b; Rose, 1984; Luckinbill et al. 1984; Mueller, 1987; Service et al.,
1988; Partridge and Fowler, 1992). The results suggest that both mutationaccumulation and pleiotropy may be important in the evolution of aging in Drosophila.
One aim of this study was to extend the investigation to males. Artificial
selection on age at reproduction can extend male lifespan (eg. Wattiaux, 1968; Rose,
1984; Partridge and Fowler, 1992). Wattiaux (1968) recorded a drop in male mating
activity in one such selection line of D. subobscura, supporting the idea of pleiotropy,
while Kosucla (1985), using chromosome extraction, demonstrated higher genetic
variance for male mating activity in older D. melanogaster, possibly supporting the idea
of mutation-accumulation, although the effects could have been non-additive. We have
examined age-specific reproductive success of males from replicate lines of D.
melanogaster artificially selected by age at reproduction. The males from the 'young'
and 'old' selection regimens differ in longevity (Partridge and Fowler, 1992), and the
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present study tested for a direct response to selection in late life fertility in the 'old'
lines, and for a possible correlated response in the form of a decrease in early fertility or
in pre-adult performance.
The second aim was to investigate whether the pattern of differences between
the 'young' and 'old' lines was a consequence of responses and correlated responses to
selection on age at reproduction, or instead an artefact of other, uncontrolled differences
between the selection regimes. Hybrids between the lines within each selection regimen
(to remove any effects of inbreeding depression) were compared with each other and
with the base stock, to determine if evolution for each character had occurred in the
'young' lines, the 'old' lines or both. Because the base stock had been in laboratory
culture for 16 years before these experiments commenced, evolution of life history
characters should have been very much more rapid in the selection lines than in it Any
evolution of a character in the selection lines should therefore be apparent as a
difference from the base stock, and any genetic correlation between characters should
be reflected in the pattern of correlated responses relative to the base stock.
A final aim was to examine whether the results were more consistent with the
mutation accumulation or pleiolropy theories of aging. Mutation-accumulation in the
'young' lines rather than selection response in the 'old' lines, could explain why female
longevity and late fertility were higher in the 'old lines (Partridge and Fowler, 1992;
Charlesworth, 1982).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

(a) Base stock, selection lines and fly handling

The base stock of D. melanogaster was collected in Dahomey (now Benin) West Africa
in 1970, and has since been maintained in mass culture in population cages on a 12:12
light/dark cycle at 250C with uncontrolled humidity, by introducing 3 fresh culture
bottles containing 60m1 of food medium once a week and removing them after 4 weeks.
The selection lines have been described elsewhere (Partridge and Fowler,
1992). In brief, they were derived from the Dahomey base stock, and three replicate
'young' and 'old' lines were produced, with selection commencing in March 1986. The
'young' lines were propagated using parents that emerged in the culture bottles up to
day 17, with eggs being collected from days 14-17 (= days 0-3 of the next generation).
In the 'old' lines, the adults of the previous generation eclosing up to day 17 were
subsequently kept in mixed-sex groups in population cages over 3 bottles of weekly
renewed food medium. Initially the egg-collections were made from adults 28-31 days
old, then the age of the parents was gradually increased to 70-73 days as the lines
responded to selection. The 'young' lines were propagated at higher larval densities
than the 'old' lines, because the breeding adults were more numerous and fertile when
the eggs from the 'young' lines were collected (Partridge and Fowler, 1992).
A stock carrying the recessive mutant marker scarlet in approximately Dahomey
genetic background was produced by two rounds of backcrossing of both sexes of a
scarlet stock to the Dahomey base stock, with selection of scarlet parents in the two F2
generations. The resulting 'Dahomey-scarlet' stock was then kept in a population cage
identical to that of the Dahomey base stock, starting in January 1989.
The flies were handled at room temperature, and anaesthesia of adults was with
carbon dioxide on flies not less than 3h after eclosion.
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(b) Measurement of longevity and reproductive success of males

Male longevity and reproductive success were measured in generations 31 ('old') and
99 ('young') of selection. Reproductive success was estimated as the proportion of
wild type progeny when scarlet-eyed males competed with pure lines males, with Fl
hybrid males from crosses between the lines within a selection regime or with base
stock males for matings with scarlet-eyed females. The hybridization of replicate lines
should have removed any effects of inbreeding depression. Parents of the experimental
males and of the 'Dahomey-scarlet' flies were reared at standard low larval density ( <
300 adult emergees/bottle) in culture bottles and collected as virgins. To make hybrids
between the lines within a selection regime, females of line 1 were crossed with males
of line 2, females of line 2 with males of line 3 and females of line 3 with males of line
1, these and the pure line and base stock parents were allowed to lay eggs on grape
juice medium (Fowler and Partridge, 1986) for 3 hours. At 24 hours from the midpoint
of egg-laying, first instar larvae were set up at standard density of 100/food vial, and
flies were then collected as virgins. For each pure and hybrid line and sample of the
base stock, 10 virgin scarlet females together with 3 experimental and 7 scarlet males
were set up in each of 13 replicate pots (80mm x 35mm dia) containing 7ml of food
medium with a small smear of active yeast paste. The flies were transferred to fresh
pots on a weekly cycle of intervals of 1 day,2 days, 1 day,3 days. Deaths of wild type
males were recorded daily. All of the scarlet females were replaced with new 3-day old
virgins once every two weeks. Male fertility was measured as the proportion of wild
type adult progeny emerging from twice weekly 24h samples of eggs from the two 1day transfer intervals. The plug of food together with its eggs was transferred from the
pot to a bottle of culture medium with an excess of yeast paste, to yield culture
conditions in which larval mortality was low ( < 10%) and did not differ between lines.
The genotypes of the progeny emerging from these bottles were scored. For this
measurement of fertility, a sub-sample of 10 of the 13 pots was used, and the number
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and genotypes of the flies in them were kept as described, by replacing dead
experimental and scarlet flies with individuals from the remaining 3 pots. In these 3
pots, dead scarlet flies but not experimental flies were replaced from a pool of virgins.
The total number of pots for each replicate line was reduced as the experimental flies
died. Eventually sufficient death had occurred that fewer than 10 fertility pots could be
kept with their full complement of flies, and the number of pots in the fertility sample
was then reduced accordingly.
Our measure of male reproductive success therefore combined the effects of
male mating success, fertility and sperm competition. Since the males in the selection
lines are kept in mixed sex populations and under conditions where females can remate
several times, it is appropriate to measure male reproductive success in this way, rather
than, for instance, exclusively with virgin females or in the absence of competition
from other males.

(c) Measurement of longevity and fertility of females

Female longevity and fertility were measured in generations 44 ('old') and 125
('young') of selection. Pure and hybrid line females and base stock males and females
were produced as for the measurement of male longevity and fertility. For each pure
and hybrid line and each sample of the base stock, 100 females were set up in batches
of 10 with 10 base stock males in food pots. Base stock males were used to standardise
any male effects on the longevity or fertility of females. The flies were transferred to
fresh pots every 2 days, and the plug of food from the vacated pot was removed and
transferred to a low-density culture bottle as described for the measurement of male
fertility. The adults emerging from these bottles were counted to give an estimate of the
number of fertile eggs the females had laid on the food plugs. Deaths were recorded
daily, and dead males were replaced at transfer as necessary to keep the sex ratio even
in each pot All of the males were replaced with 3-day old virgins once every two
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weeks. As females died, the number of replicate pots was reduced to keep the fly
density as constant as possible.

(d) Measurement of development time and larval viability of pure lines, hybrid lines and
the base stock

Development time and thorax length of the pure lines, of the hybrids between them and
of the base stock were measured in generations 43 ('old) and 123 ('young') of
selection. Thorax length was taken as a measure of body size, because it shows strong,
positive phenotypic and genetic correlations with other measures such as wing length,
tibia length and body weight (Robertson, 1963; Wilkinson et al., 1990). First instar
larvae were set up in 7 replicate culture vials (with 80 larvae each) for each pure and
hybrid line and the base stock The eclosing adults were collected and counted every 12
hours, and their thorax lengths were measured under a compound microscope to the
nearest 0.04mm.
Larval viability was measured in the same generations as development time, by
competing experimental and 'Dahomey-scarlet' larvae. First instar larvae of the
selection lines, their hybrids, the base stock and the scarlet stock were collected, and
vials were set up with a mixture of one third wild type and two thirds scarlet larvae at 3
larval densities: 5 replicates of 30 wild type + 60 scarlet (= density 90), 5 replicates of
60 wild type + 120 scarlet ( = density 180) and 3 replicates of 200 wild type + 400
scarlet ( = density 600). The wild type and scarlet adults emerging from each vial were
then counted.
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RESULTS

(a) Longevity and reproductive success of males and females

The median longevities of the pure, hybrid and base stock males and females (Table 1)
suggested that there were effects of both selection regimen and inbreeding. The data
were not normally distributed, and for statistical analysis a distribution-free method, the
Log Rank Test (Miller 1981), was used. This test uses life table data to cumulate, for
each successive sampling interval (thy), both the observed number of deaths in each
group being compared, and the expected number for each group, calculated by
allocating the total number of deaths observed in each sampling interval to the groups in
proportion to the number of individuals entering that sampling interval. The total
observed and expected deaths can then be used to generate a chi-squared value with 1
degree of freedom. For each comparison, the 3 replicates were paired according to the
lines numbers allocated to them at the beginning of the experiment (or the numbers of
the mothers of the hybrids) and, if the differences between paired replicates were all in
the same direction, the probabilities from the 3 independent comparisons were
combined (Sokal and Rohif, 1969) to give an overall probability for the comparison. If
the directions of the differences differed, then the normal distribution of chi was used to
obtain an overall probability. These are given, corrected for multiple comparisons
(Rice, 1989), in Table 2. In both pure and hybrid lines of both sexes, flies from the
'old' selection regimen lived significantly longer than those from the 'young' regimen.
In both sexes, hybrid 'old' flies lived significantly longer than base stock flies, and
both pure and hybrid 'young' females lived significantly less long than the base stock
females. In males, the 'old' lines and in females the 'young' lines showed evidence of
inbreeding depression, with pure lines flies living less long than hybrids.
For the measurement of male reproductive success, for each sample bottle the
percentage of the total flies emerging that was wild type in each sampling interval was
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calculated. The figure for each sample pot was used to calculate a mean figure for each
replicate, and the average values of these replicate line means are shown in Fig. la. For
females, the number of flies emerging from each sample pot was divided by the number
of females in the pot that survived the sampling interval, to give a mean number of
progeny per female for each sample. These figures were used to calculate a mean
fertility for each replicate line and, as for the males, the averages of these means are
displayed in Fig. lb.
To minimize problems both with non-independence of the individual samples
because the same individuals were present in each, and with diminishing sample sizes
later in the experiment, for comparison of the lines two time intervals, early and late,
were used for analysis. The early interval was chosen to cover the peak period of early
fertility, and the late interval to cover as much as possible of the period when fertility
started to decline, but ending when more than 20% of the flies had died in the replicate
line with the highest mortality rate. For the males, the early sample was from days 2-5
and the late sample from days 19-23, while for the females, the corresponding intervals
were days 2-7 and days 10-22. The data from the individual sampling intervals during
these times were averaged for each replicate line, and the replicate line means were then
used in a one-way analysis of variance. The informative pairwise comparisons were
then made, and their probabilities adjusted appropriately for the number of
comparisons. The results are shown in Table 3. In males in the early sample, the hybrid
young lines were significantly more fertile than the base stock, and marginally nonsignificantly (0.05 < P <0.1) more fertile than the hybrid old lines. In the late sample,
the hybrid old lines were significantly more fertile than the base stock and the hybrid
young lines, and the pure old lines were significantly more fertile than the pure young
lines. For the females in the early sample, the base stock was significantly more fertile
than the hybrid 'old' lines and marginally non-significantly (0.05 <E <0.1) more
fertile than the hybrid 'young' lines. For females in the late sample, no statistical
comparisons involving the pure 'young' lines were possible because the variance
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between replicate lines was significantly greater than that for the other groups. For the
remaining groups, the hybrid 'young' lines were significantly less fertile than both the
base stock and the hybrid 'old' lines. There was thus no evidence for significant
inbreeding depression for fertility in either sex, although this could not be tested for the
late interval for females of the 'young' lines.

(b) Development time, larval viability and thorax length

The numbers of male and female adults eclosing in each vial were probit transformed to
give a mean development time, and these vial means were then used to generate the line
means in Table 4. Inspection of the confidence limits about the regimen means (the
means of the line means) shows that for both sexes of both pure and hybrid lines the
'old' lines took significantly longer to develop than the 'young'.
Comparison between the selection regimens and the base stock for development
time took a different form from the comparisons involving adults, because only a single
base stock replicate was present. The replicate lines within a regimen were therefore
tested for heterogeneity using nested analysis of variance and, provided that the result
was not statistically significant, contrasts between each regimen and the base stock
were conducted using t-tests. Each vial from the base stock and the replicate lines was
treated as one replicate in the t-test. The pure and hybrid 'young' line males and females
and the hybrid 'old' line males and females all developed highly significantly (.
0.001) faster than the base stock. One-way nested analysis of variance revealed that
there was also an effect of inbreeding depression in the 'old' lines, with both males
( <0.05) and females ( < 0.01) of the hybrid lines developing significantly more
quickly than the pure lines.
The percentage of wild type adults emerging from each larval competition vial
(Table 5) was angular transformed for further analysis. The data at each culture density
were analysed exactly as for development time. One-way nested analysis of variance on
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the effect of selection regimen was carried out for the pure and hybrid lines at each
larval density. At density 90, larval viability was significantly ( <0.05) lower in the
hybrid 'old' than in the hybrid 'young' lines, at density 180 the differences between
'young' and 'old' lines were in the same direction but marginally non-significant (E <
0.1) in both cases, while at density 600 there were highly significant
(i < 0.01) effects in the same direction in both pure and hybrid lines. The hybrid lines
were subjected to a 2-way analysis of variance, to test for an interaction between the
effects of culture density and selection regimen, which was highly significant (E <
0.001). Inspection of the data shows that this interaction was contributed
overwhelmingly by the vary large difference in performance between 'young' and 'old'
line hybrids at culture density 600. Comparisons with the base stock using t-tests
revealed that at density 90, differences were non-significant, at density 180 the pure
'young' lines had significantly ( = 0.025) higher and the hybrid 'young' lines
marginally non-significantly
( = 0.06) higher viability than the base stock, while neither the pure or hybrid 'old'
lines differed significantly from the base stock. At density 600, the hybrid 'young'
lines again had significantly ( <0.01) higher viability than the base stock while the
pure 'young' lines ( = 0.082) and the pure and hybrid 'old' lines did not differ
significantly from it. To test for inbreeding depression, one-way analysis of variance
revealed that at densities 90 and 180 there was no evidence of significant inbreeding
depression in flies from either selection regimen, while at density 600 there was no
significant effect in the 'young' lines, but in the 'old' lines pure line larvae had
significantly (P <0.05) lower viability than hybrids.
The thorax lengths were measured of 5 randomly chosen males and females
emerging in the vials used to measure development time. The figures were used to
calculate a mean for the males and females from each vial, and these were then used to
calculate the replicate means in Table 6. There were no significant differences in thorax
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length between selection regimens for pure or hybrid males or females. Comparisons
with the base stock using Nests revealed that both the pure (P = 0.013) and the hybrid
(P = 0.03) 'young' females had significantly smaller thoraces, while there were no
significant differences in the males.

DISCUSSION

(a) Inbreeding depression

Both the 'young and the 'old' lines showed some evidence of inbreeding depression,
with longevity affected in both 'young' line females and 'old' line males, and
development time and larval viability at high larval densities affected in the 'old lines.
The greater evidence for inbreeding depression in the 'old' lines may be attributable to
persistently lower effective population sizes in them, associated with a lower number of
less fertile breeders (Partridge and Fowler, 1992). Because of the presence of
inbreeding depression, analysis of the fitness characters and their correlations was
carried out using the hybrid lines and the base stock. A similar study (Hutchinson and
Rose, 199 1) did not find evidence for inbreeding depression in selection lines, which is
interesting in view of the greater antiquity and smaller population sizes in them
compared with those used in the present study.
The previously reported (Partridge and Fowler, 1992) lower larval fitness of the
'old' lines does not appear to have been an artefact of greater levels of inbreeding
depression, because the same differences between the selection regimens were apparent
in the hybrid lines in the present study.
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Males from the selection regimens

Comparison of the hybrid males from the two selection regimens showed that 'old' line
males lived longer, were more fertile late in life, developed more slowly and had lower
larval viability at high densities than did the 'young' line males. This pattern of
responses closely parallels that seen in the hybrid females in the present study and in
the pure line females in the earlier study (Partridge and Fowler, 1992). It therefore
extends those findings to males.

Trade-offs within the adult period

Previous studies (eg. Rose, 1984; Clare and Luckinbill, 1985; Luckinbill et al., 1987)
have found evidence of a negative genetic correlation, or trade-off, between fertility
early in the adult period on one hand, and longevity and fertility late in life on the other.
The results of a previous study (Partridge and Fowler 1992) with the pure lines
together with the evidence from the hybrid lines in the present study has failed to
confirm these findings for either females or males. 'Old' line flies were longer-lived
and more fertile late in life than 'young' line flies, with no corresponding drop in their
early fertility.
It is possible that flies from both selection regimens have evolved independently
for the characters in respect of which they differ. Comparison with the base stock,
which has presumably evolved considerably more slowly for these characters over the
time period since the selection lines were established, could therefore be revealing of
the presence of any trade-offs. Comparison of the hybrid lines with the base stock
failed to reveal evidence for trade-offs within the adult period. 'Old' line males lived•
longer and were more fertile than the base stock but did not differ significantly from it
in early fertility. The 'old line males presumably had higher lifetime reproductive
success than the males from the base stock, but the design of the present experiments
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precluded statistical testing, because fertility scores were not available for individual
males. The hybrid 'young' line males had significantly higher early fertility than did the
base stock, presumably a direct response to selection. There was no significant
correlated response in either longevity or late fertility. Had the base stock not been
examined, the marginally non-significant difference in early fertility and the significant
difference in late fertility between the 'young' and 'old' line males could have been
mistakenly interpreted as indicative of a possible trade-off between these two
characters.
The hybrid 'old' line females had greater longevity than the base stock, and also
lower early fertility than it. These data could therefore be used to deduce a possible
trade-off between early fertility and survival. However, caution is indicated by the
finding that the hybrid 'young' line females had a marginally non-significant tendency
toward lower early fertility than the base stock, but lower longevity and late life fertility
than it did, the opposite difference to that predicted by a trade-off. These results taken
together suggest that the drop in early in fertility in the hybrid 'old' line females relative
to the base stock may not have been a correlated response to selection on their late life
performance. Rather, it may have been attributable to selection on a character other than
age at reproduction per se, and one which was at least partly experienced in common
with females from the 'young' selection regimen.

(d) Trade-offs between the pre-adult and adult period

Both sexes from the hybrid 'old' lines performed better than those from the 'young'
lines as adults, had longer development times and had lower larval viability especially at
higher larval density. These data could therefore indicate a trade-off between larval and
adult performance. However, comparison with the base stock did not support this idea.
The hybrid 'old' lines performed better than the base stock as adults, but they also

performed at least as well as it as larvae, with faster rates of development in both sexes
and no significant reduction in larval viability or adult thorax length.
Comparison of the hybrid 'young' lines with the base stock also failed to
support the idea of a trade-off between the adult and larval period. The hybrid 'young'
line larvae developed much faster and had higher viability than those of the base stock,
yet they also gave rise to fitter male adults, with higher early fertility and unimpaired
late fertility and longevity. In females, in contrast, they gave rise to less fit adults with
lower longevity and fertility and smaller thoraxes, which is consistent with the idea of a
trade-off. The directions of evolutionary change in adult fitness relative to the base
stock were opposite for the sexes, yet they both out-performed the base stock as larvae.
The pre-adult period may therefore have evolved in response to some aspect of the
selection regimens other than age at reproduction per se.
An undetected difference in development time between flies from two selection
regimes could produce spurious evidence of differences in early fertility between them,
especially in females, if adults from the two regimens were collected for testing at a
fixed time after the egg stage rather than after eclosion from the pupa. Flies from the
slower developing lines would be then be more recently eclosed, and hence less fertile.

(e) Inadvertent selection

The evolution in preadult characters in the 'young' and 'old' lines could have arisen as
a correlated response to selection on age at reproduction or, instead, as a result of other
uncontrolled differences between the 'young' and 'old' selection regimens and between
both selection regimens and the base stock It seems highly likely that both sets of
selection lines, and especially the 'young' lines, were under intense selection to develop
rapidly. 'Young' line flies were under selection to reach their peak fertility between
days 14 and 17 from the egg, when the next generation of eggs was collected. In
addition, larval densities were probably higher in the 'young' lines (Partridge and
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Fowler, 1992) and larval development would therefore have been slowed, making
selection on development time more intense. Females have to feed in order to mature
their ovaries and commence egg-production, which causes a delay of a few days
between emergence and peak fertility, while males emerge from the pupa with both
sperm and accessory fluid present in the reproductive glands and peak in fertility at 12
hours of age (Ashburner, 1989). The 'young' line males may therefore have been
under less intense selection than the females to develop rapidly. The 'young' hybrid
females showed the most rapid development of all groups.
The inadvertent selection on the pre-adult period may explain some of the
apparently anomalous findings with adults. Hybrid 'young' line females showed a
significant reduction in thorax length relative to the base stock, and may have sacrificed
growth for rapid development, with a deleterious effect on the adult soma apparent as
low longevity and low fertility at all ages relative to the base stock. In contrast, hybrid
'young' line males increased in early fertility with respect to the base stock, perhaps
because this direct response to selection was not so strongly opposed by selection for
rapid development. Some selection on development time evidently also occurred in the
'old' lines, presumably because only flies emerging before day 17 contributed to the
adult population, but despite the fact that the 'old' line hybrids developed more rapidly
than the base stock, they gave rise to fitter adults.
The results suggest that if artificial selection on age at reproduction is to be fully
informative about the pattern of correlated responses, larval densities must be
standardised, and all adults must be allowed to emerge and mature in both 'old and
'young' lines before the lines are propagated. It is possible that there were genuine
correlated responses to selection present in the pre-adult period in these lines, but that
they were masked by the effects of unequal selection intensity on the developmental
period in the 'young' and 'old' lines and in males and females.
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(f) Mutation accumulation and pleiotropy

Hybrid 'old line males had improved in adult performance relative to the base stock
with no loss in larval fitness or in early adult fertility. The data therefore strongly
suggest that the 'old' lines achieved their adult advantage over the base stock by
reversal of the effects of mutation accumulation, and not by a change in the frequency
of mutants with pleiotropic effects. For 'old' line females the picture was confused by
their lower early fertility than the base stock females. The data from the 'young' lines
were also ambiguous, with some evidence that the 'young' line females had traded off
rapid development against adult fertility and longevity. In contrast, the 'young' line
males appeared to have increased in early fertility at no significant cost elsewhere in the
life history. Interpretation of the changes is complicated by the finding that preadult
characters were anyway changing in response to altered direct selection on larval
development time.
The data do not support the idea that the lower longevity and late life fertility of
the 'young' lines relative to the 'old' lines could be accounted for by the effects of
mutation accumulation in the 'young' lines. If the hybrid 'young' males are compared
with the base stock, they did not differ significantly from it in longevity or late fertility.
The data therefore support the idea that the difference between the 'young' and 'old'
lines was attributable to a direct response to selection in the 'old' lines. In females, the
hybrid 'young' lines lived significantly less long than the base stock, and had lower late
fertility than it. These results are consistent with the effects of mutation accumulation.
However, they could also be attributable to the effects of direct selection for rapid
development.
Our results point to the need to avoid inadvertent direct selection on characters
other than those intended. In the present context, standardisation of larval density and
avoidance of selection pressure for rapid development are clearly important. The data
also point to the need for a base stock that allows examination of where the direct and
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correlated responses to selection have occurred. Unfortunately, unlike E. coli (eg.
Bennett et al., 1992), D. melanogaster stocks cannot at present be revived from
freezing. A long established base stock kept under constant conditions is therefore a
desirable point of reference.
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Figure Legend.

Fig. 1. Progeny plotted against time from eclosion for males (a.) and females (b.) of
the pure and hybrid 'young' and 'old' selection lines and the base stock. For males the
percentage of progeny produced that were wild type (as opposed to scarlet) are plotted,
and for females the number of progeny produced per female per 2-day sampling
interval are given.
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Table 1. Median longevity (days) of adult males and females of the pure and hybrid lines and base stock.

Pure

Hybrid

FEMALES

MALES

•

Old

Base Stock

Replicates

Young

Old

Base Stock

Young

1

33

41

34

30

40

36

2

30

41

33

30

38

37

3

35

34

36

32

37

34

combined mean

33

38

35

30

38

36

1

35

46

32

41

2

35

41

33

37

3

38

41

36

42

combined mean

38

42

33

39

00

0

Table 2. Survival of males and females.Table-wide significance values for
paired comparisons between regimes.

MALES

FEMALES

***

HYBRID OLD >HYBRID YOUNG

PURE OLD> PURE YOUNG

***

HYBRID OLD > BASE STOCK
HYBRID YOUNG < BASE STOCK

n.s.

**

HYBRID YOUNG> PURE YOUNG

n.s.

**

HYBRID OLD > PURE OLD

*

n.S.

<the direction of the difference

*

P=O.05

** P=o.o1
*** P=o.001
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Table 3. Paired comparisons of age specific measures of fertility for the pure
'young' and 'old', hybrid 'young' and 'old', and base stock regimes. The
direction of difference and statistical significance of each comparison is given
for early and late measures of fertility in males (a.) and females (b.).
a. Males
EARLY

LATE

HYBRID OLD - HYBRID YOUNG

HYBRID OLD > HYBRID YOUNG*

PURE OLD - PURE YOUNG

PURE OLD> PURE YOUNG*

HYBRID OLD - BASE STOCK

HYBRID OLD > BASE STOCK*

HYBRID YOUNG> BASE STOCK*

HYBRID YOUNG - BASE STOCK

HYBRID YOUNG - PURE YOUNG
HYBRID OLD - PURE OLD

HYBRID YOUNG - PURE YOUNG
HYBRID OLD - PURE OLD

b. Females
EARLY

LATE

HYBRID OLD - HYBRID YOUNG

HYBRID OLD > HYBRID YOUNG*

PURE OLD - PURE YOUNG
HYBRID OLD < BASE STOCK*

HYBRID OLD - BASE STOCK

HYBRID YOUNG - BASE STOCK

HYBRID YOUNG < BASE STOCK*

HYBRID YOUNG - PURE YOUNG
HYBRID OLD - PURE OLD

HYBRID OLD - PURE OLD

< the direction of the difference
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* P=0.05

Table 4. Mean (and 95% CL) development time (hours) for males and females of the pure and hybrid lines and base stock.

FEMALES

MALES

Pure

Base Stock

Young

Old

Replicates

Young

Old

1

213(l.6)

223 (2.8)

207 (2.1)

218(3.7)

2

214 (1.9)

226 (6.9)

208 (2.1)

220 (5.0)

3

215 (2.5)

224 (4.9)

211(l.4)

218 (2.7)

mean

214 (2.5)

224 (3.8)

209 (5.2)

219 (2.9)
220 (3.1)

226 (2.5)

Hybrid

Base Stock

1

213(l.5)

222 (3.5)

207 (4.2)

214 (2.9)

2

213 (1.9)

220 (2.7)

206 (7.3)

214 (2.7)

3

212(1.3)

218(2.0)

203(8.0)

213(3.2)

mean

213 (1.4)

220(5.0)

205 (5.2)

214(1.4)

Table 5.

Mean percentage (and 95% CL) of emerging adults that were wild type.
Vials set up with one third selected or base stock larvae and two thirds scarletlarvae.

Pure

Young

Old

36.0 (6.8)

58.5 (20.6)

4.2 (14.0)

37.4 (9.8)

26.7 (13.6)

53.8 (20.4)

14.4 (5.1)

27.9 (4.2)

36.7 (5.3)

27.5 (6.0)

40.1 (8.1)

9.7 (10.4)

30.8(11-4)

373 (1.3)

30.1 (12.8)

50.8(23.7)

9.4(127)

Base Stock

Young

Young

Old

35.2 (4.8)

36.1 (5.7)

37.7 (6.4)

2

37.2 (2.4)

28.4 (8.6)

3

34.3 (6.1)

mean

35.6 ('3.7)

Replicates

Old

Base Stock

Base Stock

36.1 (40.2)

30.2 (2.5)

32.7 (2.0)

Hybrid

DENSITY 600

DENSITY 180

DENSITY 90

1

35.6 (6.9)

31.0 (4.5)

37.1 (7.4)

33.1 (2.9)

60.4 (15.5)

26.6 (30.5)

2

35.8 (2.7)

325 (3.6)

34.4 (6.1)

32.1 (2.9)

60.2 (16.3)

31.7 (3.9)

3

33.5 (2.3)

30.7 (3.2)

34.7 (6.0)

28.2 (6.5)

58.3 (17.2)

19.5 (24.1)

mean

35.0 (3.2)

31.4 (2.4)

35.4 (3.7)

31.1(6.4)

59.6 (2.9)

25.905-2)

The Cumulative Survival Probabilities of Male Adults of the Young Selection Regime.
Replicate Pure and Hybrid Lines are Contrasted with Replicates of the Base Stock.
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Table 6. Mean (and 95% CL) thorax length (mm) for males and females of the pure and hybrid lines and base stock.

FEMALES

MALES

Pure

Base Stock

Young

Old

Replicates

Young

Old

1

0.87 (0.03)

0.86 (0.02)

1.00 (0.02)

1.01 (0.02)

2

0.87 (0.02)

0.86 (0.02)

0.99 (0.02)

0.99 (0.03)

3

0.84 (0.02)

0.87 (0.03)

0.97 (0.02)

0.99 (0.01)

mew:

0.86 (0.04)

0.86 (0.01)

0.98 (0.05)

1.00 (0.04)
1.01 (0.03)

0.86 (0.01)

Hybrid

Base Stock

1

0.87 (0.03)

0.86 (0.02)

0.99 (0.02)

0.99 (0.02)

2

0.86 (0.02)

0.86 (0.01)

1.00 (0.02)

1.01 (0.02)

3

0.85 (0.02)

0.86 (0.03)

0.99 (0.01)

1-00(0.02)

mean

0.86 (0.01)

0.86 ('0.00)

0.99 (0.03)

1.00 (0.03)

The Cumulative Survival Probabilities of Male Adults of the Old Selection Regime.
Replicate Pure and Hybrid Lines are Contrasted with Replicates of the Base Stock.
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